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I am delighted to be writing this facing towards a covid free life with most of 
the restrictions having been lifted and potentially the final restrictions will 
have been abolished by the time you get to read this. I am looking forward 
to a normal year with summer shows again as I’m sure every breeder is, it 
is a relief to be able to start planning various events for the year ahead 
without a black cloud hanging over us of whether plans will go ahead or 
not. We live in hope that this new normal life continues and no new or at 
least no new deadly variants raise their heads.

It has been a difficult year for many with many losses in the world of 
Herefords. I sympathise with the families who have lost loved ones during 
2021 - a difficult time for anyone made even worse for many by 
government restrictions.

The year 2021 brought about many changes to the IHBS - the main one being the retirement of the long-
standing secretary; Larry Feeney. Another significant change to the staff of the IHBS was the retirement of 
Lesley Sandes as long-standing Field Officer. I want to wish Larry and Lesley well in their retirement and 
hope to be able to harness some of the learnings and experience gained from my time with them. We 
have also seen the election of a new council. I want to thank Willie Branagan for his help over the past 
few years as chairman and for his service and dedication to the breed. I want to wish our incoming and 
current chair, Joe O’Connor, the very best of luck in his new role and look forward to working with him 
over the next term & indeed the entire council.

In general, the year was a positive one for Herefords. Spring took off on a high with Hereford cross calf 
prices reaching highs in comparison with the year before. Hereford bull calves were earning as much as 
€455 at one point which was helped by online bidding but also dairy farmers choosing to sell older and 
stronger calves. This demand remained consistent throughout the Spring - into the middle of May and 
already the pattern seems to be repeating itself in 2022.

This success matched strong bull sales that were seen consistently throughout last year. Prices remained 
high and steady during the Spring sales both at auction and at home. Bull sales started earlier for many 
breeders last Spring which was reflective in the number of bulls entered for sales that were sold at home 
in advance of the sales. The Premier Autumn sale ended the season on a high where the sale average 
was €3000 with 22 out of the 30 bulls being sold on the day. 

There was also a successful heifer sale season for many breeders with the demand for Hereford heifers 
seen across the year. This was evident when the Elite Genetics Production sale was held in September 
where the average price for the 26 heifers sold was €2850/head. The inaugural Genetic gems heifer sale 
was held in November which was the first of its kind for Irish Herefords. There were a number of top 
prices achieved for these hand-picked heifers and the average price earned was €4400. We hope to see 
the sale grow this year. There were also 58 heifers exported to Kazakhstan last October which also further 
benefited the future of the breed. Exports are a step in the right direction and we hope to secure more 
markets during 2022. 

Determined not to let Covid-19 hinder all that we enjoy so much in 2021 - we were delighted to be able 
to host our very own National Hereford Show in September on the grounds of Annaharvey Equestrian 
Centre. The show was a great success and a nice change to be able to get back into the show ring 
again. Congratulations to all exhibitors and especially to the National Supreme Hereford Champion 2021; 
Freetown Peerless - exhibited by Tom & Paddy Hickey. I want to extend thanks to all the volunteers who 
helped make the show a great success.

Secretary’s Review
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In the name of progress and engaging younger breeders; Next Gen Herefords were born last year. The 
group started during the nationwide lockdown with online tutorials and against all odds organised three 
very successful farm tours throughout the year along with the Next Gen Herefords Youth competition 
which was held in conjunction with the National Hereford Calf show, to form the ‘Hereford Weekend’ in 
Tullamore. Both competitions went off without a hitch and it was pure joy to see 31 participants in the 
youth competition with everyone getting involved and enjoying themselves. We hope to build on the event 
this November and make it better than before. Next Gen Herefords are lucky to have a committee of four 
enthusiastic and dedicated young people to drive the initiative forward and I want to thank each of them 
for their help and input; Catherine Smyth, Sinead Conry, Eoin Lynch & Michael Barrett and to everyone 
who volunteered and helped during the Hereford weekend in Tullamore. There are big plans ahead for this 
year and we look forward to meeting young breeders out and about again.

I wish to thank Eileen & Noreen in the IHBS office for their help and assistance throughout the year and 
since my start with the Society and their continued good work and dedication to the Society. I would also 
like to thank Irish Hereford Prime for their support over the past year both financially and practically. The 
company has been sponsoring the Hereford Society sales over the past number of years which add 
another support to the marketplace. I want to thank them for their input in the Next Gen Herefords which 
allows for another dimension to the programme and a gateway into the commercial world which is equally 
as important for young breeders as the Pedigree world. Many thanks to Tennyson Egar also who gave a 
lot of time & enthusiasm to society & Next Gen Hereford events during the year.

Herefords are in a uniquely positive place given the changing world we live in. It is becoming ever more 
important for the world to go “green” and adapt more sustainable practices. In terms of beef farming, it 
looks like Herefords hold the key in relation to reducing carbon footprint through easy and early finishing 
from grass. The excellent carcase weights that can be achieved from Herefords and the early maturing 
ability - make this breed the no brainer for both dairy calf-to-beef systems and suckler systems. Hereford 
beef, as we all know, is top quality with excellent marbling that premium markets are currently 
demanding. The continued growth of Irish Hereford Prime during the numerous lockdowns, given that 
their main market is food service, is a testament to the popularity of Irish Hereford beef and the respect it 
has rightfully earned. The breed, also renowned for docility, is surely missing credit for this ever more 
important attribute in today’s safety conscious society. There will be many changes and no doubt hurdles 
to overcome during 2022 but I’m sure we can overcome all obstacles to work towards a sustainable 
future for the breed.

I wish all breeders the very best of luck this year and look forward to meeting you at a show or sale very 
soon.

Louise Callan
Acting Secretary.
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My name is Adrian Bateman from Riverstick, Co. Cork. I was selected as 
the new President of the Irish Hereford Society on the 16th October 2021. I 
feel privileged and humbled to be in this position today. I want to thank my 
proposer and seconder who supported me on the night and to everyone 
who wished me the best of luck in my role.

I am married to Caroline and I have three children, Ross, Shannon and 
Grace. Ross and Grace love preparing and showing cattle at the summer 
shows and I am glad they take after my interest. My daughter-in-law Sarah 
has got the showing bug as well and she shows for me regularly. Herefords 
and showing are a big part of our family life, we normally try and exhibit at 
12-15 shows a year. I am also on the recommended Hereford judges list. 
Judging is something I really enjoy and I love deliberating over my final 
decision. It is not an easy task but I would encourage anyone interested to 
put themselves forward.

My father Harvey first got involved with Herefords in 1978. I was always interested in the breed in my 
youth and I used to train them for show & sales. With that being said, I bought my first two Herefords in 
1984 and they turned out very well for me. I sold 5 bulls from these and at the time they made good 
money, the bug had truly bitten. 

Over the years Herefords have provided me with some great memories. In 2010, we went to the Beef 
Expo at Kilkenny Mart with a bull, Slieveroe Hickup. He was one of the youngest in his class on the day 
and went on to win his class, the Male Championship and was crowned the Overall Champion on the 
day. The following Spring he went onto win the championship at the Premier Sale in Tullamore before 
being champion in Kilmallock and selling on the day to Co. Kerry.

Another memory which stands out is from 2011 when I took a bull calf, Slieveroe Kane to the National 
Livestock Show at Tullamore Show. He was there to make up the numbers as we had been showing 
three Bowmont Storm heifers all summer but to our surprise we came home with him after winning the 
National Junior Bull of the Year and the Reserve Male championship. 

I am looking forward to the year ahead very much. There are two things I would like to do as my time as 
President. Firstly, I want to build a sense of togetherness between the breeders and the society. We all 
must work together to take the breed forward for the future. 

Secondly, I look forward to working with the younger generation, they are the future of our breed and it’s 
very important to support them with anything they need. Louise has done a fantastic job already with 
setting up the Next Gen Herefords and I will support her in any way I can.

After a tough couple of years with the pandemic, one of the things I am looking forward to is attending 
our events and meeting up with fellow breeders as much as possible. I will be in attendance at our 
society sales and I also aim to travel to a lot of shows during the year.

Finally, I want to wish everybody health and happiness for the year ahead and wish all breeders the best 
of luck for the show season. I will do my best to meet a lot of you throughout the year.

Kind regards,
Adrian Bateman.

IHBS President 2021-2023
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Obituaries

Roy Beattie RIP
Roy was formerly better known for his involvement with the Holstein 
breed. From a young age he lived and worked in Canada. From here the 
knowledge and expertise gained in cattle fitting took him to win many 
Championships at many leading shows in Ireland, Brussells, Spain to 
name a few. The knowledge, expertise, stockmanship and drive to 
succeed that Roy possessed was second to none.

Roy’s passion for quality and perfection and constant determination to 
raise the bar, extended beyond his Holsteins. His introduction to Matthew 
and Rita Goulding, of the renowned Goulding herds of Polled Hereford 
and Aberdeen Angus, sparked a love for the beef breeds. It was then 
that the wonderful story of Intelagri began.

The Intelagri Polled Hereford and Aberdeen angus herd was established 
in 2012 with very carefully selected foundation females from the Goulding 
herd. The herd developed steadily over the next few years by embracing 
modern cattle breeding techniques using A.I. and embryo transfer to 
best effect.

The partnership between Goulding and Intelagri went from strength to 
strength with the purchase of some extraordinary females from Denmark 
and UK. In a short few years there were four Intelagri bulls standing in A.I. 
stations.

In 2019 the partnership hosted the ‘Goulding Opportunity Sale’ which 
was the most successful, record-breaking Hereford sale to date in the 
country where it attracted bids from breeders throughout Europe. After a 
short illness and an untimely death, the giant-like frame of a man, his 
outstretched hand, his big smile sadly passed.

We have no doubt he is gone to the winner’s enclosure.

Jerry Lynch RIP
Jerry Lynch from Ullanes, Ballymakeera, died peacefully on 22/10/2021.

Jerry bought his first Herefords in 1974 and built up his herd from there. 
Jerry also worked as a livestock buyer for Cork marts during his working 
life and was a keen judge of cattle - often attending five marts a week - 
so it was natural that he went into pedigree breeding on his home farm.

Jerry was a regular customer at the Hereford Premier sales buying stock 
bulls - always bringing home a ‘good one’. This aided Jerry in building up 
his herd. He showed at local shows and brought home rosettes with his 
stock bull. He also built up a number of farmer customers who bought 
stock bulls off him regularly and always came back again.

We extend our deepest sympathies to his wife; Eileen, daughter: Noirin, 
sons: Gearoid and Cathal and the extended family.
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Peter Maher RIP
It is with deep regret we note the death of Peter Maher, Ballydowel, 
Rathmoyle, Co Killkenny. 

One of the old reserves Peter lived all his life in close contact with and 
caring for Herefords and in particular the Ballydowel herd. He Inherited 
the herd through a bequest from the late Tommy Holmes in recognition of 
the dedication and loyalty of Peter and his father before him to the 
Holmes family and the Ballydowel herd. Coming into possession of the 
herd in midlife Peter had already gleaned a vast knowledge of cattle 
breeding, presentation and show craft from his mentor. The Holmes 
name was synonymous with top class breeding and was one of Kilkenny 
and Ireland’s leading herds regularly a winner and top price getter at the 
RDS bull show, Kilkenny agricultural show and Kilkenny bull sale. One of 
a number of select herds across the country at which the Department of 
Agriculture then placed leased bulls many top breeders brought their 
cows to Ballydowel for service. Through this Peter got to know breeders 
from many of the surrounding counties and further afield. Peter kept in 
touch with many of these contacts down the years and liked nothing 
better than to meet up and have a chat and perhaps the odd dram at the 
many shows, sales and Hereford events.

On taking over responsibility for the herd Peter resolved to strive to 
maintain and where possible to improve the herd profile and reputation. 
In this objective he gained much success the record speaks for itself. The 
herd in more recent years continues its successful run under the 
guidance of son Joe with Joe’s daughters now also showing the talent, 
knowledge and dedication of their forebears. Sadly, shortly following the 
demise of Peter’s wife Mary in late spring 2019 his health began to 
decline and he was not as active as previously. The loss of the shows 
during the past two years would have been a great trial to him as he 
really enjoyed meeting up with old friends and discussing the merits of 
the various Herefords on display at the shows. Sincere sympathy is 
offered to his son Joe, daughter Eleanor and their families at this sad 
time. 

May he Rest in Peace.
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Herdwatch

Farm smart: Supreme Male Hereford 
Champion breeders Edwin & Robert Jones 
using technology for a more efficient farming 
practice

Robert Jones is a fourth-generation pedigree 
Hereford breeder & Suckler farmer from 
Keenagh, Co. Longford. Robert is farming part 
time alongside his father Edwin, with the help of 
his wife Sinead, mother Pearl and siblings Alan & 
Nicole. The family farm is 105 acres in total with 
80 acres of their own land and 25 additional 
acres rented. Breeding Herefords has been 
tradition in the Jones family for over four 
generations. “Our family has been breeding 
Herefords for over 80 years dating back to when 
my great grandfather used to breed them in the 
1960’s.” 

Robert currently has 90 animals in the herd and 
takes great care ensuring the animals are of the 
highest quality. “We try to maintain quality at all 
costs, aiming for 5-star animals.” On why they 
favour the Hereford breed Robert explained “they 
are just such an easy breed to work with I could 
go on for days but mainly due to their docility, 
ease of maintenance and fertility, calving & 
milking ability, early maturing and superior tasting 
beef.”

Roberts involvement with the Hereford breed 
does not finish there, he also holds the position 
as the secretary of the North Leinster Hereford 
Branch who run the National Hereford Calf Show 
in conjunction with the Irish Hereford Breed 
Society. 

“I suppose I got involved with the 
calf show just because of my 
interest & passion for the breed.” 

The National Hereford Calf Show returned last 
November, having missed the physical event in 
2020 - this year’s calf show was back with a 
bang and turned out to be a great success all 
round. The competition was run as part of the 
Hereford weekend in Tullamore with Robert 
tasting success claiming the crown of National 
Hereford Calf Show Senior Male Champion with 
“Keenagh Rio” which was proudly sponsored by 
Herdwatch. 

Robert has seen the farm develop dramatically in 
the last few years with a constant emphasis on 
improvement. “There is a new building going up 
every three to four years, we try to reseed a few 
acres every year and we are constantly working 
on drainage trying to improve the land year on 
year, there is always another job waiting to be 
done to improve operations on the farm.” One of 
those important improvements to running the 
farm came in the form of technology when 
Robert started using Herdwatch to improve his 
farm management and make life a little bit easier 
over 4 years ago.

Introducing technology to ease the stress
Robert got set up on Herdwatch back in 2017 to 
help with Bord Bia farm assurance paperwork 
and hasn’t looked back since - “We had our 
Bord Bia audit back in 2017 and I had a few late 
nights in the lead up to it chasing paperwork and 
looking for dockets. My mother just said to me 
there must be an easier way than this, I had 
heard about Herdwatch off other farmers who 
were using the app so I downloaded it. The next 
day one of the Herdwatch team gave me a call, 
we spent a bit of time running through various 
features and I signed up there and then over the 
phone.”

Recording Remedies Instantly 
“Before Herdwatch it was so easy to get caught 
out on withdrawals and trying to keep track of 
medicines was a nightmare. Now with 
Herdwatch, that problem is eliminated and there 
is no way I would go back to pen & paper. The 
minute the medicine is bought, it is recorded in 
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the app so I know exactly what I have in my 
virtual medicine cabinet. Whether I am injecting 
or dosing, I have the phone out and record the 
treatments and the animal it was given to as I go, 
nothing gets forgotten about. Before I would be 
inside later that night second guessing if I had 
dosed a cow or not, that’s a thing of the past 
now.” 

Managing Calving Season with 
Silage Season on a tight 
schedule                                                                           
Robert operates a summer calving 
system which begins in July and 
finds himself extremely busy at 
that time of year as the family also 
operates a silage contracting 
business over the summer 
months. “I am always rushing and 

racing that time of the year, I don’t have time to 
be messing around with paperwork, registering 
calves before would have been all paper but now 
the calf is registered as soon as it is dropped, no 
messing around with bits of paper or having a 
panic weeks after a calf is born thinking “Did I 
register that calf or not?” I can rest easy in the 
knowledge it’s done straight away and get on 
with other jobs.” 

Breeding Management 
Made Simple 
It is no surprise that Robert’s 
favourite feature within the 
app is the breeding 
management! “It is the best 
feature of all.” Robert has 
found himself getting into a 
daily routine of starting his 
day with a browse through 
Herdwatch! Every morning at 
the breakfast table Robert 

takes out Herdwatch to have a look at his 
breeding to ensure he does not miss a trick.

“I have a look every morning when 
I’m eating the breakfast to see 
what cows are 20 days out so I 
can then keep an eye on them, 
there’s no guessing, nothing is left 
to chance. It’s just a way more 
efficient method of farming.” 

Robert uses 50% AI and 50% stock bull on the 
farm recording all serves in the app which in turn 
shares them with ICBF. 
Robert records weights regularly inputting all his 
weights into the app. “I weigh the cattle quite a 

bit so it’s great, I can keep a close eye on how 
they are performing, the app tells me the animals 
average daily gain on the spot allowing me to 
make more informed decisions to ensure they are 
performing at a high quality and thriving all the 
time.” 

Mapping his farm with 
Herdwatch
There is a lot more to 
Herdwatch than just farm 
compliance and one of the 
major new features added 
last September was the 
ability for farmers to map 
their farm using satellite 

imagery in the Herdwatch app. Whilst Robert has 
not mapped every field yet, he has been very 
impressed with the new feature and the ones he 
has “I’ve mapped a few fields and once you 
simply map the outline of the field on the satellite 
image in the app, it automatically calculated the 
acreage for me.” 

“I was able to name and colour-code the fields 
based on what their use and I reckon it will make 
life a lot easier on the contracting side too as 
farmers will be able to just point the fields to be 
mowed out on the map for me. It also allows me 
to keep all the paddocks and spray records for 
specific fields in the app which is very handy for 
cross-compliance inspections.”

An Easier Life
“Before Herdwatch I would have to come in and 
spend hours every week doing paperwork but 
that’s all gone now, now when I come in off the 
farm for the night I’m done and I can have my 
evenings to relax and do whatever I want, I have 
so much more free time.” 

His days of worry in the lead up to Bord Bia 
audits are now a thing of the past, “it’s fantastic 
for the audits, before it was 3 or 4 days 
preparation, now it’s just five minutes to print 
what I need and hand it straight to the inspector.”

“I love Herdwatch because I find it so simple to 
use, everything is there on the screen in front of 
you. It saves all my records to the cloud so I 
don’t have to worry if I were to drop my phone 
into a pit or it gets lost, my records are always 
safe.”

“I have recommended Herdwatch to several 
other farmers, it makes life so much easier and 
makes for much better book-keeping, nothing 
gets left behind and I find myself much more 
productive with it.”
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Innovation Driving Success for Herdwatch 
Since its launch in 2014, Herdwatch has seen a 
continuous stream of improvements and new 
offerings to the product. CEO & Co-founder of 
Herdwatch Fabien Peyaud acknowledged the 
success to date, “Since we first launched, we 
have been embraced by the farming community 
because we offer them a tool which really makes 
a difference. Using Herdwatch makes farm 
management easier, which is why we are the 
most popular farm management app in Ireland 
and the UK and why a growing number of 
farmers use our app on a daily basis.” 

Head of Innovation at Herdwatch James Greevy 
joined Herdwatch in 2015 and has been 
instrumental in the growth of the software to 
date. James is passionate about driving 
technology adoption on farm in order to increase 
productivity and maximise farm profitability. 
James is himself a suckler farmer from Co. 
Roscommon and works closely with farmers 
across Ireland & the UK taking on board different 
requests and improving the app to meet the 
needs of all members. James acknowledged “It’s 
great to be able to see the impact that 
Herdwatch is making on farms, many Suckler 
and Beef farmers are working full-time off-farm 
and helping them save time on paperwork is 
something we love to do.

Last year saw the launch of the Herdwatch Next 
Generation App and 2021 has seen the product 
offering expand greatly with the addition of 
features such as the afore mentioned Farm 
Maps, Verified by Herdwatch, new performance 
dashboards, new animal profile page, picture 
records & much much more. Speaking about the 
continued improvements James stated “Farmers 
will be required to record more information in the 
future for compliance and new environmental 
sustainability initiatives which will are on the 
horizon, Herdwatch will be there is continue 
helping farmers simplify how they record this 
information. However more importantly, we will 
also help transform this data into information that 
a farmer can use to make better farm decisions 
and drive profitability.”.

Helping farmer’s drive sustainability to meet 
environmental challenges
In September Herdwatch launched “Farm Maps 
by Herdwatch”. A free farm mapping tool 
allowing farmers to map their farms. The ‘Farm 
Maps by Herdwatch’ is aimed at allowing farmers 
to create maps of their farms through the app 
using satellite imagery. Once you have mapped 
out your field the area of the paddock is 
automatically calculated for you providing data in 
hectares and acres. You can also name and 
colour-code fields based on what they are used 
for and you can create paddock and spray 
records for specific fields through the app!
Farm Maps by Herdwatch has proven to be a 
major success in the short period since its launch 
with over 100,000 acres mapped by farmers in 
just 4 months. This free feature provides 
substantial savings over traditional mapping 
services, however this is only the start as 
Herdwatch has big plans in the pipeline to tie this 
is with new features to help farmer’s with soil 
health, fertiliser usage and carbon management. 

The Next Chapter - Flockwatch
The next chapter for the company will see the 
introduction of a brand-new product for sheep 
farmers, Flockwatch which will launch in 2022. 
Flockwatch will work in the same way as the 
existing Herdwatch programme but be 
specifically for sheep with various sheep features. 
Fabien Peyaud stated, “It’s the same concept - 
digitalising farming, and using technology to 
make farmers’ lives easier, but applied to sheep.”
“Up to this point anyone who wanted to manage 
their flock had had very little to choose from. With 
Flockwatch they can now have an app at their 
fingertips with EID reader connectivity, rapid 
recording for compliance and weights and 
everything else a sheep farmer would need to 
turn data into profit,” Mr. Peyaud concluded. The 
farm management company goes from strength 
to strength and we are excited to see what 2022 
might hold in store. 

Download Herdwatch today
Herdwatch is fully compliant with Bord Bia quality 
assurance and cross-compliance standards 
allowing farmers to record all their farm 
paperwork on a simple to use app. It is fully 
integrated with ICBF so farmers can see their 
breeding, milk records and EBI/Eurostar 
information on Herdwatch.

You too can join Robert and over 15,000+ other 
happy farmers saving time on farm paperwork 
and managing their farms more efficiently, just 
give us a call on 0505 34400 or visit 
www.herdwatch.com for more information. 
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Around the Sales

Baltinglass Fatstock Bullock 
Sale 2021
The 46th Annual Fatstock bullock sale took place 
in Baltinglass on Wednesday 27th January.
The sale was an all-round success with 100% 
clearance rate. Speaking to the Irish Farmers 
Journal; the mart manager, Joe Kinsella, said 
“the quality was as good if not better than any of 
the previous fatstock sales hosted over the last 
46 years”.

There was a particularly strong show of Hereford 
cattle with farmers in most cases earning more 
for their heavier cattle than expected. Good 
supply of Hereford cattle was met with good 
demand.

The top price for Hereford stock was €1750 or 
€2.35/kg for a March 2018 born bullock 
weighing in at 745kgs.

Kilkenny Bull Sale March 2021 
Kilkenny held their annual Premier Multi-breed 
bull sale on Wednesday 24th March 2021.

There was great success for Corlismore 
Pedigrees for the second year in a row when they 
sold the top priced Hereford bull. Corslimorepoll 
1 Bradstock 028, sired by Panmure 1 Henry , 
sold for the super price of €3500. Corlismore 
Herefords had further success at the sale when 
they sold their second entered bull which 
averaged the price for the two bulls at € 3125.

Corlismorepoll 1 Bradstock 028 sold for €3500 by Sean & 
Gary McKiernan

Tourtane Brendan 1177 also brought great 
success to Mervyn & Trevor Parr when he sold 
for €3300. Brendan is sired by Kilsunny Goliath & 
bred from a Mawarra Sentimental Dam.

Tourtane Brendan 1177 sold for €3300 by Trevor Parr

Hereford Bull Sales off to a 
Flying Start!
The Irish Hereford Premier Spring Sale was held 
on Saturday 27th March in GVM Tullamore. A 
sale very different from what breeders are used to 
whereby there was no washing or parading of 
bulls permitted and sellers had to leave the 
premises once they had unloaded their bull into 
the pens. Viewers were then allowed on site by 
appointment only at an allocated time slot before 
the sale commenced.

Despite the restrictions which caused worry 
among breeders, there was a 65% clearance rate 
- up on previous sales and an average price of 
€2970 which lent to a flyer of a sale. There were 
10 out of the 17 bulls sold for at least €3000 with 
eight of them earning above the mark. Irish 
Hereford Prime kindly sponsored €250 to the 
buyers of each bull sold for €3000 and over. This 
was an invaluable support to breeders and 
proved just how helpful and worthy a contribution 
it is.

The top of the town was earned by Kye Nando 
881 who sold for €4200. This four star Terminal 
bull was bred by Free Town Nevada and out of a 
Steil Gerard Dam. This fertility tested bull was 
sold to a fellow breeding herd in Cork.
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Lot 11 Kye Nando 881 topped the sale at €4200 for breeders 
Padraig & Catherine McGrath

Next in line at the top of the sales was Airhill 
Raffael, exhibited by Nigel Heatrick of Glaslough 
Herefords. Nigel purchased this bull as a calf on 
a cow at the Airhill Reduction sale in 2019. This 
calf proved his value on Saturday when he sold 
for €4000 to a breeding herd in Offaly. Raffael, 
sired by Cill Cormaic Napoleon, has served cows 
in Glaslough herd already & his first calf was born 
just a few days before the sale, & Nigel is 
delighted to have his progeny on farm coming on 
again.

Lot 5 Airhill Raffael for Nigel Heatrick
sold for €4,000

There was great success for Longford breeder’s 
duo; Edwin & Robert Jones of Keenagh 
Herefords. The pair showed Keenagh Pedro who 
came into the ring as Lot 10. Sired by Keenagh 
L-Jay, a home bred sire out of Hollow Point 
Broker, is definitely proving his worth this season. 
Pedro is also sired by a Kilsunny Goliath dam. 
This five star Terminal & Replacement bull was 
sold to a Co. Clare herd for the excellent price of 
€3900.

Lot 10 Keenagh Pedro, bred by Edwin & Robert Jones sold 
to Clare for €3900

Success didn’t end there for the Keenagh herd 
when they sold their second entered bull; 
Keenagh Prince Pablo for €3600. Again sired by 
Keenagh L-Jay, this fine bull was sold to the 
pedigree breeding Hereford herd of Wade 
McCrabbe in Donegal.

Lot 10 Keenagh Prince Pablo for Edwin & Robert Jones sold 
for €3600

Lot 26 came to the fore when Ballinalick Felix, a 
Five Star Terminal bull sold to Carlow for €3200.
Feevaghmore Las Vagas 2, sired by Haven 
Kingpin & standing as a Five Star Terminal & Four 
Star Replacement index bull sold for €3100 to a 
pedigree breeder in Cork.

Lot 4 for William Kennedy; Feevaghmore Las Vegas 2, 
purchased by a Cork breeder for €3100
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There were a number of other bulls sold for 
€3100, including Lot 24 - Fortviewpoll 1 Party. 
This Five Star Terminal & Five Star Replacement 
index bull combined the best of traditional & 
modern genetics. After being out wintered, 
fertility tested & confirmed myostatin free, this 
Fortview bull was sold to the west of Ireland.

Lot 24 Fortviewpoll 1 Party for John & Desmond Morrow - 
sold for €3,100

Lot 25 - Woodviewpoll 1 Oskar was also sold to 
the West of Ireland for a smashing €3100. This 
Five Star Terminal & Five Star Replacement bull 
was sired by Allowdale Rory 594 & bred from a 
Solpoll cow.

Lot 25 Woodviewpoll 1 Oskar sold for €3100

It was a good sale for Grianan Herefords who 
sold Lot 23 - Grianan Ultra for €3000. Sired by 
Grianan Parker, who has produced National 
Champions & bulls that have previously sold for 
€5000 & bred from a Churchill Storm bred cow, 
who is a full sister to Grianan Firecracker, this 
quality bull has a birth weight of 38kgs as well as 
a 200 day weight of 324kgs.

Lot 23  Grianan Ultra for T & A Fitzgerald - sold for €3,000

Kicking off the good trade on Saturday was 
Boyanna Storm 1st. Sired by Cavehill Storm, this 
Five Star Terminal & Four Star replacement index 
bull, was fertility tested and had cows scanned in 
calf before being sold to Wexford herd for €3000.

Lot 2 Boyanna Storm 1st sold to a Wexford breeder for 
€3000

Many thanks are extended to all who sold & 
purchased at the sale, to all who worked & 
volunteered their time to ensure a smooth 
running of the sale, to GVM Tullamore for hosting 
the sale & the staff, to the auctioneer Richard 
Ryan & to Irish Hereford Prime for sponsoring this 
sale & contributing €2500 to over half of the 
buyers. 
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Drumboy Herefords take home 
top price in Carrick!
Well done to Shane Kilrane of Drumboy 
Herefords, Leitrim on topping the Hereford 
section of the Multi-Breed sale in Carrick on 
Shannon on 3rd April 2021.

Drumboy Twister, born in August 2019, was sired 
by Moyclare Lieutenant & is a Five Star bull for 
carcase conformation.

Twister sold for the top price of the day of €2400.

Many thanks to Irish Hereford Prime who 
sponsored €250 to the buyer of this bull.

Top Price was Drumboy Twister who sold for €2400 - with 
breeder Shane Kilrane

Local breeder takes home top 
price of €3400 at Nenagh April 
Hereford Bull Sale! 
The Irish Hereford Spring Sale was held in 
Nenagh on Saturday 10th April. Of the bulls that 
were sold - sold very well with good prices 
earned. Home sales were very strong last Spring 
which was evident where only 19 out of the 32 
bulls catalogued showed up for sale, the 
remaining 13 bulls being sold from home pre-
sale. The Sale average price was €2871 - a very 
respectable figure & a good help to breeders 
selling bulls at home of which sales have gotten 
slightly earlier this year than usual.

Top Price of the day went to Ballinalick 
Herefords, belonging to Willie Duff, Tipperary. 
Ballinalick Murty, born in October 2019 & 
homebred by Balinalick Gold, was sold to a 
Tipperary dairy farmer for €3400!

Lot 23 Ballinalick Murty sold for €3400 with breeder Willie 
Duff

Lot 11 - Ardmulchan Riddick was sold to a 
repeat customer from Limerick for €3000. 
Riddick, who was fertility tested, was born in 
August 2019 & bred from Church Preen Galileo. 
The buyer had bought a bull from Ardmulchan 
Herefords, Co. Meath four years previous.

Lot 11 Ardmulchan Riddick Sold for €3000 with breeder 
Catherine Smyth

Portanob Herefords, Co. Meath were also on the 
map. Portanob Gerry, born in August 2019 was 
sired by Cill Cormaic Leo. Gerry was fertility 
tested & bred from Portanob Erica - who won the 
March class in the National Hereford Calf Show 
in 2015. Gerry was sold to a farmer in Galway for 
€3000.

Lot 15 Portanob Gerry Sold for €3000 with breeder John 
Canty
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Ballyraggan Upstart 976th also moved onto new 
ownership to a Tipperary farmer. Bred by the 
Thompson family of Ballyraggan Herefords; 
Upstart, born in July 2019 is a Five-Star Terminal 
Index & sold for €2800.

Lot 8 Ballyraggan Upstart 976th Sold for €2800 with breeder 
Hazel Thompson

Moyclare Sergio, born July 2019 made his way 
from the Offaly Moyclare Hereford herd, 
belonging to Michael Molloy, to his new home in 
Roscommon. Sired by Freetown Nadal; an easy 
calving sire, & is a Five Star Terminal & a Four 
Star Replacement index bull. Sergio’s Dam was 
bred from a Ballinalick bull, Ballinalick Ledger. 
Moyclare Sergio was sold for €2700.

Lot 7 Moyclare Sergio Sold for €2700 with breeder Michael 
Molloy

Nigel Heatrick of Glaslough Herefords, also 
travelled home to Monaghan with an empty trailer 
after selling their two entries, the two youngest 
bulls in the sale.

Glaslough Vinson - the youngest bull at the sale, 
born in November 2019, was sired by 
Clooncullane Major 343, a Trillick Hotspur son & 
sold to local Tipperary dairy farmer for €2700.

Lot 27 - Glaslough Vinson sold for €2700 with breeder Nigel 
Heatrick

Glaslough Val, born November 2019 & sired by 
Ballyaville Ger, was sold to Co. Clare for €2500.

Well done to all exhibitors & buyers on the day! 
Thanks to Irish Hereford Prime who also 
sponsored €200 to the FIVE highest priced bulls 
on the day.

Bandon Annual Hereford Bull 
Sale 2021
The annual Hereford & multi-breed sale was held 
in Bandon mart on Thursday 15th April. With 20 
bulls catalogued - only 14 attended the sale, 
again another sign that home sales were strong 
last Spring.

The top price on the day went to Lot 15 - 
Skehanore Festive, bred by Tom Hickey, 
Ballydehob. This bull was sired by Free Town 
Peerless & is a Four Star Terminal Index bull. 
Festive was sold to a fellow Hereford breeder 
from West Cork for €2500.

Lot 15 - Skehanore Festive sold for €2500
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Lot 19 - Butlerstown Simba, bred by Shane 
O’Driscoll of Butlerstown Herefords, Bandon was 
sold to Carrigaline for €2200. Simba, born in 
September 2019, is sired by Gurteragh Romeo 
697 Et and bred from Skehanore Buttons A 802, 
has a Three Star Replacement rate & a Five Star 
rating for milk.

Lot 19 - Butlerstown Simba sold for €2200

All of the bulls that sold were sold for €2000 or 
over including;

Lot 16 - Droumdaniel Master sold for €2000. This 
July 2019 born bull, bred by the Lynch family 
from Bantry, has a Five Star rating for carcase 
conformation as well as a very low calving figure 
on cows of just 1.1%. Master was sired by 
Droumdaniel Rambler, an Allowdale Exceller son 
& bred from Droumdaniel Jennie, a Kingsgrove 
daughter.

Lot 16 - Droumdaniel Master sold for €2000

Lot 20 - Droumdaniel Django also sold for 
€2000. Bred by the Lynch family of Droumdaniel 
Herefords, Bantry - Django was sired by 
Droumdaniel Rambler, an Allowdale Exceller son 
& bred from Skehanore Dancer B 851. This 
September 2019 born bull, has a Four Star 
Replacement index figure.

Lot 20 - Droumdaniel Django sold for €2000

Many thanks again to Irish Hereford Prime who 
sponsored €200 to the five highest priced bulls 
above.

Joint top price of €3300 earned 
at Kilmallock Hereford Bull Sale
Great trade in Kilmallock on Friday 16th April for 
Hereford bulls. Again home trade remaining 
strong was evident as only 23 of the 38 bulls 
catalogued showed up for sale with the 
remaining being sold off farm prior to the sale. 
Home sales were particularly strong last year and 
quite early in comparison to the year before -  
with many farmers opting to buy bulls in breeders 
yards. There was a 60% clearance rate at the 
sale with the average price sitting at a very 
respectable €2464 - just shy of €2500.

Top of the town was shared by two breeders;

Kye Morgan 883 was bred by Roscommon 
breeder; Padraig McGrath of Kye Herefords. Kye 
Morgan 883, born July 2019 & sired by 
Gageboro Morgan, is a Four Star Replacement 
Index bull with a Five Star figure for milk. Morgan 
was fertility tested and was sold to a commercial 
farmer from Cork for €3300.

Lot 11 Kye Morgan 883 sold for €3300
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Joint top price of the day was also earned by 
new breeder; John Hartigan of Hayfield 
Herefords, Limerick, who had a very succesful 
day out for his first sale. Hayfield Maxulius 
George, with a tag number of 001, sold for the 
top price of €3300. Described as “a tremendous 
bull with a pedigree to match” - George is a Four 
Star Terminal & Four Star Replacement Index 
bull, sired by Trillick George.

Lot 14 Hayfield Maxulius George sold for €3300

It was well worth a second day out for Rathnollag 
Racer, bred by Sinead Conry of Rathnollag 
Herefords, Roscommon who sold for €3000. 
Born September 2019, Racer has a great 
pedigree being sired by F.H William & bred from a 
Steil Gerard Dam. This bull has both a Four Star 
Replacement & Four Star Terminal Index aswell 
as being fertiltiy tested & having served cows.

Lot 20 Rathnollag Racer sold for €3000

There was success for the Aliehs Hereford herd 
in Kerry when breeders; Timmee & Sheila 
O’Sullivan sold Aliehs Harry 6 for €2700. Bred 
from Kye Harry 697, a Free Town Hotspur son, 
Harry is a Four Star Replacement & Four Star 
Terminal Index bull with stars across the board in 
terms of Carcase weight & Milk.

Lot 34 Aliehs Harry 6 sold for €2700

Moyclare Sander, bred by Michael Molloy of 
Moyclare Herefords, Offaly, also sold on the day 
for €2500. Sander, born in June 2019 is a son of 
Free Town Nadal - an easy calving sire.

Lot 8 Moyclare Sander sold for €2500

Boveen Ted, bred by Joe O’Connor of Boveen 
Herefords, Offaly also for €2500. Ted, born in 
October 2019, is sired by Ballyvlinngold Captain - 
a Cill Cormaic Kasper son & is a Five Star 
Replacement Index & Four Star Replacement 
Index bull.

Lot 26 Boveen Ted sold for €2500

Well done to all exhibitors & buyers on the day! 
Thanks to Irish Hereford Prime who also 
sponsored €200 to the FIVE highest priced bulls 
on the day.
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Kilkenny April Bull Sale 2021
Kilkenny held their annual April multi-breed bull 
sale on 21st April 2021.

There was a good trade at the sale with a very 
good clearance rate of only three out of the 16 
bulls presenting not being sold. Some of the bulls 
catalogued were sold at home prior to the sale - 
a trend that has been seen repeatedly through 
out the sales this season. The average price paid 
was €2642 and there was no bull sold for under 
€2450.

Top price on the day went to the Wexford 
Knockduff Hereford herd belonging to Michael 
Jones. Knockduffpoll 1 Kasper, born September 
2019, was sired by Cill Cormaic Kasper & bred 
from a Kilsunny Goliath daughter. This Five Star 
Terminal & Replacement Index bull was sold to a 
Wicklow herd for €3200.

Knockduffpoll 1 Kasper sold for €3200

Knockmountagh Herefords also reached the 
€3000 mark for Knockmountagh Rebel. Bred by 
Eamon & John McKiernan of Knockmountagh 
Herefords, Louth; Rebel was sired by Haven 
Kingpin & bred from a Glaslough Esquire Dam. 
Rebel is a Four Star Terminal Index bull with Four 
Star carcase weight figures & was sold to a 
Kilkenny herd for €3000.

Knockmountagh Rebel sold for €3000

The next best price on the day was for Arnagross 
Rory, bred by Thomas Plunkett of Arnagross 
Herefords, Westmeath. Born October 2019 & 
sired by Blackwater Master, Rory is a Four Star 
Terminal & Five Star carcase weight bull. Rory 
sold to a fellow Hereford breeder from Kilkenny 
for €2900.

Glenn Jacob of Dunsinane Herefords, Wexford 
sold Dunsinane Ultra. Ultra was born August 
2019 & was sired by Bowmont Vancouver D103. 
Ultra, with a Five Star figure for conformation & 
daughter calving interval was sold to a Kilkenny 
herd for € 2700.

€3900 Tops the Nenagh May 
Hereford Sale
The final Irish Hereford Breed Society Bull sale for 
Spring 2021 was held on Saturday 15th May in 
Nenagh mart. There were a large number of 
entries with 49 bulls catalogued, however the 
strong demand for Hereford bulls left many of the 
bulls being sold previous to the sale.

There was over 50% clearance rate on the day & 
the average price paid out was just shy of €2500 
at €2479.

The top of the town was earned by Moyclare 
Seamus, bred by Michael Molloy of Moyclare 
Herefords, Offaly, who sold for €3900 to a Kerry 
Dairy Farmer. Born October 2019, Seamus was 
sired by Church Hill Nigel and holds a Five Star 
Terminal & Five Star Replacement Index as well 
as having Five Stars for Carcase Weight & 
Carcase Conformation.

Moyclare Seamus sold for €3900

It was a successful day for new breeder; Michael 
Browne, of Gortacullin Herefords, Clare, who 
brought out Gortacullin Donald for the breeders 
first day at the sales. Donald, born October 2019 
& bred from Gurteragh Maximus and Balleen 
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Molly 1015, has a 2.5% easy calving index as 
well as Four Star Replacement rate. Donald sold 
for €2700.

Gortacullin Donald sold for €2700

Kieran Noonan of Double Tree Herefords, Cork 
also sold Double Tree Pete for €2700 to a fellow 
Cork dairy farmer. Pete was born in October 
2019 & is a Trillick Best son as well as being bred 
from a milky fertile FH Noel cow. Pete has a Five 
Star Terminal & Replacement Index.

Double Tree Pete sold for €2700

There was a double success for West Cork 
breeder; John Cahalane, of Droumgarriffe 
Herefords, who went home with an empty trailer 
after selling both of his bulls entered for sale. Lot 
6 - Droumgarriffe Lucky, born August 2019 & 
bred from Allowdale Rory 594, has a Five Star 
Terminal & a Four Star Replacement index with 
Five stars across the board for Carcase weight & 
conformation. This fertility tested bull sold to a 
local Tipperary farmer for €2600.

Droumgarriffe Lucky sold for €2600

Garriffe 1 Miah was also sold to a Galway herd 
for €2600. Miah, born August 2019 & bred from 
Cill Cormaic Kapser & from a Kilsunny Goliath 
dam, has a Five Star Replacement & a Four Star 
Terminal Index as well as being fertility tested 
also.

Garriffe 1 Miah sold for €2600

€3500 Tops the trade at Kilkenny 
May Bull Sale
Mervyn & Henry Parr of Tourtane Herefords, 
Kilkenny had a very successful day at the 
Kilkenny Multi-breed bull sale on Wednesday 
19th May 2021. Tourtanepoll 1 Ryan 1197, born 
in November 2019, was bred from Kye Harry 
789. With a Four Star Terminal Index and a low 
calving difficulty of 2.3%, Ryan was sold to a 
Waterford farmer for €3500, the top price for 
Herefords on the day.

Tourtanepoll 1 Ryan 1197 sold for €3500

Balleen Herefords also had great success when 
the hammer dropped on €3000 for Balleen 
Rollercoaster. Rollercoaster, bred by Tom 
Brennan of Balleen Herefords, Kilkenny, was born 
in February 2020. This young bull is a 3/4 brother 
of Balleen Val (now standing in Dovea AI station) 
and along with having a Four Star Replacement 
Index - has a low calving difficulty of just 1.3% on 
beef cows & 4% on heifers, below the average.
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Balleen Rollercoaster sold for €3000

The average price from the Hereford bull sale 
was €2475 with almost all of the bulls presented 
for sale being sold on the day.

Gurteragh Horned & Dominarigle 
Polled Production Sale 2021
Michael O’Keeffe of the Gurteragh horned and 
Dominarigle polled Hereford herd, held a very 
successful production sale of Hereford females 
and embryos in Kanturk mart on Saturday 5th 
June 2021. Michael presented 40+ Pedigree 
females and embryos for sale on the day 
including; 17 Autumn calving cows, 9 in-calf 
heifers, 10 maiden heifers and 5 weanling heifers.

The sale was a great success with the top price 
of the day flying in at €4300 for a three-year-old 
Gurteragh Oakley 652 daughter; Dominarigle 1 
Laila 779 ET. This smashing cow was bred from 
one of the best cows in the herd; Dominarigle 1 
Sydney 611 which was a Corlismorepoll 1 
Sydney daughter. This Four Star Replacement 
Index cow is also in calf to Gurteragh Rambo and 
due in October.

Dominarigle 1 Laila 779 Et topped the sale at €4300

Dam of the top priced heifer; Dominarigle 1 Sydney 611

Maiden heifer; Dominarigle 1 Rosalyn 881 ET 
was sold for the second top price of the day at 
€3300. Born in December 2019, this Four Star 
replacement heifer is a half sister to Dominarigle 
1 Laila 779 ET who sold for €4300 and sired by 
Gurteragh Justice ET.

Dominarigle 1 Rosalyn 881 ET sold for the second top price 
of the day at €3300

It was a horned heifer who topped the price for 
In-calf heifers when Gurteragh Marigold 816 was 
sold to Clare for €2800. This stylish heifer was 
sired by Gurteragh Rambo 700 ET and bred from 
an F.H Noel Dam. Marigold has a Four Star 
Replacement rate as well as being in calf to 
Balleen Bonus and due this month.

Gurteragh Marigold 816 was sold to Clare for 
€2800
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Gurteragh Alexandra 693 ET was purchased by a 
Tipperary farmer for €2700. This five-year-old 
cow is a Moyclare Lieutenant daughter, due to 
calve in August and carrying to Gurteragh Oakley. 
This cow’s dam; Gurteragh Fantasy is also the 
dam of Gurteragh Aristocrat, who sold for €3700 
at the Premier Spring Hereford Sale in Tullamore 
in March 2019 to a breeder in Northern Ireland.

Gurteragh Alexandra 693 ET was purchased by a Tipperary 
farmer for €2700

Dominarigle 1 Trinity 702, in calf to Gurteragh 
Rambo and due in August, was sold on the day 
for €2550. Sired by Balleen Bonus, this super 
cow is a daughter of one of the best cows in the 
herd; Dominarigle 1 Sydney and her grand dam; 
Corlismore 1 Sydney was the top priced cow at 
the Gurteragh & Dominarigle Herd Sale back in 
2015.

Dominarigle 1 Trinity 702 sold on the day for €2550

Top price on the day for weanling heifers was 
€2050 for a polled heifer; Dominarigle 1 Lyra 925. 
Lyra was purchased by a Hereford breeder from 
Cork. Lyra is a daughter of Dominarigle 1 Trinity 
702, who sold for €2550 and sired by Gurteragh 
Rambo 700 Et. With a Five Star Replacement 
Rate, Lyra was bred from a Dominarigle 1 
Sydney dam.

Top price on the day for weanling heifers was €2050 for 
Dominarigle 1 Lyra 925

The Society would like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate Michael on the running of a very 
successful sale and wish him all the best going 
forward. Well done and the very best of luck also 
to all purchasers.

Harte Farms Dispersal Sale

Top priced Hereford on the day sold for €3700

€6,000 Tops the second Elite 
Genetics Production Sale
The second Elite Genetics Production Sale took 
place on Saturday 4th September at 3pm in 
GVM Tullamore. This sale was a prime 
opportunity for existing and new breeders alike to 
acquire new blood lines into their herd. The sale 
included 33 heifers and two lots of embryos 
being auctioned from; Balleen Herefords - 
Kilkenny, Corlismore Herefords - Cavan & Trillick 
Herefords - Longford.

There was a strong interest in the lots from 
buyers both sides of the border with a good in 
person & online presence. Of the 33 lots, 28 
were sold on the day including the embryos. The 
average price for the 26 heifers sold was 
€2850/head.
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The top of the town was Lot 7: Balleen Pansy 
51222, bred by Tom Brennan of Balleen 
Herefords, Kilkenny. This March 2020 born heifer 
was sired by Highhedges Ripsnorter and bred 
from a Gageboro Eugenic dam. Described by 
Tom as their ‘star lot’ - Pansy did not disappoint 
when she was sold to a Louth breeder for 
€6,000.

Balleen Pansy 51222 topped the sale at €6000

Tom also sold the second top priced heifer of the 
day with a Gageboro Eugenic granddaughter & 
Cill Cormaic Leo daughter; Balleen Ceci 1204. 
This February 2020 born heifer sold to a fellow 
Limerick breeder for €4500.

Balleen Ceci 1204 sold for €4500

Balleen Yoko 1189 is a Highhedges Ripsnorter 
daughter, from the Balleen Yoko line which is the 
oldest line in the herd and possibly dates back to 
1932. This October 2019 born heifer has a four 
star replacement value and 5 stars for milk and 
was sold for €3900.

Balleen Yoko 1189 sold for €3900

There was great success for the McKiernan 
family of Corlismore Herefords when only their 
second lot into the ring sold for €4000. 
Corlismorepoll 1 Sydney 078 is an outstanding 
Panmure 1 Henry daughter with a four star 
replacement index. This January 2020 born 
heifer is a grand-daughter of the famous Udel 1 
Sydney Gem, who produced three National show 
champions to date.

Corlismorepoll 1 Sydney 078 sold for €4000

There was a fancy for Corlismore heifers from 
one particular Dublin breeder who before 
purchasing Corlsimorepoll 1 Sydney 078, also 
purchased the first heifer from the McKiernans on 
sale; Corlismore Honesty 072 for €3300. This 
outstanding heifer was bred by the 2018 National 
Hereford champion; Dynamite. She was served 
in June and has held in calf to Allowdale Rory 
594.

Corlismore Honesty 072 sold for €3300

Another Dynamite heifer that sold very well for 
Corlismore was lot 26: Corlismore Oyster 097. 
This June 2020 born heifer has massive potential 
for a show heifer which didn’t go unnoticed by a 
Wexford breeder who purchased the heifer for 
€2800.
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Corlismore Oyster 097 sold for €2800

JJ & Ciaran Farrell of Trillick Herefords also had a 
very successful sale of heifers on the day with in 
particular their first lots into the ring. Lot 6: Trillick 
Pet sold for €3200. Pet is a super heifer full of 
quality and scanned in calf to Trillick new herd 
sire; Corlismore Commander.

Trillick Pet sold for €3200

Lot 9: Trillick Cleo was a November 2019 born 
heifer, sired by Freetown Nevada. Cleo is a heifer 
with great style, bred from a dam who is a 
consistent breeder in the Trillick herd. Cleo was 
also scanned incalf to Corlismore Commander 
and was sold to North of the border to a Tyrone 
herd for €3200 also.

Trillick Cleo sold for €3200

Trillick’s first lot into the ring was Trillick Gemma 
as lot 3. Sired by Glaslough Rooney - Gemma is 
a heifer with great pedigree on both sides. This 

April born heifer is scanned in calf to Pulham 
Ranger and due to calf on 1st December. 
Gemma was sold to a Cavan herd for €3000.

Trillick Gemma sold for €3000

The sale was a huge success all round and a 
credit to the three breeders involved. The society 
would like to extend a huge congratulations to 
the Brennans, McKiernans & Farrells on the 
running of such a successful sale for the second 
time running. Many thanks also and well done to 
all involved in the sale including GVM Tullamore, 
Tom Cox as auctioneer and all the volunteers on 
the day.

End of an Era in Drumkeelwick
Article by Adam Woods, Irish Farmers Journal 
online dated 22nd September 2022.

Adam Woods visited Melvin and Selby Lang 
ahead of their reduction sale taking place in 
Carrigallen mart this Saturday. 

Nestled among the small drumlin hills of South 
Leitrim is the Drumkeelwick Pedigree Hereford 
herd owned by brother Melvin & Selby Lang.

The brothers are well known as cattle breeders in 
the area, with Melvin being a regular at shows 
and sales around the country, no matter what the 
breed.

Herefords are a part of life on this farm, with 
Melvin’s father Stanley having started Pedigree 
breeding in the 1930’s. 
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The two characters are some of the few old-
timers left on the Pedigree breeding circuit.
The house is well known in the area as a ceili or 
visiting house. Local farmers and neighbours 
congregate at night to chat about all the news in 
the locality, the cattle trade and breeding cattle.

Melvyn Lang

Chats and Craic
All the problems of the world would have been 
solved around the solid fuel range in Melvin’s 
small kitchen, with chats and craic sometimes 
going into the small hours of the morning.

Melvin, who is just about to turn 80, is reducing 
the herd size as age calls time on his ability to 
look after large numbers.

Fifteen cows and 15 calves, including young bulls 
and heifers, have been included in the sale on 
Saturday 25th September at 2pm in Carrigallen 
mart.

The Drumkeelwick herd prefix regularly pops up 
in the back breeding of show winners and sale 
toppers.

During the visit, the Lang brother were full of 
stories about breeding, breeders and the craic 
and sport that they had down through the years 
of breeding cattle. 

Remembering their annual trip to the RDS bull 
sales, Melvin said “We would wash bulls here on 
a Sunday and load on a Monday. A few local 
breeders - Dougie Stewart, the Dunlops and the 
Farrellys - would all have bulls that would go with 
local haulier George Rosmond. The sale took 
place on Tuesday to Thursday, with three rings in 
operation. We stayed with Mrs. McCrossan at 12 
Dodderview in Dublin. It was all Shorthorns, 
Herefords and Aberdeen Angus back then, with a 
couple of hundred bulls at the sales. People 
came from all over to but bulls there and some of 
them would be delivered on the train after the 
sale. They were great times and we used to look 
forward to that week for a long time”.

Standout names
Recalling some of the standout animals that he 
bred over the years, Drumkeelwick Beryl gets a 
mention. She was sold to businessman Joe 
McGrath as a young heifer and she went on to 
win the RDS Spring show as a weanling heifer, a 
two-year-old heifer and later as a cow. Not too 
many animals have managed to do that. 

Melvin’s house is full of photos of different 
Drumkeelwick bred animals winning at shows 
down through the years.

He has several photos of RDS winners, including 
one of Drumkeelwick Admiral, winner of the 
March class of bulls at the 1959 show and sale in 
the RDS. Admiral was sired by Kilcleagh Optimist 
and is out of a homebred cow Drumkeelwick 
Ruby.

Melvin has a head for names, with cows’ and 
bulls’ names listed out going back to the 40s and 
50s. It was different time back then. We used to 
walk cows to bulls to get them bred. You’d think 
nothing of walking cows a couple of miles to a 
good bull. That was the way it was done, seems 
like hardship now, but they were simple harmless 
times. There was no lad looking up stars on a 
phone or computer either and we got by the 
best”, he quipped. 

Drumkeelwick Herd reduction sale report
Drumkeelwick Herefords held a very successful 
herd reduction sale in GVM Carrigallen on 
Saturday 25th September.

The sale was a great success with all stock sold. 
Top price was €3080 for Kiltyhugh Flower who 
was sold with a five-month-old calf at foot and 
back in-calf again to Ardmulchan Nutcracker, to 
a local farmer. 

Drumkeelwick Ruby sold for €2660. Daughter of 
Kye Rodge, the only bull exhibited from the 
Republic of Ireland to win the overall champion at 
Balmoral to date. Kye Rodge won the prestigious 
title in 2012.
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Male Champion tops the 
Premier Autumn Hereford Sale 
2021 at €5300!
The Premier Autumn Hereford Show & Sale was 
held on Saturday 16th October in GVM 
Tullamore. The show was a nice addition after a 
long 18 months with no shows being permitted 
and a chance to allow breeders to get back to 
showcase their breeding ahead of the sale. 
Taking on the task of judging the first Hereford 
show connected to a sale since 2019 was Mr. 
Michael Molloy of Moyclare Herefords, Offaly. The 
sale was a flyer with the average sale price 
resting at €3000 for the bulls and 22 out of the 
30 head exhibited moving onto greener pastures. 
Many thanks are extended to Irish Hereford 
Prime who supported the sale as usual by 
awarding €250 to the buyers of each bull sold for 
€3000 & over.

Top of the sale was the earlier crowned Male 
Champion; Corlismore Caesar 092, bred by Sean 
& Gary McKiernan of Corlismore Herefords, 
Cavan. This Five Star Terminal bull also has five 
stars for carcase weight and carcase 
conformation. He was sired by Allowdale Rory 
594 & bred from a Cill Cormaic Leo dam. Caesar 
sold to a fellow breeder in Donegal for €5300.

Corlismore Caesar 092 topped the bull sale with €5300, with 
breeders Gary & Evelyn McKiernan

With a very close second top price was 
Beaghmore Hans who sold to a Wexford breeder 
for €5000. Hans was bred by Ms. Leila McCabe 
of Beaghmore Herefords. He has a Five Star 
replacement index rating, five stars for milk and 
four stars for calving interval. Hans was sired by 
Gageboro Morgan and bred from a Bowmont 
Storm Dam.

There was great success for Hugh P. Murray of 
Newland Herefords, Westmeath with Newland 
Denzel on his second day out this year. The 
August 2020 born bull was crowned Hereford 
bull of the year at the National Hereford Show 
2021. After wowing the judge, he went onto win 
Reserve Male

Beaghmore Hans sold for €5000, with John Morrow & 
breeder Ms. Leila McCabe

Champion ahead of the sale. Denzel is a Four 
Star Terminal bull with five stars for carcase 
conformation. He is sired by Smithston Darby 
and bred from Newland Val, a Bowmont Storm 
dam, who won her class in Nenagh as a calf & 
won in Tullamore the following year as a yearling. 
Denzel was purchased by a new breeder form 
Clare for €4000.

Newland Denzel sold for €4000, with breeder Hugh P. Murray

Bowmont Herefords also influenced the next top 
price which was lot 30 - Grianan Vancouver. Bred 
by Tom & Anselm Fitzgerald of Grianan 
Herefords, Westmeath - Vancouver was sired by 
Grianan Parker and bred from a Bowmont 
Vancouver dam. This four star replacement bull 
also has four stars for milk & an easy calving 
figure. He sold to a Kilkenny farmer for €3900.

Grianan Vancouver sold for €3900, with breeder Anselm 
Fitzgerald
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Niall Daly & John Holloway of Gageboro 
Herefords, Westmeath kicked off the sale in good 
fashion with their February 2020 born bull. 
Uitlander was the first bull into the sales ring and 
started the sale off with a bang. Sired by a 
Gageboro Morgan son & bred from a Balleen 
bonus dam, this four star replacement bull was 
purchased by a Hereford breeder from Northern 
Ireland for €3800.

Gageboro Uitlander kicked the sale off when he sold for 
€3800, with breeder Niall Daly

There was great success for John Appelbe of 
Appel Herefords, Cork. Appel 1 Skywalker, sired 
by Fabb 1 Northern Star, who is a short gestation 
& easy calving sire and bred from a Solpoll 1 
Lawman dam. This bull has stars across the 
board rating at Five Star for both Replacement 
and Terminal index and also has a very good 
temperament. Skywalker was purchased by a 
Galway farmer for €3800.

Appel 1 Skywalker sold for €3800, with breeders Beatrice & 
Erik Appelbe

There was success once again for the National 
Hereford Male Reserve Champion 2021; 
Rockbrook 1 Dover, who after winning the 
prestigious title in Tullamore, was sold through 
the ring for €3700 to a breeder from Kerry. Dover 
has a five star index for both the replacement 
and the terminal index along with five stars for 
carcase conformation and a tremendous 
temperament. Dover was sold by new member; 
Alan Gibbons of Carrowboy Herefords, 
Roscommon.

Rockbrook 1 Dover sold for €3700

Another bull that sold to a Galway farmer was lot 
17 - Rathnollag Prince, bred by Sinead Conry of 
Rathnollag Herefords, Roscommon. Prince is a 
full Border bred bull with four stars for terminal 
index and carcase conformation and already has 
heifers scanned in calf. Prince fetched €3600 on 
sale day.

Rathnollag Prince sold for €3600, with breeder Sinead Conry

The next lot into the sales ring - lot 18, was 
Mullaghdoo Frank, bred by Basil Arnold of 
Mullaghdoo Herefords, Cavan. This April born 
bull was sired by Gageboro Morgan and has 
three stars for both replacement and terminal 
index as well as four stars for milk. Frank was 
purchased by a breeder from Meath for €3600.

Knockmountagh Tyson, bred by Eamon & John 
McKiernan of Knockmountagh Herefords, Louth, 
was purchased by a Monaghan buyer for €3000. 
Sired by Allowdale Rambo 738 and bred from a 
Cill Cormaic Kasper daughter; Tyson is a very 
stylish U-shaped bull. His grandmother Cindy 
was All-Ireland Female Champion in Tullamore in 
2014 at nine months of age. Tyson is a four-star 
replacement bull with five stars for milk.
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Knockmountagh Tyson sold for €3000, with breeder John 
McKiernan and new buyers; Thomas & Callum Donaldson

Clouncagh Drover also sold for €3000 to a 
breeder from Laois. Bred by John O'Connor of 
Clouncagh Herefords, Limerick – Drover is a 
stylish young bull with a full English Pedigree; 
bred from Free Town Dancer & sired by 
Dieulacresse Royalist who is a son of 
Knockmountagh Marshal. Drover has a four-star 
Terminal index with five stars for carcase weights.

Females
There was great demand for the Hereford heifers 
that were up for auction on the day also.

Top priced heifer went for the final lot of the day 
& the Reserve Female Champion; Appel 1 
Skygazer, bred by John Appelbe of Appel 
Herefords, Cork. Skygazer is bred from an 
excellent cow & a Solpoll 1 Lawman daughter 
who was National Hereford Champion 2018 and 
the new stock bull for the Haven Hereford herd in 
the UK. This smashing heifer topped the heifer 
sale at €3500.

Appel 1 Skygazer topped the heifer sale at €3500, with judge 
Michael Molloy & breeder John Appelbe

Appel Herefords had a very successful sale all 
round when they sold their third lot of the day 
and second heifer; Appel 1 Starlight sold for 
€2900 to a breeder north of the border. Starlight 
is also a daughter of Fabb 1 Northern star & bred 
from a Solpoll 1 Lawman dam. With a five star 
replacement rate across the board – starlight is 
bred from one of the best Appel cow families 
whose mother is the full brother to the current 

stock bull in Pulham Herefords and a full sister to 
class winner in Tullamore 2019.

Appel 1 Starlight sold for €2900, with breeder John Appelbe

Pike 1 Cindy was also a top attraction as she 
sold for €3000 to a local Westmeath herd. Bred 
by John Farrell of Boyanna & Pike Herefords, 
Westmeath, Cindy was sired by Kilsunny Goliath 
and bred from a Glaslough Esquire daughter. 
Cindy has a four-star rating for carcase weight, 
conformation and milk.

Pike 1 Candy finished the heifer sale on a high when she sold 
for €3000, with breeder John Farrell

The Premier sale was also the second successful 
day out for Laphoil Joy, who previously won the 
yearling heifer class in the National Hereford 
Show. Bred by John Boyd Jnr of Laphoil 
Herefords, Leitrim - Joy is sired by Kilsunny 
Goliath and bred from a Kye Rodge daughter. 
Joy was crowned Female Champion of the day 
before being purchased by a breeder from the 
North of Ireland for €2800.
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Laphoil Joy sold for €2800, with John Boyd & Family

Congratulations to all buyers and sellers on a 
very successful sale. Many thanks to the 
steward; Ms. Lesley Sandes, the judge; Mr. 
Michael Molloy, the auctioneer; Mr. Richie Ryan, 
the photographer; Ms. Shanon Kinahan, the staff 
of GVM Tullamore and Irish Hereford Prime. 

Kilmallock Autumn Hereford 
Show & Sale 2021
The Irish Hereford Breed Society held their 
second and final Autumn Hereford Sale on Friday 
22nd October in GVM Kilmallock. There was a 
good clearance rate with 19 out of the 28 bulls 
finding new homes. The older and stronger bulls 
sold well with the top price being €3400 and the 
average price being €2200.

There was a show permitted before the sale 
which was held in the temporary show ring 
outside of the mart. Taking on the task of judging 
the three classes were Mr. Martin Murphy of 
Toureenbrien Herefords, Tipperary and his 
grandson Mr. Shane O’Brien. Irish Hereford 
Prime also sponsored the sale by awarding €200 
to the buyer of each bull sold for €2800 & over.

There was great success for Tom Brennan of 
Balleen Herefords, Kilkenny. Balleen Hugo took 
the top price of €3400 when he was purchased 
by a Tipperary farmer. Hugo, sired by 
Highhedges Ripsnorter, who is also the sire of 
Pansy 1222 which was sold at the Elite Genetics 
Production sale last month for €6000 - is a four-
star terminal index bull with four stars for carcase 
weight and five stars for conformation.

Balleen Lennie was lot 13 in the sale. Sired by 
Balleen Achiever and bred from an Ardlahan 
Ginger daughter; Lennie was crowned Champion 
by the duo judges before being purchased by a 
Cork farmer for €2800.

Balleen Hugo topped the sale at €3400 (with Dan Farrell)

Champion Balleen Lennie sold for €2800 (with Brian Farrell)

Daneswood Dale was a popular bull when he 
sold to a Limerick herd for €3000. Sired by a 
Gageboro Morgan son & bred from a Haven 
Kingpin daughter, Dale is a five-star replacement 
index bull with four stars for milk and also four 
stars for terminal index and carcase weight. Dale, 
bred by Daniel Murphy of Daneswood Herefords, 
Cork, has cows scanned in-calf prior to the sale.

Daneswood Dale sold for €3000 (with Donal & Daniel Murphy)

Lot 23 Keenagh Royal also sold well on the day. 
Bred by Edwin & Robert Jones of Keenagh 
Herefords, Longford, Royal was purchased by a 
breeder from Cork for €3000 also. This July 2020 
born bull is sired by a Hollow Point Broker son & 
bred from Ballyaville Gilda. Royal has four stars 
for replacement index and calving interval.
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Keenagh Royal sold for €3000

Reserve Champion on the day was awarded to 
Farney Spark, bred by John & Mary Johnston of 
Farney Herefords, Tipperary. Spark is sired by 
Karoonda Sampson and bred from a Gagboro 
Morgan daughter. This September 2020 born 
bull has a four-star replacement index with five 
stars for milk. Spark was purchased by a 
Limerick farmer for €2400 later in the sale.

Reserve Champion Farney Spark sold for €2400

Congratulations to all buyers and sellers on the 
day. Many thanks to the steward; Ms. Lesley 
Sandes, the judges; Mr. Martin Murphy & Mr. 
Shane O’Brien, auctioneer; Mr. Richie Ryan, the 
staff of GVM Kilmallock and Irish Hereford Prime.
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Maximise Your Price Through 
Clever Advertising
Demand for cattle on DoneDeal increased dramatically over the course of the last 2 years. Numerous 
lockdowns during this time and restrictions on movement meant that farmers pivoted to online trading to 
sell their stock. During this time, DoneDeal experienced a large increase in the volume of ads on site and 
the number of people viewing them. Each beef cattle ad published today will be viewed in excess of 700 
times with over 53 million total ad views on cattle in 2021.
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Heifer Bull Calf

Most Viewed Cattle in 2021 by Type
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Top Tips to Get The Most From Your Advertisement
Wherever you advertise, whether it's online, in print or in person, how you present your stock has a huge 
impact on the price you can achieve.

Great photos
10+ photos, cover every angle, 
no such thing as too many.

Price
It pays off when you have a 
price! For both demand and 
your sale value.

Add a video
You can add a YouTube link 
when placing an ad.

Detail, Detail, Detail
More detail, more demand, 
better prices. Verify with 
Herdwatch for simplicity.

Ads With More Detail Generate More Leads

60%
More Demand

On ads with
Medicine
Records

82%
More Demand

For herds tagged as 
“Quality
Assured”

96%
More Demand

On ads with
Herdwatch
Verification

€
Better Prices

More demand
results in

Better Prices

More than 4.7 million of those views 
were on ads for Herefords.

With this level of demand, ensuring 
your ad stands out from the crowd is 
essential to be getting the best value 
for your animal.
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National Hereford 
Show 2021 
The Society would like to take this opportunity to extend an appreciative thank you to all who 
volunteered, exhibited, attended & supported the National Hereford Show 2021 & all who helped make it 
the huge success it turned out to be. Many thanks also to Tricia Kennedy for taking the photos & videos.
Well done & congratulations to all exhibitors on the day – without them there could have been no show!
The Society would also like to extend a huge thank you to the owners of the Annaharvey Equestrian 
Centre for the use of their fantastic facility & the DAFM, in particular; Declan Murray & Sean Lawlor of 
Offaly DVO, for their support & help in the run upto & on the day of the show also.

Looking forward to getting back to the National Livestock Show in Tullamore on 14th August 2022!
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West Cork Breeders take 
home the supreme 
champion!

The National Hereford Show 2021 was held on 
Sunday 12th September on the grounds of the 
Annaharvey Equestrian Centre, Tullamore. The 
event was somewhat different from the usual 
National show which is generally held as part of 
the Tullamore show but that didn’t take from the 
event in the slightest. After a tough year & a half 
for everyone alike - the Society were determined 
to make a go of a near normal National Show 
2021 to enable breeders showcase their stock & 
to view animals belonging to other breeders as 
well as giving breeders a chance to get out and 
about and meet each other again. The show was 
a huge success all round with over 90 of the 110 
cattle catalogued exhibiting on the day.

Judging
The society and the wider membership were 
delighted that Mr. Robin Irvine & Mr. James Irvine 
of Graceland Herefords, Armagh, accepted the 
role of judging at the show. Mr. James Irvine 
judged the Junior & Senior Young Handler 
classes and did so with great commitment, 
attention & patience. James gave each young 
handler a word of advice and encouragement 
after the class which was very positive for the 
young handlers going forward especially after a 
long time with no showring to practice in.

Mr. Robin Irvine judged the cattle classes 
thereafter. Robin is no stranger to the National 
show having judged the show previously on 
several occasions. As always, Robin gave great 
attention to each animal in each class while 
moving along at a nice pace - no easy task with 
some very large classes including 16 in one of 
the heifer classes. Huge thanks and credit are 
extended to the Irvines for taking on the job an 
executing it flawlessly.

After one missed year without crowning a 
National Champion - it is so special to be able to 
announce that we have a National Hereford 
Supreme Champion 2021!

IHBS Chairman Joe O’Connor with Cattle Judge Robin Irvine

IHBS Chairman Joe O’Connor with Young Handler Judge 
James Irvine

National Pedigree Registered Hereford 
Supreme Champion
Tom & Paddy Hickey, Skehanore, Ballydehob, 
Co. Cork. Free Town Peerless, 
Uk301210501145, 2017-05-27, Sire: Mara 
Humorous, Dam: Free Town Benign

National Hereford Supreme Champion - Freetown Peerless 
with exhibitor Paddy Hickey, Cork, IHBS Chairman Joe 
O’Connor & Judge Robin Irvine.
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National Pedigree Registered Hereford 
Reserve Champion
Raymond & Veronica Vere Hunt, Ballyherberry 
Farm, Dualla, Cashel, Co. Tipperary. HERBERRY 
1 LUCY RAY ET, 372226228450705, 2020-11-
19, Sire: DENDOR 1 KOHINOOR PP, Dam: 
GOULDINGPOLL 1 LUCY 641

National Reserve Supreme Champion - Herberry 1 Lucy Ray 
with breeders Veronica Brennan & Raymond Vere Hunt, 
Tipperary with Lorena Hutmacher Saez de Ibarra, IHBS 
Chairman Joe O'Connor & Judge Robin Irvine

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Male 
Champion
Champion: Tom & Paddy Hickey, Skehanore, 
Ballydehob, Co. Cork. Free Town Peerless, 
Uk301210501145, 2017-05-27, Sire: Mara 
Humorous, Dam: Free Town Benign

National Male Champion - Freetown Peerless with exhibitor 
Paddy Hickey, Cork, IHBS Chairman Joe O'Connor & Judge 
Robin Irvine.

Reserve Champion: Alan Gibbons, Strokestown, 
Co. Roscommon. Rockbrook 1 Drover, 
372214556370260, 2020-03-31, Sire: Solpoll 1 
Handsome, Dam: Rockbrook 1 May

National Reserve Male Champion - Rockbrook 1 Drover 
exhibited by Alan Gibbins, Roscommon.

National Pedigree Registered Hereford 
Female Champion
Champion: Raymond & Veronica Vere Hunt, 
Ballyherberry Farm, Dualla, Cashel, Co. 
Tipperary. HERBERRY 1 LUCY RAY ET, 
372226228450705, 2020-11-19, Sire: DENDOR 
1 KOHINOOR PP, Dam: GOULDINGPOLL 1 
LUCY 641

National Female Champion - Herberry 1 Lucy Ray ET with 
breeders Veronica Brennan & Raymond Vere Hunt, Tipperary 
with Lorena Hutmacher Saez de Ibarra, IHBS Chairman Joe 
O’Connor & Judge Robin Irvine

Reserve Champion: T&A Fitzgerald, Mount 
Temple, Moate, Co. Westmeath. Grianan Orange 
V911, 372223154990911, 2020-08-05, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange O725

National Reserve Female Champion - Grianan Orange V911 
with breeder Anselm Fitzgerald, Westmeath
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National Pedigree Registered Hereford Bull of 
the Year
1. Champion: Hugh P Murray.  Beechlodge, 

Parkwood, Moate, Co. Westmeath. Newland 
Denzel, 372212246290230, 2020-08-28, Sire: 
Smithston Darby, Dam: Newland Val

2. Reserve Champion: Hugh P Murray, 
Beechlodge Parkwood, Moate, Co. 
Westmeath. Newland Dale, 
372212246230233, 2020-11-13, Sire: 
Blackwater Lad, Dam: Newland Lolli

3. Aidan McCabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoon Hill Rodge, 
372219323590202, 2020-08-11, Sire: 
Allowdale Rambo 738, Dam: Drumgoon Hill 
Joy

4. Edwin & Robert Jones, Riverside, Keenagh, 
Co. Longford. Keenagh Mr. Right, 
372222238110442, 2020-12-06, Sire: 
Keenagh L-Jay, Dam: Keenagh Ilsa

5. Basil Arnold, Mullaghdoo, Killeshandra, Co. 
Cavan. Mullaghdoopoll 1 Samson, 
372216424260738, 2021-01-13, Sire: Balleen 
Wayfair, Dam: Mullaghdoopoll1 Alexis

6. T&A Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate, Co. 
Westmeath. Grianan Vancouver, 
372223154980910, 2020-07-20, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange L618

7. Kenton Crowe, Curraun, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
Aughakil 1 Paddington, 372222954320475, 
2020-11-13, Sire: Solpoll 1 Lawman, Dam: 
Aughakil Adeji

8. John O’Heney.Emly, Co. Tipperary. Brensha 
More, 372217303990648, 2021-01-03, Sire: 
Cill Cormaic Kasper, dam: Brensha Jane

9. Michael & Ciaran Kinahan, Kilcurley, Tubber, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. Tullyview Viktor, 
372223823470518, 2020-09-07, Sire: 
Allowdale Rambo 738, Dam: Grianan Orange 
R 793

National Hereford Bull of the Year - Newland Denzel with 
breeder Hugh P Murray, Westmeath

National Reserve Hereford Bull of the Year - Newland Dale 
with breeder Hugh P Murray, Westmeath

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Heifer 
of the Year
1. Champion: Raymond & Veronica Vere Hunt, 

Ballyherberry Farm, Dualla, Cashel, Co. 
Tipperary. HERBERRY 1 LUCY RAY ET, 
372226228450705, 2020-11-19, Sire: 
DENDOR 1 KOHINOOR PP, Dam: 
GOULDINGPOLL 1 LUCY 641

2. Reserve Champion: T&A Fitzgerald, Mount 
Temple, Moate, Co. Westmeath. Grianan 
Orange V911, 372223154990911, 2020-08-
05, Sire: Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan 
Orange O725

3. Michael O’Keeffe, Gurteragh, Newmarket, Co. 
Cork. Drominarigle 1 Grace 945, 
372213625320945, 2021-01-04, Sire: 
Panmure 1 Henry, Dam: Drominarigle 1 
Sydney 611

4. Michael Molloy, Clonlyon Glebe, Belmont, Birr, 
Co. Offaly. Moyclare Rose 49, 
372223914670488, 2020-07-09, Sire: Free 
town Nadal, Dam: Moyclare Rose 34TH

5. Philip & Catherine Smyth, Ardmulchan, Navan, 
Co. Meath. Ardmulchan Clover 901, 
372214429560901, 2020-10-03, Sire: Church 
Preen Galileo, Dam: Ardmulchan Clover 610

6. Aidan McCabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoon Hill Roxy 200, 
372219323570200, 2020-07-15, Sire: Haven 
Kingpin, Dam: Drumgoon Hill Roxy

7. Aidan McCabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoonpoll 1 Rose, 
372219323540206, 2020-10-02, Sire: 
Normanton 1 Laertes, Dam: Drumgoon Hill 
Laurel 2

8. Mark Hyland, Corrawallen, Carrigallen, Co. 
Leitrim. Hillockpoll 1 Holly, 372214824450580, 
2020-12-22, Sire: Normanton 1 Laertes ET, 
Dam: Hillockpoll 1 Ann
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National Hereford Heifer of the Year - Herberry 1 Lucy Ray ET 
with breeder Veronica Brennan, Tipperary 

National Reserve Hereford Heifer of the Year - Grianan 
Orange V911 with breeder Anselm Fitzgerald, Westmeath

Junior Young Handler
1st - Jack O’Connor, Limerick
2nd - Padraig Jones, Wexford
3rd - Paul Bohan, Leitrim
4th - Liam O’Dwyer, Tipperary
5th - Elisa Drumm, Westmeath
6th - Tara Drumm, Westmeath
7th - John O’Dwyer, Tipperary
8th - Dara Fitzgerald, Westmeath
9th - Saoirse Kenny, Cork
10th - Peter Smyth, Meath
11th - Conor Smith, Westmeath
12th - Rachel Smyth, Meath

National Junior Young Handler - Jack O’Connor, 
Limerick with Judge James Irvine

Senior Young Handler
1st - Niall Jones, Wexford
2nd - Mark Hyland, Leitrim
3rd - Katie Mariga, Cork
4th - Liam Mariga, Cork
5th - Neil Twomey, Cork
6th - Michael Twomey, Cork

National Senior Young Handler - Niall Jones, Wexford with 
Judge James Irvine

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Cow 
In-Calf with her own natural calf not more 
than 11 months old at foot. Born on/before 
30.06.2018
1. T&A Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate, Co. 

Westmeath. Griananpoll 1 Orange M661, 
IE361055840661, 2013-02-27, Sire: Dorepoll 
1 93N Nationwide, Dam: Grianan Orange 
H494

2. Brian Duignan, Shancor, Cornafean, Co. 
Cavan. Corlismorepoll 1 Esta 734, 
IE121285550734, 2013-09-23, Sire: Grianan 
firecracker, Dam: Corlismore Sharon Esta

3. Michael Bird, Millfarm, Dunlever, Trim, Co. 
Meath. Dunlever Juliet, IE281413390313, 
2016-03-24, Sire: Knockmountagh Tarzan, 
Dam: Knockmountagh Juliet

4. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co 
Westmeath. Crowenstown Arethusa Ivy, 
372223810250004, 2017-01-31, Sire: Cave 
Hill Storm, Dam: Kilsunny Doreen’s Ivy

5. Trevor Dudley, Kilsunny Hse, Dovea, Thurles, 
Co. Tipperary. Kilsunny Lass Nectar, 
IE331396591579, 2016-07-02, Sire: 
Glaslough Judge, Dam: Kilsunny Lass Glitter

6. Trevor Parr, The Orchard, Clogh, Castlecomer 
Co Kilkenny. Tourtane Advent, 
IE211195140978, 2015-12-03, Sire: Kilsunny 
Goliath, Dam: Grianan Orange K589
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7. J and J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. 
Meath. Portanob Julia 5, IE281384850793, 
2014-10-13, Sire: Balleen Revival, Dam: 
Portanob Susie

1st - Griananpoll 1 Orange M661 with breeders Anselm & 
Dara Fitzgerald, Westmeath

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Cow 
or Heifer with calf at foot or scanned in calf 
born between 01.07.2018 and 30.06.2019
1. John Jones, Pallas, Gorey, Co Wexford. Airhill 

Rufus, 372214494971313, 2019-05-05, Sire: 
TRILLICK PAUL, Dam: AIRHILL KOBO

2. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, 
Co.Westmeath. Crowenstown Prettymaid 2, 
372223810210009, 2019-03-02, Sire: Cill 
Cormaic Kasper, Dam: Allowdale Prettymaid 
557                                    

1st - Airhill Rufus with exhibitors Pat & Padraig Jones, 
Wexford

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Heifer 
born on/between 01.07.2019 and 31.12.2019
1. Tommy & Maura Cregan, Tullaha, Broadford, 

Co.Limerick. Coisceim Missy, 
372226375330026, 2019-07-04, Sire: 
COISCEIM KING, Dam: COISCEIM JASMIN

2. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co. Cork. 
Allowdale Curly Cadenza, 372217776460985, 
2019-09-20, Sire: Allowdale Rory 594, Dam: 
Allowdale Curly Capri

3. Kenton Crowe, Curraun, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
Kilsunny Lass Robyn, 372219778781837, 
2019-08-07, Sire: KYE HOTSPUR 783, Dam: 
KILSUNNY LASS KALEY

1st - Coisceim Missy with exhibitor Tommy Cregan, Limerick

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Heifer 
born on/between 01.01.2020 and 30.06.2020
1. John Boyd, Woodbrook, Carrick On Shannon, 

Co. Roscommon. Laphoil Joy, 
372217196590369, 2020-05-01, Sire: 
Kilsunny Goliath, Dam: Borin Bella 3 

2. Sinéad Conry, Rathnollag, Ballinagare, 
Castlerea, Roscommon. Rathnollag Queen B 
868, 372219265970868, 2020-02-08, Sire: 
Trillick George, Dam: Castleroberts Stephanie

3. Gerard Kenny, Islandbrack, Boherbue, Mallow, 
Co. Cork. Coisceim Minnie, 
372226375390031, 2020-04-04, Sire: 
Lisnalurg Celtic, Dam: Gurteragh Linsey

4. Paul Bohan, Gortfdadda, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
Gortfadda Jessica, 372219791380003, 2020-
04-21, Sire: Brocca Ryan , Dam: Lakelodge 
Kathy 5th

1st - Lapohil Joy with breeders the Boyd family, Leitrim

National Pedigree registered Hereford Heifer 
born on/between 01.07.2020 and 31.08.2020
1. T&A Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate, Co. 

Westmeath.  Grianan Orange V911, 
372223154990911, 2020-08-05, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange O725

2. Michael Molloy, Clonlyon Glebe, Belmont, Birr, 
Co. Offaly. Moyclare Rose 49, 
372223914670488, 2020-07-09, Sire: Free 
town Nadal, Dam: Moyclare Rose 34TH
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3. Aidan Mc Cabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoon Hill Roxy 200, 
372219323570200, 2020-07-15, Sire: Haven 
Kingpin, Dam: Drumgoon Hill Roxy

4. Darren O’Rourke, Ardlahan, Kildimo, Co. 
Limerick. Ardlahan Pansy 1, 
372222258690220, 2020-07-25, Sire: 
Kaludah Powerhouse, Dam: Balleen Pansy 
924

5. Padraic McKenna, Lisgoagh, Glasough, Co. 
Monaghan. Lisgoagh Penny, 
372226478530066, 2020-07-19, Sire: Pulham 
Ringleader, Dam: Lisgoagh

6. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co. Cork. 
Allowdale Flower 1029, 372217776491029, 
2020-07-08, Sire: Allowdale Rory 594, Dam: 
Allowdale Flower 450

7. Aidan Mc Cabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoon Hill Rachel, 
372219323510203, 2020-08-26, Sire: 
Kaludah Powerhouse, Dam; Drumgoon Hill 
Harmony

8. Neil Twomey, Glensouth, Banteer, Co. Cork. 
Woodpark 1 Miss Rave, 372226590040017, 
2020-08-31, Sire: Dendor 1 Kohinoor PP, 
Dam: Gouldingpoll 1 Ravette 857

9. Trevor Dudley, Kilsunny Hse, Dovea, Thurles, 
Co. Tipperary. Kilsunny Lass Skye, 
372219778741916, 2020-07-17, Sire: Kye 
Hotspur 783, Dam: Kilsunny Lass Ivanka

1st - Grianan Orange V911 with breeder Anselm Fitzgerald, 
Westmeath

National Pedigree registered Hereford Heifer 
born on/between 01.09.2020 and 30.11.2020
1. Raymond & Veronica Vere Hunt, Ballyherberry 

Farm, Dualla, Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 
HERBERRY 1 LUCY RAY ET, 
372226228450705, 2020-11-19, Sire: 
DENDOR 1 KOHINOOR PP, Dam: 
GOULDINGPOLL 1 LUCY 641

2. Philip & Catherine Smyth, Ardmulchan, Navan, 
Co. Meath. Ardmulchan Clover 901, 

372214429560901, 2020-10-03, Sire: Church 
Preen Galileo, Dam: Ardmulchan Clover 610

3. Aidan Mc Cabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoonpoll 1 Rose, 
372219323540206, 2020-10-02, Sire: 
Normanton 1 Laertes, Dam: Drumgoon Hill 
Laurel 2

4. John Jones, Pallas, Gorey, Co. Wexford.       
Clonroe Jewel, 372222730241951, 2020-11-
01, Sire: ALLOWDALE RAMBO 475, Dam: 
BOYANNA SHIRLEY

5. Niall Jones, Knockduff, Bree, Enniscorthy, Co. 
Wexford. Macmine Lady, 372226473340029, 
2020-10-03, Sire: BLACKWATER LAD HYF, 
Dam: Macmine Mai

6. Neil Twomey, Glensouth, Banteer, Co. Cork. 
Ringfort 1 Red Panda, 372217220562205, 
2020-09-02, Sire: Moorside 1 Panda, Dam: 
Ballymartle 1 Áine 143

7. John O’Connor, Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, Co. 
Limerick. Clouncagh Delight, 
372214687563048, 2020-11-12, Sire: FH 
William, Dam: Mount Shannon Mandi

1st - Herberry 1 Lucy Ray ET with breeder 
Veronica Brennan, Tipperary.

National Pedigree registered Hereford Heifer 
born on/after 01.12.2020
1. Michael O Keeffe, Gurteragh, Newmarket, Co. 

Cork. Drominarigle 1 Grace 945, 
372213625320945, 2021-01-04, Sire: 
Panmure 1 Henry, Dam: Drominarigle 1 
Sydney 611

2. Mark Hyland, Corrawallen, Carrigallen, Co. 
Leitrim. Hillockpoll 1 Holly, 372214824450580, 
2020-12-22, Sire: Normanton 1 Laertes ET, 
Dam: Hillockpoll 1 Ann

3. Brian Duignan, Shancor, Cornafean, Co. 
Cavan. SHANCORPOLL 1 OLL1 URSA, 
372223707930035, 2021-03-17, Sire: Sollpoll 
1 Kentucky kid, Dam: Corlismore poll 1 Esta 
734
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4. T&A Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate, Co. 
Westmeath. Griananpoll 1 Orange V 931, 
372223154940931, 2021-02-05, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Griananpoll 1 Orange 
M661

5. Michael Bird, Millfarm, Dunlever, Trim, Co. 
Meath. Dunlever Jewel, 372222112790384, 
2020-12-18, Sire: DUNLEVER WINSTON, 
Dam: DUNLEVER JULIET

6. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co. 
Westmeath. Crowenstown Prettymaid 3, 
372223810230019, 2021-02-15, Sire: 
Mawarra Sentental ET1 HYF, Dam: Allowdale 
Prettymaid 557

7. J and J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. 
Meath. Portanob Julia 11, 372215916181315, 
2021-04-02, Sire: Balleen Benefit, Dam: 
Portanob Julia 5

1st - Drominarigle 1 Grace 945 with breeder Michael, 
O’Keeffe, Cork

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Bull 
born on/between 01.01.2020 and 30.06.2020
1. Alan Gibbons, Strokestown, Co. Roscommon. 

Rockbrook 1 Drover, 372214556370260, 
2020-03-31, Sire: Solpoll 1 Handsome, Dam: 
Rockbrook 1 May

2. Basil Arnold, Mullaghdoo, Killeshandra, Co. 
Cavan. Mullaghdoo Frank, 
372216424270730, 2020-04-28, Sire: 
Gageboro Morgan, Dam: Mullaghdoo Noelle

3. Sinéad Conry, Rathnollag, Ballinagar, 
Castlerea, Co. Roscommon. Rathnollag 
Prince, 372219265930880, 2020-04-12, Sire: 
Border Russell R56, Dam: Border Queen R73

4. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co Cork. 
Lighthouse Corona, 372213997621421, 
2020-05-21, Sire: Allowdale Rambo 654, 
Dam: Allowdale Maeve 523

1st - Rockbrook 1 Drover exhibited by Alan Gibbons, 
Roscommon

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Bull 
born on/between 01.07.2020 and 31.08.2020
1. Hugh P Murray.  Beechlodge, Parkwood, 

Moate, Co. Westmeath. Newland Denzel, 
372212246290230, 2020-08-28, Sire: 
Smithston Darby, Dam: Newland Val

2. Aidan Mc Cabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan. Drumgoon Hill Rodge, 
372219323590202, 2020-08-11, Sire: 
Allowdale Rambo 738, Dam: Drumgoon Hill 
Joy

3. T&A Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate, Co. 
Westmeath. Grianan Vancouver, 
372223154980910, 2020-07-20, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange L618

4. JJ Farrell, Trillick A Temple, Longford. Trillick 
Pilot 2, 372213272052294, 2020-07-07, Sire: 
Freetown Nevada, Dam: Trillick Sue 2

5. J and F Appelbe, Clonakilty, Co. Cork. 
Carraigroe Skywalker, 372214625741800, 
2020-07-07, Sire: Fabb 1 northern star, Dam: 
Appel 1 classic

6. Trevor Dudley, Kilsunny Hse, Dovea, Thurles, 
Co. Tipperary. Kilsunny Star, 
372219778751917, 2020-07-25, Sire: Kye 
Hotspur 783, Dam: Kilsunny Lass Kimberly

7. John O’Connor, Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, Co. 
Limerick. Clouncagh Drover, 
372214687523028, 2020-07-10, Sire: 
Dieulacresse Royalist, Dam: Free Town Dancer

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Bull 
born on/between 01.09.2020 and 30.11.2020               
1. Hugh P Murray, Beechlodge Parkwood, 

Moate, Co. Westmeath. Newland Dale, 
372212246230233, 2020-11-13, Sire: 
Blackwater Lad, Dam: Newland Lolli

2. Kenton Crowe, Curraun, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
Aughakil 1 Paddington, 372222954320475, 
2020-11-13, Sire: Solpoll 1 Lawman, Dam: 
Aughakil Adeji
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3. Michael & Ciaran Kinahan, Kilcurley, Tubber, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. Tullyview Viktor, 
372223823470518, 2020-09-07, Sire: 
Allowdale Rambo 738, Dam: Grianan Orange 
R 793

4. JJ Farrell, Trillick A Temple, Longford. Trillick 
Tom 2, 372213272052303, 2020-09-03, Sire: 
Freetown Nevada, Dam: Trillick Grace

5. William Duff, Ballinalick, Nenagh, Co. 
Tipperary. Ballinalick Braveheart, 
372219994570321, 2020-09-01, Sire: 
Ballinalick Galaxy, Dam: Ballinalick Maeve

6. JJ Farrell, Trillick A Temple, Longford. Trillick 
Tim 2, 372213272042302, 2020-09-02, Sire: 
Freetown Nevada, Dam: Corlismore Echoe 
591

7. Raymond & Veronica Vere Hunt, Ballyherberry 
Farm, Dualla, Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 
HERBERRY 1 HUMBERTO ET, 
372226228440704, 2020-11-18, Sire: 
DENDOR 1 KOHINOOR PP, Dam: 
GOULDINGPOLL 1 LUCY 641

Newland Denzel & Newland Dale with breeders Hugh P & 
Kerrie Murray, Westmeath

National Pedigree Registered Hereford Bull 
born on/after 01.12.2020
1. Edwin & Robert Jones, Riverside, Keenagh, 

Co. Longford. Keenagh Mr. Right, 
372222238110442, 2020-12-06, Sire: 
Keenagh L-Jay, Dam: Keenagh Ilsa

2. Basil Arnold, Mullaghdoo, Killeshandra, Co. 
Cavan. Mullaghdoopoll 1 Samson, 
372216424260738, 2021-01-13, Sire: Balleen 
Wayfair, Dam: Mullaghdoopoll1 Alexis

3. John O’Heney. Emly, Co. Tipperary. Brensha 
More, 372217303990648, 2021-01-03, Sire: 
Cill Cormaic Kasper, dam: Brensha Jane

4. Elisa Drumm, Crowenstown Delvin, Co. 
Westmeath. Crowenstown Walker, 
372223810220018, 2020-12-12, Sire: 
Kaludah Powerhouse L478, Dam: 
Crowenstown Arethusa Ivy

5. David Dolan, Ballinagar, Tullamore, Co. Offaly. 
Golden Red 1 Zeus, 372217717440054, 
2021-01-16, Sire: Solpoll 1 Rudolf, Dam: 
Appel 1 Sinead

6. Mark Hyland, Corrawallen, Carrigallen, Co. 
Leitrim. Hillockpoll 1 John Joe, 
372214824430587, 2021-01-16, Sire: Fabb 1 
Northern Star, Dam: Hillockpoll 1 Michaela

7. Deverell Family, Geashill, Co. Offaly. Avillepoll 1 
Osborn, 372215622122492, 2021-02-11, 
Sire: FARNEY OSMONDO, Dam: Ballyaville 1 
Laverne

8. Kenton Crowe, Curraun, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
Aughakil 1 Thumper, 372222954340477, 
2021-01-28, Sire: Brocca Ryan, Dam: 
Kilsunny Doreens Omega

1st - Keenagh Mr. Right exhibited by Robert & Edwin Jones, 
Longford

National Senior Pedigree Registered Hereford 
Bull Born before 31.12.2019
1. Tom & Paddy Hickey, Skehanore, Ballydehob, 

Co. Cork. Free Town Peerless, 
Uk301210501145, 2017-05-27, Sire: Mara 
Humorous, Dam: Free Town Benign

2. Michael Bird, Millfarm, Dunlever, Trim, Co. 
Meath. Dunlever Winston, 372222112730338, 
2018-04-09, Sire: Balleen Revival, Dam: 
Knockmountagh Lucy

1st - Freetown Peerless with exhibitor Paddy Hickey, Cork, 
IHBS Chairman, Joe O’Connor & Judge, Robin Irvine
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National Hereford Calf 
Show 2021 Back to the show ring once again!

The National Hereford Calf Show 2021 was held 
on Saturday 20th November in GVM Tullamore, 
as part of the inaugural ‘Hereford’ weekend. After 
missing the physical event in 2020 - this year’s 
calf show was back with a bang and turned out 
to be a great success all round. The competition 
was run as part of the Hereford weekend in 
Tullamore whereby the Next Gen Herefords Youth 
competition was held on the Friday evening and 
the Genetic Gems Hereford Heifer sale was held 
also straight after the Calf Show. The weekend 
was a great success all round & would not have 
been possible without the organisers & 
volunteers who worked tirelessly to pull it off. The 
help and support of generous sponsors is also 
paramount to the running of such a big event & 
we would like to thank; Farm wardrobe, 
Tradeforus, Dovea Genetics, Progressive 
Genetics, Dectomax, Moocall, Herdwatch, 
Animax and Irish Hereford Prime for their kind 
sponsorship.

Another key person instrumental in the success 
of any show is the judge. Mr. Mark Moore took 
on the task of judging the pedigree calf classes. 
Mark runs the herd of Annahbeg Herefords, 
based outside Aughnacloy, Co. Tyrone, in 
partnership with his father Lawrence Moore. The 
duo has had a lot of success at Society shows & 
sales & Mark is also the current secretary of the 
Northern Ireland Breeders Association. With a 
large entry of over 80 cattle and some very large 
heifer classes, judging the National Hereford Calf 
Show was no easy task but Mark executed the 
job flawlessly.

Mr. Mark Moore with the IHBS President; Mr. Adrian Bateman

Overall Female Hereford Championship 2021
National Hereford Calf Show Female Champion 
2021 was awarded to Herberry 1 Lucy Ray, bred 
by Veronica Brennan & Ray De Vere Hunt, 

Tipperary. This Five-Star Replacement Heifer is 
no stranger to the winner’s enclosure when 
earlier in the year she was crowned; National 
Hereford Reserve Champion 2021, National 
Hereford Female Champion 2021 & National 
Hereford Heifer of the Year 2021. Lucy Ray then 
went on to top the Genetic Gems Hereford Heifer 
Sale when she sold to Northern Ireland for 
€9,000

Supreme Female Hereford Champion: 
Raymond Vere Hunt & Veronica Brennan, Dualla, 
Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 372226228450705, 
Herberry 1 Lucy-Ray, Female, 2020-11-19, Sire: 
KKO, Dam: Gouldingpoll 1 Lucy 641

Supreme Female Hereford Champion; Herberry 1 Lucy Ray 
Et with breeder Veronica Brennan, Tipperary

Supreme Female Hereford Reserve Champion: 
Sean & Gary McKiernan, Corlismore House, 
Corlismore, Co. Cavan. 372214481661131, 
Corlismore Oyster 131, Female, 2021-02-02, 
Sire: Shiloh Farm Dynamite, Dam: Corlismore 
Oyster 597

Supreme Female Hereford Reserve Champion; Corlismore 
Oyster 131 with breeder Evelyn McKiernan, Cavan

58
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Supreme Male Hereford Championship 2021
National Hereford Calf Show Male Champion 
2021 was awarded to Keenagh Rio, bred by 
Edwin & Robert Jones, Longford. This Four-Star 
Replacement bull is easy calving & is sired by 
one of our very own breed improvement scheme 
bulls; Pute Nascar N13!

Supreme Male Hereford Champion: Edwin & 
Robert Jones, Riverside, Kenagh, Co. Longford. 
372222238140445, Keenagh Rio, Male, 2021-
01-04, Sire: Pute Nascar N13, Dam: Cill Cormaic 
Lacey

Supreme Male Hereford Champion; Keenagh Rio with 
breeder Robert Jones, Longford

Supreme Male Reserve Champion: Sinéad 
Conry, Rathnollag, Ballinagare, Castlerea, Co. 
Roscommon. 372219265980893, Rathnollag 
Buster, Male, 2021-01-12, Sire: Trillick George, 
Dam: Castleroberts Stephanie

Supreme Male Hereford Reserve Champion: Rathnollag 
Buster with breeder Sinead Conry, Roscommon

Moocall Senior Female Hereford 
Championship 2021
Moocall Senior Hereford Female Champion: 
Raymond Vere Hunt & Veronica Brennan, Dualla, 
Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 372226228450705, 
Herberry 1 Lucy-Ray, Female, 2020-11-19, Sire: 
KKO, Dam: Gouldingpoll 1 Lucy 641

Moocall Senior Hereford Female Champion; Herberry 1 Lucy 
Ray Et with breeder Veronica Brennan, Tipperary

Senior Hereford Female Reserve Champion: 
Michael O Keeffe, Gurteragh, Newmarket, Co. 
Cork, 372213625320945, Dominarigle 1 Grace 
945, Female, 2021-01-04, Sire: Panmure 1 
Henry, Dam: Dominarigle 1 Sydney 611

Senior Hereford Female Reserve Champion: Dominarigle 1 
Grace 945 with breeder, Michael O’Keeffe, Cork

Allsure Junior Female Hereford Championship 
2021
Allsure Junior Female Hereford Champion: 
Sean & Gary McKiernan, Corlismore House, 
Corlismore, Co. Cavan. 372214481661131, 
Corlismore Oyster 131, Female, 2021-02-02, 
Sire: Shiloh Farm Dynamite, Dam: Corlismore 
Oyster 597

Allsure Junior Female Hereford Champion: Corlismore Oyster 
131 with breeder Evelyn McKiernan, Cavan
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Junior Female Reserve Hereford Champion: 
T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154940931, 
Griananpoll 1 Orange V 931, Female, 2021-02-
05, Sire: Grianan Parker, Dam: Griananpoll 1 
Orange M661

Junior Female Reserve Hereford Champion: Griananpoll 1 
Orange V 931, with breeder Dara Fitzgerald, Westmeath

Herdwatch Senior Male Hereford 
Championship 2021
Herdwatch Senior Male Hereford Champion: 
Edwin & Robert Jones, Riverside, Kenagh, Co. 
Longford. 372222238140445, Keenagh Rio, 
Male, 2021-01-04, Sire: Pute Nascar N13, Dam: 
Cill Cormaic Lacey

Herdwatch Senior Male Hereford Champion: Keenagh Rio, 
with breeder Robert Jones, Longford

Senior Male Reserve Hereford Champion: 
Sinéad Conry, Rathnollag, Ballinagare, Castlerea, 
Co. Roscommon. 372219265980893, 
Rathnollag Buster, Male, 2021-01-12, Sire: Trillick 
George, Dam: Castleroberts Stephanie        

Senior Male Hereford Reserve Champion: Rathnollag Buster 
with breeder Sinead Conry, Roscommon

Dectomax Junior Male Hereford 
Championship 2021
Dectomax Junior Male Hereford Champion: 
T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154960933, 
Grianan Vortex, Male, 2021-02-19, Sire: Grianan 
Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange O734 

Dectomax Junior Male Hereford Champion; Grianan Vortex, 
with breeder Anselm Fitzgerald, Westmeath

Junior Male Reserve Hereford Champion: 
Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co 
Westmeath. 372223810270022, Crowenstown 
Jameson, Male, 2021-05-26, Sire: Balleen 
Benefit, Dam: Crowenstown Arabella Ivy

Junior Male Reserve Hereford Champion: Crowenstown 
Jameson with breeder Tara Drumm, Westmeath
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Class Results

Class 3: Heifer calf born on or between 15th 
September & 14th November 2020

1. Sean & Gary McKiernan, Corlismore House, 
Corlismore, Co. Cavan. 372214481611119, 
Corlismore Oyster 119, Female, 2020-11-02, 
Sire: Shiloh Farm Dynamite, Dam: Corlismore 
Oyster 758     

2. Shane O’Driscoll, Butlerstown North, 
Bandon, Co. Cork. 37222606730020, 
Butlerstownpoll 1 Lindsey, Female, 2020-11-
01, Sire: Normanton 1 Laertes, Dam: Appel 1 
Daizie

3. Philip & Catherine Smyth, Ardmulchan, 
Navan, Co. Meath. 372214429560901, 
Ardmulchan Clover 901, Female, 2020-10-
03, Sire: Church Preen Galileo, Dam: 
Ardmulchan Clover 61

4. Sean & Gary McKiernan, Corlismore House, 
Corlismore, Co. Cavan 372214481651114, 
Corlismore Louisa 114, Female, 2020-10-09, 
Sire: Shiloh Farm Dynamite, Dam: Boycefield 
Louisa 32nd   

5. John Appelbe, Carraigroe House, Clonakilty, 
Co. Cork. 372214625721823, Appel 1 
Blueprint, Female, 2020-10-01, Sire: Fabb 1 
Northern star, Dam: Appel 1 Blueprint

6. T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154950916, 
Grianan Orange V 916, Female, 2020-09-26, 
Sire: Battalion Undertaker, Dam: Grianan 
Orange R786

7. Aidan Mc Cabe, Lisaderg, Cootehill, Co. 
Cavan, 372219323540206, Drumgoonpoll 1 
Rose, Female, 2020-10-02, Sire: Normanton 
1 Laertes, Dam: Drumgoon Hill Laurel 2

8. John O’Connor, Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, 
Co. Limerick. 372214687563048, Clouncagh 
Delight, Female, 2020-11-12, Sire: F.H. 
WILLIAM, Dam: MOUNT SHANNON MANDI           

9. Niall Daly & Lisa Holloway, Horseleap, Moate, 
Co. Westmeath. 372223754821232, 
Gageboro Vera, Female, 2020-10-06, Sire: 
Gageboro Toby 2, Dam: Gageboro Sublime

10. John Appelbe, Carraigroe House, Clonakilty, 
Co. Cork. 372214625781829, Appel 1 
Maela, Female, 2020-11-01, Sire: Fisher 1 
profile, Dam: Appel 1 plum princess          

1st Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th September & 
14th November 2020: Corlismore Oyster 119, with breeder 
Gary McKiernan, Cavan

2nd Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th September & 
14th November 2020: Butlerstownpoll 1 Lindsey, with 
breeder Shane O’Driscoll, Cork

Class 4: Heifer calf born on or between 15th 
November 2020 & 14th January 2021
1. Raymond Vere Hunt & Veronica Brennan, 

Dualla, Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 
372226228450705, Herberry 1 Lucy-Ray, 
Female, 2020-11-19, Sire: KKO, Dam: 
Gouldingpoll 1 Lucy 641  

2. Michael O’Keeffe, Gurteragh, Newmarket, Co. 
Cork, 372213625320945, Dominarigle 1 
Grace 945, Female, 2021-01-04, Sire: 
Panmure 1 Henry, Dam: Dominarigle 1 Sydney 
611

3. Niall Daly & Lisa Holloway, Horseleap, Moate, 
Co. Westmeath. 372223754871253, 
Gageboropoll 1 Viola, Female, 2020-12-12, 
Sire: Dendor 1 Kohinoor, Dam: Pike 1 Sue

1st Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th November 
2020 & 14th January 2021: Herberry 1 Lucy Ray, with 
breeder Veronica Brennan, Tipperary
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2nd Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th November 
2020 & 14th January 2021: Dominarigle 1 Grace 945, 
Michael O’Keeffe, Cork

Class 5: Heifer calf born on or between 15th 
January & 14th March 2021
1. Sean & Gary McKiernan, Corlismore House, 

Corlismore, Co. Cavan. 372214481661131, 
Corlismore Oyster 131, Female, 2021-02-02, 
Sire: Shiloh Farm Dynamite, Dam: Corlismore 
Oyster 597

2. T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 
Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154940931, 
Griananpoll 1 Orange V 931, Female, 2021-
02-05, Sire: Grianan Parker, Dam: 
Griananpoll 1 Orange M661        

3. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co 
Westmeath. 372223810230019, 
Crowenstown Prettymaid 3, Female, 2021-
02-15, Sire: Mawarra Sentimental, Dam: 
Allowdale Prettymaid 557

4. Jason O’Reilly, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
372219607320129, Bridge House Jean, 
Female, 2021-02-03, Sire: F.H. William, Dam: 
Beihy Helena

5. Maura & Tommy Cregan, Tullaha, Broadford, 
Charleville Co. Limerick. 372217610310414, 
Tullaha Orange 414, Female, 2021-03-13, 
Sire: Tullaha Donny, Dam: Grianan Orange s 
84          

6. Niall Daly & Lisa Holloway, Horseleap, Moate, 
Co. Westmeath. 372223754861260, 
Gageboro Vista, Female, 2021-01-25, Sire: 
Gageboro Onward, Dam: Baltymore Emily 
381

7. J&J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. 
Meath. 372215916131293, Portanob Erica 
9, Female, 2021-02-27, Sire: Balleen Benefit, 
Dam: Portanob Erica 3

8. John O’Connor, Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, Co 
Limerick. 372214687583149, Clouncagh 
Pos Hazel, Female, 2021-02-18, Sire: 
WESTWOOD TD POSEIDON, Dam: 

RUCKER HAZEL 2ND  

9. Thomas Power, Garrynoe, Ballingarry, 
Thurles, Co. Tipperary. 372213154480710, 
Garrynoepoll 1 Emmajane, Female, 2021-02-
19, Sire: Muwarra Mustang ET (HYF), Dam: 
Goulding poll 1 Emma Jane 913  

10. William Fitzgerald, Beanfield, Youghal, Co. 
Cork. 372223733970489, Ashviewpoll 1 
Caroline, Female, 2020-02-13, Sire: HE4344 
Allowdale Rambo, Dam: Ashview Palm

11. Pascal Seery, Gortmore, Drumraney, Athlone, 
Co. Westmeath. 372223227250380, 
Drumraney Jasmine, Female, 2021-03-09, 
Sire: ALLOWDALE ADVANCE 573 ET, Dam: 
CLOONCULLANE ANNE 385

12. Thomas Power, Garrynoe, Ballingarry, 
Thurles, Co. Tipperary. 372213154450699, 
Garrynoe Standardlady 179y Et, Female, 
2021-02-05, Sire: PDHR 20J Stanmore 47R 
(HYF), Dam: BR 24W Standard Lady 179Y          

13. William Fitzgerald, Beanfield, Youghal, Co. 
Cork. 372223733930485, Ashview Ciara, 
Female, 2020-02-08, Sire: HE4344 Allowdale 
Rambo, Dam: Ashview Abb

1st Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th January & 
14th March 2021: Corlismore Oyster 131, with breeder 
Evelyn McKiernan, Cavan

2nd Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th January & 
14th March 2021: Griananpoll 1 Orange V 931, with breeder 
Dara Fitzgerald, Westmeath
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Class 6: Heifer calf born on or between 15th 
March & 14th May 2021
1. JJ Farrell, Trillick-A-Temple, Longford, 

372213272042376, Trillickpoll 1 Luna, 
Female, 2021-03-17, Sire: Solpoll 1 Lawman, 
Dam: Appel 1 Lassy 2           

2. Michael Molloy, Glebe, Belmont, Co. Offaly. 
372223914640502, Moyclare Rose 51, 
Female, 2021-04-14, Sire: Free town Nadal, 
Dam: Moyclare Rose 27

3. Brian and Eamon Duignan, Shancor, 
Cornafean, Co. Cavan. 372223707940036, 
Shancorpoll 1 Uakea, Female, 2021-04-11, 
Sire: Fabb 1 Northern star, Dam: Shancorpoll 
1 Naomi

4. Brian and Eamon Duignan, Shancor, 
Cornafean, Co. Cavan. 372223707930035, 
Shancorpoll 1 Oll1 Ursa, Female, 2021-03-
17, Sire: Sollpoll 1 Kentucky kid, Dam: 
Corlismorepoll 1 Sharon Esta  

5. Padraig Farrell, Aughavoneen, Fardrum, 
Athlone, Co. Westmeath. 
372216463570486, Cave Hill Éabha, 
Female, 2021-04-02, Sire: Allowdale Rambo 
HE5298, Dam: Clyduff Edel    

6. John and Enda Flynn, Newtownforbes, Co. 
Longford. 372214257360172, Lios Breacpoll 
1 Milky 172, Female, 2021-03-15, Sire: 
Rorardstown Captain, Dam: Lios breacpoll 1 
Mully(126)

7. John and Enda Flynn, Newtownforbes, Co. 
Longford. 372214257370173, Lios Breacpoll 
1 Mully 173, Female, 2021-03-25, Sire: 
Rorardstown Captain, Dam: Lios Breacpoll 1 
Mully (146)

8. J&J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. 
Meath. 372215916181315, Portanob Julia 
11, Female, 2021-04-02, Sire: Balleen 
Benefit, Dam: Portanob Julia 5

9. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co Cork. 
372213997681435, Lighthouse Mags, 
Female, 2021-05-01, Sire: Allowdale Rory 
909, Dam: Allowdale Miss Tribute 574

10. Francis Elmore, Ballinteskin, Omeath, 
Dundalk, Co. Louth.  372214465590049, 
Essmore Missy, Female, 2021-03-20, Sire: 
Pulham powerhouse, Dam: Ballyaville 
Irmgard   

1st Place - Heifer calf born on or between 15th March & 14th 
May 2021: Trillickpoll 1 Luna with breeders Ciaran & JJ Farrell

Class 8: Commercial Hereford sired calf, male 
or female not weighing over 450kg on the day 
of show
1. J&J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. Meath. 

372215916171330, Abc2, Male, 2021-05-17, 
Sire: Balleen Benefit, Dam: 372215916131087    

2. Philip & Catherine Smyth, Ardmulchan, Navan, 
Co. Meath. 372214429570927, Peaches, 
Male, 2021-05-15, Sire: Ballinveney Tiger, 
Dam: 372219218370253

Commercial Champion with breeders John, Isabella & Jack 
Canty, Meath

Many thanks are due to Mr. Aidan Farrell form 
judging the commercial class.

Mr. Aidan Farrell with IHBS President Adrian Bateman
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Class 9: Bull calf born on or between 15th 
September & 14th November 2020
1. T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 

Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154960917, 
Grianan Vindicator, Male, 2020-10-01, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange R792  

2. Michael & Ciaran Kinahan, Kilcurley, Tubber, 
Moate, Co Westmeath. 372223823410520, 
Tullyviewpoll 1 Rocky, Male, 2020-10-07, Sire: 
FABB 1 NORTHERN STAR, Dam: 
CORLISMORE OYSTER 916

3. Kenton Crowe, Aughakil, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 
372222954320475, Aughakil 1 Paddington, 
Male, 2020-11-13, Sire: Solpoll 1 lawman, 
Dam: Aughakil 1 adeji

4. Peter Cooke, Thurles, Co. Tipperary. 
372214034951695, Bonleapoll 1 Calvinharris, 
Male, 2020-09-15, Sire: Gouldingpoll 1 
Superstar ET, Dam: Glaslough Sara 2

Class 10: Bull calf born on or between 15th 
November 2020 & 14th January 2021
1. Edwin & Robert Jones, Riverside, Kenagh, Co. 

Longford. 372222238140445, Keenagh Rio, 
Male, 2021-01-04, Sire: Pute Nascar N13, 
Dam: Cill Cormaic Lacey

2. Sinéad Conry, Rathnollag, Ballinagare, 
Castlerea, Co. Roscommon. 
372219265980893, Rathnollag Buster, Male, 
2021-01-12, Sire: Trillick George, Dam: 
Castleroberts Stephanie     

3. Basil Arnold, Mullaghdoo, Killeshandra, Co. 
Cavan. 372216424260738, Mullaghdoopoll 1 
Samson, Male, 2021-01-13, Sire: Balleen 
Wayfair, Dam: Mullaghdoopoll1 Alexis

4. Raymond Vere Hunt & Veronica Brennan, 
Dualla, Cashel, Co. Tipperary. 
372226228440704, Herberry 1 Humberto, 
Male, 2020-11-18, Sire: KKO, Dam: 
Gouldingpoll 1 Lucy 641    

5. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co. 
Westmeath. 372223810220018, 
Crowenstown Walker, Male, 2020-12-12, Sire: 
Kaludah Powerhouse, Dam: Crowenstown 
Arethusa Ivy  

6. Padraig Farrell, Aughavoneen, Fardrum, 
Athlone, Co. Westmeath. 372216463590471, 
Cave Hill Don Pablo, Male, 2020-12-25, Sire: 
Pute Nascar N13, Dam: Boveen Lady Rita

7. John O’Heney, Emly, Co. Tipperary. 
372217303990648, Brensha More, Male, 

2021-01-03, Sire: Cill Cormaic Kasper, Dam: 
Brensha Jane

1st Place - Bull calf born on or between 15th November 2020 
& 14th January 2021: Keenagh Rio, with breeder Robert 
Jones, Longford

2nd Place - Bull calf born on or between 15th November 
2020 & 14th January 2021: Rathnollag Buster, with breeder 
Sinead Conry, Roscommon

Class 11: Bull calf born on or between 15th 
January & 14th March 2021
1. T&A Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, 

Moate, Co. Westmeath. 372223154960933, 
Grianan Vortex, Male, 2021-02-19, Sire: 
Grianan Parker, Dam: Grianan Orange O734

2. Basil Arnold, Mullaghdoo, Killeshandra, Co. 
Cavan. 372216424240744, Mullaghdoo 
Brennan, Male, 2021-03-03, Sire: Balleen 
Wayfair, Dam: Mullaghdoo Lucy                 

3. Philip & Catherine Smyth, Ardmulchan, Navan, 
Co. Meath. 372214429520906, Ardmulchan 
Sydney, Male, 2021-03-02, Sire: Ballinveney 
Tiger, Dam: ARDMULCHAN CLOVER 767

4. David Dolan, Ballinagar, Tullamore, Co. Offaly. 
372217717440054, Goldenred 1 Zeus, Male, 
2021-01-16, Sire: Solpoll 1 Rudolf, Dam: 
Apple 1 Sinead
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1st Place - Bull calf born on or between 15th January & 14th 
March 2021: Grianan Vortex, with breeder Anselm Fitzgerald, 
Westmeath

Class 12: Bull calf born on or between 15th 
March & 14th May 2021
1. Jason O’Reilly, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 

372219607390135, Bridge House Boo, Male, 
2021-03-20, Sire: Trillick George, Dam: 
Cloncahirpoll 1 Rachel

2. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co Cork. 
372213997691436, Lighthouse Daniel, Male, 
2021-05-04, Sire: Allowdale Rory 909, Dam: 
Allowdale Curly Charlotte

3. Maura & Tommy Cregan, Tullaha, Broadford, 
Charleville, Co. Limerick. 372217610330416, 
Tullaha Ferdinand, Male, 2021-04-17, Sire: 
Rossmore Nelson Mandela, Dam: Tullaha Ava

4. J&J Canty, Pubblestown, Kildalkey, Co. Meath. 
372215916161310, Portanob Free Wheeler, 
Male, 2021-04-01, Sire: Balleen Benefit, Dam: 
Portanob Orange

5. John O’Connor, Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, Co 
Limerick. 372214687573180, Clouncagh 
Porto, Male, 2021-03-18, Sire: WESTWOOD 
TD POSEIDON, Dam: AIRHILL KANOLA      

6. Kieran Mariga, Coolaha, Youghal, Co Cork. 
372213997651432, Lighthouse Eden, Male, 
2021-04-26, Sire: Allowdale Rory 909, Dam: 
Ballymartin Noughat

1st Place - Bull calf born on or between 15th March & 14th 
May 2021: Bridge House Boo, with breeders Liam & Dara 
O’Reilly 

Class 13: Bull calf of the future born from May 
15th 2021 onwards
1. Christine Drumm, Crowenstown, Delvin, Co 

Westmeath. 372223810270022, 
Crowenstown Jameson, Male, 2021-05-26, 
Sire: Balleen Benefit, Dam: Crowenstown 
Arabella Ivy

2. JJ and Michael Barrett, Gurtaleen, Ballineen, 
Co. Cork. 372213359751723, Gurtaleen Inch 
Fortune, Male, 2021-07-11, Sire: Freetown 
Fortune, Dam: Balleen Ladybird 1147

3. JJ and Michael Barrett, Gurtaleen, Ballineen, 
Co. Cork. 372213359791719, Gurtaleen Inch 
Morgan, Male, 2021-07-10, Sire: Gageboro 
Morgan, Dam: Rathmooney 1 Betsy 

4. David Dolan, Ballinagar, Tullamore, Co. Offaly. 
372217717490059, Rosy Red Battalion, Male, 
2021-07-07, Sire: Battalion Frontier M105, 
Dam: BallyRaggan Scarlett 924th     

5. Peter Cooke, Thurles, Co. Tipperary. 
372214034941810, Bonleapoll 1 Dizzy Rascal 
Et, Male, 2021-08-21, Sire: Gouldingpoll 1 
Captain, Dam: Gouldingpoll 1 Fanny 621

1st Place - Bull calf of the future born from May 15th 2021 
onwards: Crowenstown Jameson with breeder Tara Drumm

The Society would like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate all exhibitors and thank all who 
volunteered, helped, sponsored & contributed to 
the very successful National Hereford Calf Show 
2021! Looking forward to a successful New Year 
ahead for all breeders alike.
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Next Gen
Herefords

Next Gen Herefords are a group of young 
breeders who share an interest in Herefords but 
also in all things farming. Any young person 
who wishes to get involved is very welcome - 
whether or not they are connected to Herefords 
or farming at all!

Online Modules
The group began the 2021 by organising several 
online tutorials with various industry professionals 
while the country was still in a covid-19 lockdown 
& inter-county travel was not permitted. Guest 
speakers included;

Shanon Kinahan - Livestock photographer,

Alison Beattie - The Farm Wardrobe & Agri 
promotions,

Harry Ferguson - Veterinary practitioner,

Niall Kilrane - ICBF & manager at the Tully Beef 
centre &

Emma Smith - UK Hereford youth co-ordinator.

The modules were a great start to the year 
shared its place in the ‘new’ normal world where 
all meeting had to take place online. Each of the 
speakers shared their knowledge and expertise 
in their given fields which was relatable to 
breeding Herefords & farming in general.

Meeting & events during 2021
The Next Gen Herefords held their first day out 
on Saturday 24th July.

The group began by visiting the Irish Farmers 
Journal THRIVE research farm on the farm of 
John Hally, Tipperary. Declan Marren, beef

journalist with the Irish Farmers Journal gave a 
detailed talk on the research being carried out on 
the farm. The trial involves purchasing dairy-beef 
calves from local dairy farms and feeding them 
onto slaughter. All stock are fed primarily grass 
with little concentrates and finished before the 
second Winter. The results of the research being 
carried out are very positive for the Hereford 
breed who are outperforming the other breeds 
on the farm with 80% of Hereford heifers and 
64% of Hereford steers finishing off grass before 
the second Winter - ahead of the other breeds of 
cattle.

Tennyson Egar from Irish Hereford Prime also 
went through fat scoring steers and heifers and 
the tell-tale signs that a bullock or heifer is fit for 
slaughter.
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The group then spent the afternoon at Scott’s 
Knockfin Pedigree Hereford herd in Laois. This 
is a family farming enterprise which comprises 
of Pedigree Herefords, some commercial stock 
and tillage. The group were given a tour of the 
farm and a run through the farm system before 
looking at the stock including; young bulls, 
maiden heifers, in-calf heifers, cows and stock 
bulls. Francis, Tim and John Paul Scott gave a 
detailed overview of the enterprise including 
the bloodlines and breeding of the stock.

Tennyson Egar from Irish Hereford Prime also 
gave a demonstration on the various cuts of 
beef and their value.

Glenn Jacob, Dunsinane Hereford breeder and 
Irish Hereford Prime board member gave a 

demonstration about the Breed Improvement 
Scheme bulls and Hereford bulls available in AI, 
indicating his own experiences using various 
straws on cows and heifers and the outcomes 
he found.

The day was very enjoyable all round and 
incorporating the commercial with the Pedigree 
meant there was something for everyone.

Huge thanks and appreciation are due to 
Declan Marren from the Irish Farmers Journal 
and John Hally, the farm owner, the entire & 
extended Scott family of Knockfin Herefords, 
Glenn Jacob of Dunsinane Herefords, 
Tennyson Egar from Irish Hereford Prime and 
all who attended on the day.
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Next Gen Herefords visit the ICBF Tully Beef 
Centre
The Next Gen Herefords took to the road once 
again when they visited the ICBF Tully Beef 
Centre on Saturday 4th September. The group 
met at 10am and were welcomed by Niall 
Kilrane.

Niall is a full-time employee at the Beef centre 
and is involved in the research that is carried out 
there. Niall gave a full tour of the working farm 
and detailed the research being carried out there 
and the results seen so far. Tully is the largest 

single site for collection of growth, feed efficiency, 
carcase, methane production and meat-eating 
quality data. There are 267 Hereford sired 
animals involved in the research so far and there 
are 41 Hereford sires represented. In order for 
the most accurate results to be generated - all 
stock are put through a 70 day cycle on the farm 
and each Pedigree sire being researched must 
be represented by at least 10 progeny from 
different farms, different types of cows and 
varying backgrounds to be able to decide on bull 
performance. 

There are several trials being carried out in Tully 
and on ICBF participating farms nationwide. 
Check out section 21 further on in this journal to 
learn about the research and results that are 
currently being carried out by ICBF. 

Many thanks to Niall for welcoming the group to 
Tully and giving a great tour!
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Next Gen Herefords Youth Competition 2021
The Next Gen Herefords Youth group held their first all-inclusive 
Young Handlers Competition on Friday 19th November in GVM 
Tullamore in conjunction with the National Hereford Calf Show. 
Traditionally the calf show incorporated two young handler 
classes as part of the main event but last year it was decided to 
host a separate Young Handlers competition on the eve of the 
calf show. The event was a great success for the first of it’s kind 
and 30 young handlers aged from 6 years old to 30 years old 
entered the competition. All entrants were divided up into three 
classes depending on their age;

Junior (aged 12 & under) - participants:
Tara Drumm, Conor Smith, Liam O’Reilly, Dara O’Reilly, Erik 
Appelbe, Alice Appelbe, Isabella Dagg, Aine Heffernan, Dara 
Fitzgerald, Daniel O’Connor, Eoghan O’Connor, Raymond 
Dockery, Cillian Daly & Alannah Daly.

Intermediate (aged 13-17) - participants:
Elisa Drumm, Jack O’Connor, Eoin O’Reilly, Joshua Cronin, 
Ronan Dockery, Paul Bohan, Colin Bourke.

Senior (aged 18-30) - participants:
Annie Brady, Matthew Jennings, Kirstin Cronin, Katie Cronin, 
Adrian Dockery, Aine McCarthy, Nathan Keogh, Sarah Murray, 
Kieran Power.

The competition involved three sections to ensure there was a 
commercial element to the event & also ensuring each 
participant was busy throughout the evening as they alternated 
from section to section.

Show Preparation
The first category of the competition involved cattle grooming 
and show preparation. This was where the participants showed 
off their grooming skills and show preparation techniques ahead 
of showing animals in the show ring. Sinead Conry & Eoin Lynch 
were also quizzing the participants at this stage on their 
knowledge of cattle.

Young Handler Classes
The next category was the traditional young handler classes 
whereby each participant walked an animal around the show ring 
and answered questions about the animals and showmanship. 
Catherine Smyth judged this section of the competition.
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Commercial Stock Judging
The final section of the competition was the commercial stock judging with Tennyson Egar from Irish 
Hereford Prime who began by introducing who Irish Hereford Prime are and what they do for their farming 
members. He then went on to talk about beef cuts and the fundamentals of stock judging. The evening’s 
activity was rounded off with an assessment for each group, where their completed questionnaires were 
scored and prizes awarded. The results that Tennyson got back showcased a great wealth of knowledge, 
understanding, ability and enthusiasm across the three age brackets.
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Championship
The Junior group played a blinder during the event and showed great capability, skill and enthusiasm 
throughout the evening. In the interest of fairness, as there was a varied age group among the juniors, it 
was decided to leave off the competition side of the event. It was commented by everyone who attended 
the Friday evening about how great it was to see so many young people and in particular so many juniors 
interested in farming and showing cattle - a very positive sign for the future. Young Handler Class Judge; 
Catherine Smyth, did tap out top three young handlers from the class; 1st: Tara Drumm, 2nd: Liam & 
Dara O’Reilly and 3rd: Dara Fitzgerald - Catherine said the standard among the group was very high and 
she was impressed with the bravery of those who took on to walk an animal they weren’t even familiar 
with. Both Catherine and Tennyson complimented the juniors on their ability to talk about themselves and 
the animals and remarked that the bar has been set very high by the group of junior young handlers for 
future competitions. Congratulations to all Junior participants.
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Conor Smith, Daniel O’Connor, Raymond Dockery, Eoghan O’Connor, Alannah Daly, Cillian Daly, Isabella Dagg, Aine Heffernan, Erick 
Appelbe, Alice Appelbe and Catherine Smyth

Back L-R: Raymond Dockery, Cillian Daly, Aine Heffernan, 
Eoghan O’Connor, Liam O’Reilly, Daniel O’Connor, Tara 
Drumm. Front L-R: Erik Appelbe, Isabella Dagg, Alannah Daly, 
Alice Appelbe, Rachel Dockery & Dara O’Reilly.

Catherine Smyth with Dara Fitzgerald

Catherine Smyth with Tara Drumm Catherine Smyth with Liam & Dara O’Reilly
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Again, among the Intermediate group the level of skill & ability was very high. A very enthusiastic & like-
minded bunch of young people left it a very close race for the seven young breeders across the three 
sections of the event. After checking & double checking the scores because the competition was so 
close; Elisa Drumm was tapped forward as the Intermediate Champion. Jack O’Connor was placed 
second and Ronan Dockery was placed third. Congratulation to Elisa & to all Intermediate participants.
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Intermediate Champion: Elisa Drumm, Crowenstown 
Herefords, Westmeath
& Catherine Smyth

Elisa Drumm, Jack O’Connor, Ronan Dockery
& Catherine Smyth

Elisa Drumm, Ronan Dockery, Joshua Cronin, Paul Bohan, 
Eoin O’Reilly, Jack O’Connor
& Colin Bourke

The Senior group of nine young breeders showcased serious talent and skills during the evening and 
proved that each of them are more than capable in the world of showing cattle but also in general cattle 
farming. The knowledge and understanding shared by the group is a very positive sign for both Irish 
farming and the Hereford breed going forward. After totting up the scores & again a tight margin between 
all Seniors; Sarah Murray was crowned the Senior Champion. Adrian Dockery was placed second and 
Kieran Power was placed third. Congratulation to Sarah & to all Senior participants.

Next Gen Herefords are greatful to all young persons who got involved and competed and wish to 
congratulate all 30 entrants - the future of Irish Herefords & Irish farming is in safe hands!

Senior Champion: Sarah Murray,
Shiloh Herefords, Westmeath

Kieran Power, Sarah Murray, Adrian Dockery
& Tennyson Egar, IHP

Kirstin Cronin, Katie Cronin, Sarah Murray, Aine McCarthy, 
Annie Brady, Matthew Jennings, Adrian Dockery & Nathan 
Keogh
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Sponsors
As sponsors are such a huge part of the success 
of running any event, Next Gen Herefords were 
delighted to have the backing and support of 
Irish Hereford Prime, Farm Wardrobe & 
Tradeforus for this competition.

Irish Hereford Prime kindly sponsored a hoodie to 
each participant who took part in the event along 
with being involved in the organising and hosting 
of the event.

Farm Wardrobe kindly sponsored an Irish 
Hereford Winter Bundle to both the Intermediate 
& Senior Champion.
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Aine McCarthy, Niall Claffey from Tradeforus, Catherine Smyth 
(YH Judge) & Daniel O’Connor

Tradeforus kindly sponsored €100 which was awarded as two €50 cash prizes from the free draw which 
was held at the end of the evening. Congratulations to Aine McCarthy & Daniel O’Connor on winning the 
draw along with Eoghan O’Connor & Isabella Dagg who won a Grooming kit each also.

Organisers & Volunteers

An event like this just wouldn’t be possible without help from kind volunteers. Next Gen Herefords would 
like to take this opportunity to thank all breeders who helped out during the day in preparation for the 
competition and the National Hereford Calf Show the next morning, all who helped out during the 
competition and all who lent calves to enable young breeders to compete in the event and get involved.

The Society would also like to thank the Next Gen Hereford organisers; Catherine Smyth, Sinead Conry, 
Eoin Lynch & Michael Barrett on the organising and running of such a successful event for young people.

Eoin Lynch, Michael Barrett, Tara Drumm, Elisa Drumm, Sarah Murray, Allanah Daly, Catherine Smyth, Adrian Bateman (IHBS 
President), Cillian Daly, Alice Appelbe, Dara Fitzgerald, Erik Appelbe, Aine Heffernan & Sinead Conry

Next Gen Herefords are busy working on plans for 2022 and will hopefully run a similar competition again 
next year amongst other events. The group aim to develop the programme further over the coming 
months and to offer an outlet to young farmers across the country to get involved in competitions, shows, 
industry visits, workshops & demos etc. aswell as meeting up with like-minded young people and 
enjoying the craic along the way, whether a Hereford breeder or not!

Anyone interested in joining the Next Gen Hereford Youth programme or enquiring about more 
information - please contact Louise at: louise@irishhereford.com / irishhereford@gmail.com - 
phone 044 9348855 or message the IHBS Facebook & Instagram page.
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Irish Hereford Prime/ Next Gen Hereford Calf-to-beef program
Irish Hereford Prime are once again teaming up with Next Gen Herefords to collaborate for this new year. 
The duo is working together on the development of a calf-to-beef program which is kicking off this 
Spring. Irish Hereford prime are kindly donating €1000 to each of the six Hereford branches to purchase 
two Hereford cross calves each. The idea is that two farms in the branch will receive one calf each to rear 
and handle and have ready to exhibit at the Next Gen Herefords Youth Competition and National Hereford 
Calf show this November in Tullamore. It is upto the branches where and how they purchase the calves 
and also who will rear the calves. The calves will be homed on farms where there are young people who 
will aid in the rearing of the calf. The end goal will ultimately be selling the cattle in 2023 with full proceeds 
going towards charity as chosen by the individual branches also. 

Calves must be all male and born in February or March to ensure a uniform group. Each calf will be 
genotyped and must be disbudded and castrated as per animal welfare guidelines also. The progress of 
the program will be documented across the Next Gen Hereford Social media platforms over the coming 
months.

This program is an excellent initiative and has the potential to be an annual and sustainable project for 
young Hereford breeders with many positive purposes including encouraging and engaging young 
people, showcasing the Hereford cross calf in a positive light while also raising money for charity be it 
local or National.

We look forward to working with young farmers across the country throughout the year and showcasing 
their journey along with way and during the Hereford competitions in November.
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IFJ Young Stockperson 2021

Catherine Smyth Is Crowned Senior Young 
Stockperson 2021
The Irish farmers Journal, Irish Shows 
Association and FBD held their first ever Young 
Stockperson of the Year finals on the final 
weekend in August in GVM Tullamore.

There were 37 competitors from across the 
country who were split into three categories 
depending on their age; Junior, Intermediate & 
Senior.

The competitors were put through their paces 
and judged on several activities including; halter 
making, catching animals, show preparation, ring 
preparation, ring craft, general management of 
cattle, general knowledge and their dress code & 
attire. The competition was judged by Garrett & 
Lyndsay Behan of Clonagh Simmentals.

A huge congratulations to Catherine Smyth of 
Ardmulchan Herefords, Meath on winning the 
Senior Stockperson 2021. Catherine is no 
stranger to showing cattle, both pedigree and 
commercial and her years of experience, 
knowledge and passion definitely stood her when 
she was called out as the winner of the Senior 
section.

Well done also to Tara Drumm of Crowenstown 
Herefords, Westmeath on placing 2nd in the 
Junior section of the competition & also to Katie 
Brady of Waterloo Herefords, Cavan on placing 
3rd in the Senior section.

The event was a great success all round and a 
great opportunity for young people to meet up 
again and get stuck into the showing scene 
again.

Well done to everyone who competed and took 
part and to all involved in the organising of the 
event - looking forward to the continuation of the 
competition in the future.
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Catherine Smyth winning 1st place in the Senior Section

Tara Drumm winning 2nd place in the Junior Section

Katie Brady winning 3rd place in the Senior Section
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Herd Profile:

Hugh P Murray

If consumer trends 
continue then the small 
butcher's future is bright

Article by Catherine Creighton (former 
journalism intern) and edited by Catherina 
Cunnane - That’s Farming  thatsfarming.com

Hugh P Murray of Newland Hereford, discusses 
his long-standing association with the breed and 
running a traditional craft butcher shop.

Hugh P Murray, Main Street, Kilbeggan Co. 
Westmeath farms 180-acres in Moate with his 
mother, Margaret, father Hughbert, and wife, 
Kerrie, whilst running a traditional craft butcher 
shop.

The family has a long-standing association with 
the Hereford breed and is strongly involved with 
the Irish Hereford Breed Society.

Hugh began breeding pedigree Herefords when 
he was seventeen, an interest that came from his 
maternal side of the family. His grandfather bred 
them for years, and his two uncles have also 
carried on the tradition.

“I brought my first ever bull, Newland Steve, to a 
show and sale in Nenagh, and he was champion 
that day, so I was kind of bitten by the bug then,” 
he told That’s Farming. 

“I have five pedigree cows at the minute and 
three coming through. We have ten ordinary 
suckler cows left, and the rest of our farm is 
weanling-to-beef.”

Farm
The family AI all their cows and calving takes 
place in July-November for the pedigrees, in line 
with show season. The commercial herd calves 
in the spring between February/March.

“The way farming is going, we will be utilising 
grass more than anything else. Herefords finish 
off grass at two-year-olds with very little ration. I 
think for suckler farmers and dairy farmers, it is a 
no-brainer. If you cross a Hereford bull with a 

continental cow, you’re going to tick all the boxes 
with grading.”

“I strive to breed a nice, thick, docile cow, with 
correct legs and good markings. I sold two bulls 
to pedigree breeders and a bull to a Tullamore 
farmer for cross-breeding on Parthenaise heifers. 
However, dairy farmers would be our main target 
market.”

Prizes
Hugh’s strong attention to detail has resulted in 
him scooping several accolades at agricultural 
shows throughout the country. 

He had the commercial calf champion at the 
National Hereford Calf Show in 2016 and 2019.

Newland Goss was the All-Ireland Calf Champion 
at Strokestown and sold for €3750 in Nenagh.

Besides, Newland Val was a first-prize-winner at 
Tullamore Show in 2014. Meanwhile, Newland 
Alfie was tapped out as junior champion and 
overall reserve champion at Ossory in 2018.

“I travel up and down the country; you could see 
me anywhere, but the main events in my 
calendar would be Hereford shows, Nenagh, 
Trim, Tullamore. In 2019, I had commercial cattle 
on the Hereford stand at the National Ploughing 
Championships.”

“I have made great friends through the Hereford 
Breed Society and look forward to the return of 
show season.”
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Butcher shop
The Westmeath man runs a traditional craft 
butcher shop, H. Murray and Son Family 
Butchers, on the main street in Kilbeggan 
alongside his father, who purchased their shop in 
1973.

They have their own abattoir, so Hugh can 
handpick cattle from their farm, guaranteeing 
traceability. They send any excess cattle that may 
be too heavy for their own market to the factory.

Hereford meat of excellent quality is 
predominately what they sell across the counter.

“I know no different. I am 30 years of age and am 
15 years helping my father in the butcher shop. 
At the moment, things are going very well. We 
can put two heifers a week across the counter, 
around eight cattle a month.”

Hereford beef particularly suits their market 
because heifers finish at an earlier age than other 
breeds, and their fat cover for their weight suits 
their trade.

Also, the breed’s ability to finish off grass is an 
excellent selling point to provide consumers with 
superb meat generated in a system that helps 
the animal and environment, as Hugh explained. 

“We kill Hereford heifers predominantly all under 
24 months. They are loaded on a Monday 
morning down in Moate, brought to the abattoir, 
our local vet inspects them, and they are killed. 
Then, the vet comes back in the afternoon to 
stamp them and make sure everything is above 
board.”

“We hang them in our cool storage for a 
minimum of 21 days. We dry age all our beef, 
and my father and I then prepare it. We do all the 
boning and cutting ourselves, so it is ready for 
the counter then.”

Covid-19’s impact 
Luckily for Hugh, the Covid-19 padenmic has 
benefited many local shops business-wise, with 
many people opting for local produce in their 
area.

“Without a doubt, people started buying more 
locally during the Covid-19 pandemic. With 
restaurants closed, they see the butcher as being 
slightly a step above the supermarket quality-
wise for your Sunday roast and your steaks at 
the weekend.”

“It’s a good trade at the moment. It is gone full 
circle from a few months ago where small 
butcher shops were closing left, right and centre. 
Sixty-four butchers had closed in the space of 
twelve months up until last March, so it is a huge 
boost for the smaller shops.”

“I would love to expand my shop; we purchased 
the premise next door to us. Now, we have the 
option to expand if consumer trends continue. If 
they do, then the small butcher’s future is bright.”

Future
Hugh would like to see suckler farmers being 
rewarded more for their quality product in the 
future and plans to rear calves alongside his 
sucklers.

“We are providing a superior product for beef 
production, which should be rewarded. I might 
go down the route of rearing calves alongside my 
suckler herd. I would like to bring them on the 
whole way from calf-to-beef, so I can really stand 
by them.”

“Besides, I would like to have 10 or 15 pedigree 
cows just for a hobby more than anything else 
and a bit of craic on the show circuit,” Hugh P 
Murray concluded.
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Herd Profile:

Matthew Goulding

One labour unit can easily 
cope with 100 suckler cows 
if the females are right

Article by Catherina Cunnane, editor of That’s 
Farming (www.thatsfarming.com)

Matthew Goulding is synonymous with superior 
Angus and homozygous polled Hereford cattle 
that are highly sought-after worldwide.

In 2006, the Kerry native became a full-time 
farmer after working as an engineer for close to 
two decades. Born on a dairy farm, he longed to 
become a full-time farmer at some point, but a 
company closure accelerated his decision.

For several years, he combined his part-time 
farming commitments with a full-time position as 
a mechanical engineer, utilising off-farm income 
to increase cow numbers and his land base.

“We have been increasing cow numbers year on 
year to justify being a full-time farmer and to 
increase revenue. We now have 110 pedigree 
suckler cows and their followers.” Matthew of 
Goulding Angus and Gouldingpoll Herefords told 
That’s Farming.

Matthew runs the 160-acre enterprise in 
Ballyduff, Tralee, with the help of his wife, Rita, 
and, together, the couple has four sons: David, 
Jack, Darragh and Kevin.

He farms the all-Ireland winning herd of Angus 
under the Goulding prefix and homozygous 
polled Herefords under the Gouldingpoll name, 
selling pedigree registered bulls and heifers 
worldwide.

Initially, he sourced some foundation females in 
Ireland, but as time progressed, he began 
looking further afield, mainly throughout the UK 
and the Nordic countries. Some of the stock he 
wished to purchase were not for sale, so he 
ventured down the road of purchasing embryos 
from the world’s top cow families.

“Embryo Transfer and recovery work is a big part 
of our business and is ongoing all-year-round. 

We sell approximately 100 embryos every year 
throughout Europe with approximately 20 ET 
calves born on the farm yearly.”

“Also, we sell a small number of recipients 
carrying sexed pregnancies also. We use only the 
best females for ET with embryo sales, 
representing 20% of the farm’s income annually.”

‘Never lose focus on cow quality’

He utilises 100% AI on his polled Hereford herd, 
while 20% of Angus females AI’d and carefully 
selected stock bulls serve the remainder to 
enhance female lines.

20% of the herd calve in autumn, with a further 
20% in early spring and the remainder calve in 
the late spring and early summer, mainly due to 
management and housing requirements. 
Favourable weather in late spring allows outdoor 
calving, or cow and calf pairs can be turned out 
to pasture immediately post-calving.

“The most important thing is to strive constantly 
and to never to lose focus on cow quality. 
Whether you are in dairying or suckling, this is 
critical. This is going to determine the profitability 
and labour requirements of the farm. One labour 
unit can easily cope with 100 suckler cows if the 
females are right.”

In Matthew’s view, fundamentally, a cow must be 
docile; have a long, clean, feminine body with a 
smooth shoulder widening all the way back to 
the pelvis; standing on four good legs and feet 
with a well-attached udder and good teat 
placement.
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“Get that right before you start looking at any 
other minor features. This leads to longevity, 
fertility and minimum intervention by the farmer 
and believe me; this doesn’t happen overnight.”

“You should avoid extremes when it comes to the 
size and weight of the cow; however, there needs 
to be feed efficiency and an appropriate weaning 
ratio regardless. Get the females right, and the 
bulls will follow.”

“The most expensive animal on the farm, in any 
breeding programme, is a first calver, or an in-calf 
heifer, who have yet to provide a saleable 
progeny to contribute to the expense in getting 
them this far. Hence, the importance of 
longevity.”

Age of first calving and older genetics
Goulding retains up to fifteen heifers as 
replacements annually, but his replacement rate 
was higher during the height of the herd’s 
expansion phase.

22-26 months is the age of first calving, which is 
“relatively easy” with the Angus and Hereford 
breeds. He stated that calving at this early age is 
a “real bonus” in terms of profitability, with a view 
to calving these females again at 36 months.

Goulding firmly believes there is little justification 
in keeping an under-performer when it can be 
replaced with younger blood. He gives all cows a 
fair chance to perform to the best of their genetic 
ability.

“We cull females that disappoint, providing it is 
their own fault, and not mine, or are surplus to 
requirement. Like everything else, genetics 
evolve. I am not a believer in using older genetics 
going back 20 odd years. If we are serious about 
what we are doing and doing it right, we need to 
keep moving forward using modern feed-efficient 
genetics.”

“We are aware that breeding stock we sell 
annually are going to be the next crop of calves 
out there in the industry. My highlight is seeing 
the next generation of calves being born and 
wondering which of them will be the next game-
changer.” Matthew added.

AI bulls and steps to success
Goulding sells 40/50 breeding bulls on-farm 
yearly, with a high percentage of repeat 
customers for males and females alike.

The herd has bulls in AI in both Ireland and the 
UK with Angus sires including Goulding Bond, 
Jumbo King, Prince, Man Oh Man, Perryman 
F205, Paddy, Razzle Dazzle and Real Leather.

Furthermore, six of the herd’s Hereford bulls 
stand in AI: Gouldingpoll 1 - Superduty, Captain, 
Stockman, Gold Spice, Easy Peezy and Zoro.

As outlined, the world-renowned breeder 
believes quality productive females combined 
with a good time and grassland management 
plan (a one-day paddock system is operated on 
this farm) are the key elements of running a 
successful suckler enterprise.

“I feel we are, eventually, where we set out to be 
many years ago. We will continue to improve the 
quality and efficiency of our stock and endeavour 
to focus on environmentally friendly practices 
while doing so.”

“Good cattle will always sell and will always make 
enough. More importantly, it’s not how much you 
get for your animal on market day; it’s what it 
costs to produce it,” Matthew Goulding 
concluded.
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Herd Profile:

Anna Jacob

I could go forever without 
having anything to do 
with a tractor or 
machinery

Article by Catherina Cunnane, editor of That’s 
Farming (www.thatsfarming.com)

Breeding Hereford cattle runs deep in the veins 
of 20-year-old Anna Jacob, who hails from 
Enniscorthy, County Wexford.

Her great grandfather initially purchased the 
holding at Dunsinane, which her grandfather, 
later inherited and began breeding Hereford 
cattle in the 1960s.

Her father later took the enterprise’s reins and 
now farms a prize-winning 65-cow pedigree 
Hereford herd, with the help of Anna and a part-
time employee.

Hereford cattle account for 85% of the herd’s 
composition, with continental breeds making up 
the remainder.

The farm’s primary system is to breed 
autumn/spring-born Hereford bulls predominantly 
for the dairy herds and some suckler herds.

Furthermore, they also have 40-acres of tillage 
land, producing barley, maize, and beans. 
Besides, they operate a calf-to-beef system, 
sourcing progeny from dairy farmers who have 
purchased bulls from them.

“I have always had my own calves every year. 
More recently, I have expanded my numbers by 
buying in more calves and a Belgian Blue heifer, 
which I plan to breed from,” she told That’s 
Farming.

“The most enjoyable part of farming for me has 
to be livestock. I was and, still am, initially drawn 
to the livestock. I could go forever without having 
anything to do with a tractor or machinery; take 
animals out of the picture, and I do not think I 
would be where I am today.”

“I have always had an interest in farming from an 
early age. My first memories are of my brother 
and I participating in the young handler’s 
competition at our local show every year. I enjoy 
exhibiting cattle at agricultural shows, both 
nationally and locally, annually.”

Education
Despite her striking passion for farming, Anna 
initially planned to pursue a physiotherapy career; 
however, she had a change of heart.

With agricultural science being her favourite 
subject, she decided to apply for UCD’s 
agricultural science degree programme and 
begin her studies in 2018.

The animal and crop production student will 
graduate from the four-year course in 2022 and 
is currently completing her 30-week Professional 
Work Experience module.

“Covid-19 has made organising placement a bit 
more difficult than usual. Although things have 
not gone exactly to plan, I am enjoying each 
aspect of the course and making the most of 
what opportunities I have.”

“I have loved my time studying ag in UCD so far, 
both its academic and social sides. From going 
to labs and lectures to spending time in the tea 
rooms and showing a face in Ryan’s every 
Wednesday, it has made my college experience 
all the more memorable.”

“I only hope that I will be back there again next 
year for my final year to continue my learning, 
having the craic and meeting the fantastic people 
on the way.
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Bursary and AgSoc
Slaney Foods, Lidl and the Hereford Breed 
Society selected the 20-year-old as one of five 
bursary recipients for agricultural science 
students in first year.

“It was a great experience. As a result, I was 
lucky enough to assist with the National Hereford 
Calf Show in Tullamore that year.”

“When I first started in UCD, I joined AgSoc and 
have been a member of it ever since. It has been 
a great way of getting to know people in my 
course in both years above and below.”

“Through various fundraisers, events, and 
activities, it has made my college experience that 
more enjoyable.”

The road ahead
Anna looks to the future with “a broad 
perspective of the agricultural industry and the 
different routes it possesses”.

She revealed that the dairy sector; however, is 
“intriguing me every day”, and she is open to the 
idea of possibly converting their own suckler farm 
to dairy.

Having been unable to travel to New Zealand this 
year for placement, she hopes to tick this off her 
bucket list when she graduates.

Anna intends to return to her home soil to 
complete a master’s in education as she is 
considering teaching agricultural science at post-
primary level.

“I have realised the number of opportunities 
young people in agriculture have since starting 
my degree and my work placement. Because the 
sector is so varied and so diverse, there are 
endless opportunities.”

“I do not feel people treat me any differently from 
my male counterparts; agriculture is such a 
varied sector with jobs suited to all kinds of 
people.”

“There are so many women highly recognised at 
both farm and industry level of the sector for 
what they do. Having accomplished so much 
and made a name for themselves, it is aspiring 
for young people like me.” Anna concluded.
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Kieran O’Sullivan 

Why use a Hereford bull as 
a breeding sire?

First introduced into Ireland in 1775, the Hereford 
has become a popular breeding option on these 
shores because it has the temperament, quality 
and performance to suit Irish conditions and 
tastes.

It has proven to be particularly popular breed 
with many dairy farmers. To find out more, we 
spoke to Kieran O’Sullivan and his son Cathal, 
who farm in Goleen in south west Cork and use 
Hereford genetics as the beef breed of choice on 
their Friesian dairy herd.

They use Friesian genetics on half their herd to 
ensure that they are getting enough 
replacements and use Hereford sires on their 
remaining cows.

Easy calving
Kieran points out that Herefords are known for 
their easier calving, they put less strain on a dairy 
cow and they have a shorter gestation period 
than most other breeds.

“There are a lot of other good beef breeds out 
there but some of them are not good for the dairy 
cow because number one, their gestation period 
is too long and you’re losing days of the cow 
milking,” explains Kieran. “Also, you can’t be sure 
if you will have a calving difficulty with them. If a 

cow has a difficult calving, that means that the 
cow is affected for the rest of her lactation.”

Early maturing and high performance
Another advantage is the early maturing and high 
performance of Herefords on forage-based diets. 
With farmers looking to reduce farm costs, one 
way to do so is to remove the need for a second 
winter and subsequent housing costs on beef 
farms.

According to the IFJ THRIVE Programme results 
last autumn, 64pc of Hereford steers finished off 
grass compared to just 30pc for other breeds. 
Most strikingly 80pc of Hereford heifers were 
finished before the second winter. This can 
provide significant savings on both housing and 
feeding costs.

“Herefords are a good all-round breed and if they 
get reasonably good management from the calf 
stage onwards, they do quite well and they finish 
off easily,” adds Kieran.

“When you compare them to other beef breeds, 
they would finish a lot quicker. When they’re 
coming off the Friesian cow, they usually have a 
bigger frame and they come into a good mature 
animal. You get a combination of both things - 
they finish fast and also come into a good 
carcass weight at the end.”
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High quality meat
Herefords are a popular choice due to the 
excellent meat eating quality they provide. Meat 
Technology Ireland, in conjunction with ICBF and 
Teagasc have been carrying out trials over the 
last five years looking at the effects of breed on 
the tenderness, flavour and juiciness of beef. The 
Hereford breed was ranked most consistent for 
both tenderness and flavour against 11 other 
breeds.

Great demand for calves
Hereford calves can attract great prices and 
Kieran points out “that demand has remained 
consistently high over the number of years since 
we started selling calves, the Hereford calf is very 
stable all the time. There’s always a demand for 
them.”

Hereford bulls produce top quality whitehead 
calves. Excellent calf prices have been recorded 
again this spring, with Hereford calves 
consistently making upwards of €300 per head.

Temperament
Another advantage of the Hereford breed is their 
good temperament and their ease of 
management.

“They are also a very docile animal. Very easy to 
handle, whereas other breeds can be more 
highly-strung and require more management.”

He adds that they are a hardy breed that can 
adapt to many conditions.

A great all-rounder
In Kieran’s experience, using a Hereford bull has 
proven to have multiple benefits and it’s 
something he would recommend to other 
farmers.

“We breed Herefords here because of our 
experience over the years, from the point of view 
of finishing them out as cattle, they were easily 
managed, they were cattle that gave you a good 
carcass weight at the end, and they were also 
not hard on the dairy cow. That’s probably their 
biggest bonus. You have a combination of all 
those things.”
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Neil Twomey

I believe polled is the way 
forward

Article by Catherina Cunnane, editor of That’s 
Farming (www.thatsfarming.com)

The journey Neil Twomey, Banteer, County Cork, 
has undertaken in the last five years is proof that 
he is a resilient, determined, progressive cattle 
breeder.

At the age of 16, in 2016, he established his own 
Ringfort 1 pedigree polled Hereford herd with the 
purchase of a sole in-calf female.

Neil, a full-time electrical apprentice with Philip 
Walsh Refrigeration and Electrical, had a burning 
desire to establish his own herd on his father’s 
(Tim) dairy and suckler farm.

“I decided to go for homozygous polled 
Herefords as I believe polled is the way forward. 
Farmers need any small bit of relief to make their 
jobs easier, and no dehorning is a big help,” he 
told That’s Farming.

“My foundation female had a bull calf in August, 
but sadly, the calf was blind and died due to 
being underdeveloped internally.”

“Things did not get much better for the heifer 
with the difficult calving causing her to fail to go 
back in-calf for the following year, but that did not 
hold me back.”

“In 2017, I purchased an Appel cow, bred by 
John Appelbe, with a heifer calf at foot from 
William O’Brien’s Ballymartle herd. Also, I 
purchased an in-calf heifer from Liam Philpott’s 
Allowdale herd.”

The loss of three females
These females set the groundwork for the new 
breeder, who later acquired stock at the 
Ballymartle dispersal sale in 2019.

Whilst the Cork native had some productive 
seasons, he has lost three foundation cows in 
recent years due to various reasons.

“One related to a failure to get one cow back in-
calf. Another cow got a set on me after calving, 
while I had to cut one of the most promising 
cows due to an issue with her pedigree 
certificate.”

“All these issues have hit me financially hard, with 
the cert issue causing two bull calves she had to 
lose their pedigree status and value.”

Four-strong herd
Neil now has a young herd of four, a third-calver 
and three first-calvers. He bought one of his first-
calvers from a herd in Wexford for her outcross 
breeding, coming from Udel bloodlines.

“We have two farms, 72-acres on the home farm 
where we milk cows, and 105 on an outside farm 
from three miles away in Lyre where we have the 
Friesian heifers, calves, Angus stock, and usually 
all the Herefords. This year, I started leasing 6-
acres where the herd of 8 are and a few more 
drystock.”

“I feel like the breeding circle of the polled 
Herefords in Ireland is after getting small and is 
dominated by certain sires.”

“Therefore, my main breeding focus for the future 
is breeding something new. This has led me to 
consider importing genetics. I have one female 
calf coming through, and I will keep her on to 
expand the herd.”

He uses AI sires from Progressive Genetics and 
Eurogene as he believes the herd “is too small to 
justify a bull”. He noted the benefits of AI from a 
management perspective and its ability to steer 
his breeding programme “in the right direction”.
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When selecting sires, ease of calving is top of his 
list, followed by milk and carcass weight. To date, 
bulls that the Cork native has utilised with 
satisfaction include Fabb 1 Northern Star, 
Moorside 1 Panda, and Fabb 1 Nutcracker.

Cow-type and calving season
In Neil’s view, an ideal cow is “one with plenty of 
milk and can produce a calf that puts on weight 
with low input”.

In this young breeder’s view, to operate a 
successful suckler operation, every cow has to 
produce a calf with a high weaning weight every 
year, or else “you have to cut your loss”. 

“I like to see a good ‘milk mark’ in the animal 
because I believe it is a clear sign the milk will be 
there. The cow I have has bags of milk, and the 
bull she is rearing was 420kg at eight months. I 
am also trying to get more of a deep red colour 
back into the herd.”

In terms of targets, he calves his herd in autumn 
as he strives to meet demand for Hereford 
breeding bulls. Besides, he aims to calve heifers 
down at two-years-old as he finds that “if they 
calf over that, it could lead to weight problems”.

“With autumn calving, the focus of the summer is 
to keep the weight down by strip grazing them 
hard and keeping their calves under them for 
longer. I use a creep gate to allow the calves 
grass and also give them some ration.”

“The trade for Hereford bulls has been a bit of a 
rollercoaster with some sales getting good prices 
but low selling percentages and the next sale the 
other way around.”

“In my view, the number of bulls on the market 
does not suit the situation. Nevertheless, I 
managed to sell both bulls I have this year out of 
the yard.”

“Covid-19 has impacted how we sell and 
promote our breed and herd, with restricted sales 
and the cancellation of agricultural shows. I found 
that shows were really important for me, as a 
new breeder, to showcase my stock and try to 
build a name for myself to help sell cattle.” 

“My Hereford breeding journey has been a 
bumpy one so far. However, I am determined to 
breed good quality stock and hopefully make an 
impact on the Hereford breed in Ireland,” the 
pedigree polled Hereford breeder concluded.  
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Jones family

Jones family farming the 
land for over 270 years 
and breeding Herefords 
since 1920

Article by Catherina Cunnane, editor of That’s 
Farming (www.thatsfarming.com)

Clonroe Herefords trace its roots back to 1920 
when the Jones family acquired their foundation 
female, Peggy.

The Pallas, Gorey, County Wexford natives have 
been “hooked on the breed ever since” and now 
farm a 12-pedigree cow herd alongside a dairy 
enterprise.

Aidan farms with his father, John, with the help of 
his mother Norah, brother Denis, wife Orlagh, 
uncle Pat and his sons.

The farm has been in the family for generations, 
with records of Jones farming the land in Pallas 
dating back to 1751. The farm has been a mix of 
dairy and beef for the last century.

Why Hereford?
Aidan Jones told That’s Farming: “We love the 
Hereford breed due to their hardiness, docility 
and ability to put on flesh in a grazing system.”

“The herd travels to most summer shows around 
the country; we have had good and bad days. To 
note, we use both AI and stock bulls on the farm 
for breeding, with most of the straws coming 
from Progressive Genetics.”

“However, we purchased some Pute Nascar 
straws from the Hereford Society through Dovea 
Genetics last year. Calving traditionally took place 
in autumn, but spring-calving has taken over as 
the main calving period in recent years.”

“This is due to dairy farmers being the main 
buyers of our pedigree bulls, where stronger bulls 
approaching 24 months are required for large 
dairy herds.”

Luckily, they have sold most of their bulls to 
repeat customers over recent years. On the other 

hand, they keep some heifers as replacements 
but offer others for sale as surplus breeding 
stock to maintain their current herd size.

“Our typical cow type is 580-650kgs with length 
of carcass, depth of body and good feet that 
produces one calf per year while being self-
sufficient, producing enough milk without 
introducing concentrates.”

“The Hereford cows and calves are housed for 
the winter on cubicles with a straw lie back for 
our calves. We turned them out in mid-February 
this year on silage ground before closing the 
paddock on March 20th.”

“Resultingly, we transferred them to a summer 
grazing platform where they will remain hopefully 
until late November early December, depending 
on ground conditions.”

Dairy herd
In 2014, the family milked 70 cows and has 
increased their herd to 90 head, resulting in a 
stocking rate of 4.5 per hectare.

The Jones strive to breed cows with 75% 
Holstein and 25% Friesian blood focusing on 
production and size. In 2019, they sold their 
winter contract and became 100% spring 
calving.

According to Aidan, the switch has been 
worthwhile, resulting in a dry period, a more 
compacted calving period and less input to 
produce milk during winter months.

The family have executed a strict breeding 
programme since they made the switch. Their 
top-producing cows on milk value will be AI’d 
over three weeks, with a Hereford bull serving the 
remainder to “breed our replacements from our 
most valuable cows”.
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“We use Herd App from Agri Net on the farm 
while selecting which females to breed from their 
milk recording details and other reports on the 
app. During a busy three week breeding period, 
we find the app exceptional for documenting 
serves and sire advice etc.”

“After the three weeks, we alternate two Hereford 
bulls to make sure they remain active and have a 
better chance getting cows in-calf.”

Aidan, a DIY AI technician, has focused on 
fertility, protein %, fat % and kgs of milk when 
selecting sires over the last ten years.

Replacement policy and sexed semen use
They retain all females are replacements, calving 
these as part of a 24-26-month-old system. All 
heifers receive one straw of sex semen before 
being introduced to the pastures with an Angus 
bull.

“We have had good success over the past six 
years with 120 sexed straws calving down. We 
will continue to use sexed semen as we find it 
successful on heifers.”

“In 2020, 13 heifers were served with sexed 
semen with ten holding after one serve. Between 
cows and heifers, 42 were in-calf to Friesian after 
one serve, calving down with 32 heifers and 10 
bulls. They all calved within a 3-week period, 
which left all heifers roughly at the same size.”

“We sell all bull calves, including Hereford-
crosses, to returning customers who buy direct 
from the yard. The 21-day submission rate in 
2020 on all breeding females was 56%, which is 
78% for 2021, so hopefully a more compact 
calving block.”

Herd performance and grassland 
management 
According to data the family extracted from ICBF 
reports, in 2014, cows produced 14.2 litres per 
day compared to 21.6 litres in 2020. This figure 
stood at 3.84% fat compared to 4.13% in 2020, 
protein in 2014 was 3.29% compared to 3.55% 
in 2020.

Last year, the herd had an average production of 
7,615kgs of milk, 302kgs of fat and 270kgs of 
protein, giving a total of 573 kgs of milk solids.

“Each cow receives 1 tonne of concentrate, 
which is high. However, because of our high 
stocking rate, it is necessary to maintain this 
number of cows with a large portion of this 
concentrate fed in spring and autumn to extend 
grazing.”

“Our ideal dairy cow is 470-540 kgs producing 
7,800 litres and over 500kg of milk solids. We 
have a 13-point DeLaval herringbone, with 1 hour 
and 20 minutes required to complete milking at 
peak.”

“We use paddock and strip grazing to allow us to 
clean out covers and not have cows eating 
regrowth, which is vital to us to maintain grass 
cover with a high stocking rate.”

“All females have cubicle facilities for winter 
housing which is a great advantage when heifers 
calve down and do not need to be cubicle 
trained.”

The family farm a fragmented enterprise across 
60ha, encompassing a 20ha dairy platform, 
which leaves them “under pressure” during early 
spring grazing and late autumn for dairy cows.

They utilise the remainder in various locations for 
silage and grazing ground for dairy replacements, 
Hereford cows, calves and Hereford 
replacements.

Ease of management
“The thing I most enjoy about dairy farming is 
selecting the bulls I would like replacements out 
of and watching that calf grow, enter the milking 
parlour and become a very productive animal.”

“I split my time between working 30 hours per 
week on a local dairy farm and the rest on the 
home farm along with my father.”

“We find it works well as we are set up that 
milking is a one-person job. I return during the 
day to complete any jobs that may require two 
people.”

“The family I work for are very accommodating - 
especially during the breeding season - where I 
return home to AI my cows after morning 
milkings,” Aidan added.

“I have been fortunate that my father did not stop 
me breeding the animal I wanted to produce, 
which could be a problem on many farms, but 
now we see the benefits in the production of 
such animals.”

Their hope for the future is to “keep improving 
the quality of our cows and the stock we 
produce”.
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Niall Daly

There is a viable place for 
the suckler farmer

Article by Conor Halpin - freelance writer. 
Published byThat’s Farming 
(www.thatsfarming.com)

Niall and Lisa Daly (nee Holloway), Horsleap, 
County Offaly, are continuing an 80+ year-long 
association with Hereford cattle under the 
Gageboro prefix.

Their enterprise comprises 70 cows split 
between pedigree Hereford femamles, Angus 
and Hereford commercial cows, and followers.

“In 1932, Hugh Holloway established Gageboro 
Herefords by purchasing a heifer from the 
Franciscan brothers in Clara,” Niall Daly told 
That’s Farming.

“Down through the years, Hugh and his son, 
John, had a huge passion for the Hereford 
breed.”

“They had many successes over the years from 
the days of the RDS Show to the now Tullamore 
National Show.”

“Bulls such as Gageboro Loquacious, Gageboro 
Suave, Gageboro Horatio, and in recent years 
Gageboro Morgan, all of which stood in AI 
stations were successful on their commercial 
merits.”

“In 2004, Lisa and I got married. I got more 
involved in the pedigree side of farming, and we 
have now doubled our cow herd since then - 
with a strong emphasis on cow-type.”

Gageboro Herefords
Niall outlined why the family like this particular 
breed and the traits they seek in their ideal 
breeding females.

Hereford cattle are easily handled, with a good 
temperament, easy fleshing. Overall, they areice 
cattle to deal with.”

“Our ideal cow is one with a good top, long, 
good temperament, easy fleshing, of good size, 
lots of milk and a mature cow weight of 700-
800kgs.”

“There is a social aspect to farming as well. It is 
not just the Herefords; it is the few people you 
know, and there is a bit of craic involved.”

Breeding programme 
The Daly family uses a Hereford stock bull, 
Tullaganny Frank, Kilsunny Goliath (KSG) son, 
which they purchased from breeder, Seamus 
Waldron, County Mayo.

Niall outlined the different conventional semen 
straws the family use in their breeding 
programme.

“We also use a variety of AI sires including 
Smithston Darby (SZY) Haven Jackal (HE2021) 
and our own, Gageboro Onward (F337) who was 
a Gageboro Morgan (GGM) son.”

Niall shared his opinion on the genetic pool 
available in Ireland and overseas to suckler 
farmers.

“The gene pool is tight enough. In recent times, 
the Irish Hereford Breed Society made a trip to 
Australia.”

“It secured new bulls such as Battalion 
Undertaker M023-ET (HE5019), Kaludah 
Powerhouse L478 (HE4658), Kaludah Jolly L267 
(HE4650), Karoonda Sampson (HE4654) and 
Pute Nascar N13 (HE5806), to name a few.”

“We are using them bulls on a trial basis to see 
which will click best with our herd.”
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Calving
The Offaly-based farm calves 70% of their herd in 
the autumn and 30% in the spring.

Niall outlined why the family opts for a split 
calving system on the farm.

“We much prefer calving in the summer as this 
suits our system better, with less housing, 
bedding, and a healthier calf.”

They calf their heifers from 24-28-months to try 
to keep their herd in line with an autumn-calving 
pattern.

The Dalys retain 80% of their pedigree heifers as 
replacements and sell bulls for breeding from 17-
20 months at Irish Hereford Breed Society sales 
or on-farm.

“There is a good trade for Hereford bulls. With 
the dairy herd expanding, Hereford and Angus 
are widely used commercially.”

“Going forward, I think this will be the case for 
many years to come. It has always been our 
policy to maintain a young herd.”

Agricultural shows
Niall explained his father-in-law, John, attends 
Tullamore Show and Moate Agricultural Show 
annually.

In 2018, Niall’s father-in-law John received the 
reserve junior female champion silverware with 
Gageboro Senorita by Haven Jackal, and her 
dam is Gageboro Medusa.

Niall explained the family did not attend shows in 
recent years due to him and Lisa rearing a young 
family.

Niall added that his children: Cillian (10), Alannah 
(9), and Conall (7) in later years are now showing 
a keen interest in farming.

“We have two new young handlers who got the 
taste of showing at the recent Next Gen 
Herefords’ event. It was a great success for the 
young breeders of the future.”

Niall shared what it takes to become successful 
in the pedigree breeding aspect.

“In reality, it takes years of breeding and a bit of 
luck. To get that right one is the whole thing.”

Future
The family plans to continue pedigree breeding, 
improve their herd and maintain their herd size.

“My long-term plans would be to build the last of 
the sheds and reseed the farm. We have no 
major plans for expansion.”

“In my view, the future of suckler farming looks 
positive with strong mart and factory prices.”

“On the upside, I think there is a huge scope for 
the traditional breed, with faster finishing and 
being environmentally friendly and cost-
productive.”

“There is a viable place for the suckler farmer, but 
it will depend on subsidies and the new 
schemes.”

“I think the national herd might have to reduce 
with the new environmental agenda going 
forward,” Niall Daly of Gageboro Herefords 
concluded.
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Daly Holloway Family hosted a field evening in 2019





Munster Branch News

Munster Branch Hereford Youth Day 2021
It was a great day had by all at the Munster 
Branch Hereford Youth day on 19th June on the 
farm of the O’Connor family, Clouncagh 
Herefords, Limerick.

Lot’s of great information was relayed on the day 
from;

• Eoin Lynch (Droumdaniel Herefords) & Michael 
Barrett (Gurtaleen Herefords) who gave a 
grooming & clipping demonstration to the 
group.

• Gene Lynch (Droumdaniel Herefords) & John 
Holloway (Gageboro Herefords) who gave a 
demonstration on judging cattle, choosing 
cattle for Pedigree breeding and choosing 
cattle for selling into the dairy herd.

• Tennyson Egar from Irish Hereford Prime, who 
gave a demonstration on the cuts of beef and 
their value along with providing beef for the 
barbeque which John Lynch kindly cooked.

Many thanks are due to the hosts John, Jack 
and the O’Connor family, all the guest speakers 
(as mentioned above), all the young people who 
attended, Shanon Kinahan who took the 
photographs & to all involved.
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The Munster  Hereford Branch held their Field Evening at 
"Clouncagh Herefords" with the O’Connor Family, 
Ballykennedy, Ballingarry, Co Limerick

John purchased his first Heifer back in 1996 from a good friend of 
the family Paddy Dalton Athea Co Limerick. There are many 
females in the herd today from that Line, “Joanne”. The Herd 
consists of 25 breeding females, with bulls bred mostly for the 
dairy market. So far this year three bulls have been sold into 
Pedigree Herds. 

John and family also run a Pedigree herd of British Friesian Cows. 
John is the current Chairman of the Munster Branch, he says this 
is a very active branch in June, “we held a youth open day where 
animals were prepared for the Show ring by Eoin Lynch and 
Michael Barrett. This was very beneficial to alot of our new 
members who would like to start showing Herefords”.

This year he decided to hold a Herd’s Competition, it would be the 
first time this event would be held in Southern Ireland. We had a 
great entry of 23 Herds all over Munster, which proved a big task 
for the judge and driver. Our Judge was Robert Thomas from the 
Risbury Herd in the UK. Robert runs the farm with his son Richard 
and wife Diane, a Herd of about 50 Pedigree Hereford cows and 
300 ewes.

Robert and Diane came over on the 12th of September and for the 
5 days did all 23 herds. He says they were really honoured to be 
asked to Judge and that they really loved the Countryside and the 
people that they met - “they were all so very generous and 
welcoming to their farms”.

On Saturday the 18th of September the field evening was held, this 
was a great evening with Stock Judging and guess the combined 
weight of two yearling bulls. First in the Stock judging was Graeme 
Roycroft, Cork and first in the Junior section was Lillie Cooke, 
Tipperary. Her Dad Peter won the prize for the combined weight of 
the bulls. 

Robert gave the placings of the Herd Competition;

Large herd:
1st Place - John Appelbe, Cork 
2nd Place - Gerry and Declan Donnelly, Clare
3rd Place - Gerry Mc Namara, Clare

Medium herd:
1st Place - Michael O’Keeffe, Cork 
2nd Place - Tommy & Maura Cregan, Limerick 
3rd Place - Daniel Lehane, Cork 

Small herd:  
1st Place - Maurice Geary, Limerick    
2nd Place - Paddy Hallissey, Cork  
3rd Place - Darren O Rourke, Limerick. 

I would like to thank all who supported and made all these events 
happen in challenging times.   
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The inaugural John Neenan Memorial Young 
Handler Competition

The inaugural John Neenan Memorial Young 
Handler Competition was held in Kanturk mart 
on Saturday 23rd of October 2021. The event 
was run by a group of Hereford breeders from 
Munster in honour of the late John Neenan, 
Tullaha, Broadford, Co. Limerick. John had 
devoted his live to breeding Hereford cattle and 
was always happy to see the younger 
generation taking to the show ring. 

The Competition was judged by Shane 
O’Driscoll of Butlerstown Herefords. A total of 
33 competitors took part on the day ranging in 
age from 7 to 18 years old. This was the first 
time many of these young Hereford enthusiasts 
stepped into a show ring and it will surely be a 
day they will remember for a long time to come.

There were some fantastic prizes on offer on the 
day and every competitor took home a trophy. 
The winner’s trophies were hand-made by Pat 
Lynch of Rossdelia Herefords.

The event would not have been possible without 
the support of the many breeders who took part 
and our many sponsors also. We hope the 
event will be even bigger and better in 2022.

Senior class:   Junior Class:
1st  Jack O’Connor  1st  Felicity Lehane
2nd  Paula McNamara  2nd  Erik Appelbe
3rd  David Kenny  3rd  John Cregan
4th  John Angland  4th  Ailish Breen
5th  Saoirse Kenny  5th  Dylan Curtin
6th  James Scannell  6th  Kate McCarthy

Ailish Breen

David Kenny

Dylan Curtin

Erick Appelbe

Felicity Lehane

Jack O Connor

James Scannell

John Angland

John Cregan

Kate McCarthy

Paula McNamara

Saoirse Kenny
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North Leinster Branch News

North Leinster branch field evenings 2021
The North Leinster Hereford branch held two field 
days last year when the lockdown restrictions 
eased during the Summer time. Both outdoor 
events, were welcomed by branch members who 
were delighted to be able to get out & meet each 
other again.

The first meeting was hosted by Michael Bird and 
Family of Dunlever Herefords, Meath in July 
2021. Michael gave a tour of his Meath farm & 
the stock he farms.

Many thanks to the branch and the Bird family for 
hosting the event.

The branch held their second field evening of the 
year in August 2021, in the home of Moyclare 
herefords - courtesy of Michael & Rita Molloy. 

There was a great attendance while the sun 
shone bright and an informative farm-walk and 
meeting were held. Many thanks to the hosts, the 
Molloy family for a great evening and a fantastic 
display of Hereford cattle.

Field evenings are a great way to get people 
together again in a safe environment after many 
lockdowns & restrictions while having a peek at 
some good looking stock!
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CO. LONGFORD

Creagh & Creaghpoll Herds
W.A. & I.H. Jones, Creagh House, 
Keenagh. 043 332 2290

Keenagh & Keenaghpoll Herds
E. & R. Jones, Riverside, Keenagh.
Mob: 086 834 6520 / 086 353 0140

Trillick Herd
J.J. Farrell, Trillick-a-Temple, Longford. 
043 334 1976 & Mob. 086 832 9436

Lisameen (P)/Moylong Herd
James McKeon, Lisa meen, Ballinalee, 
Tel. 087 822 8364

CO. MEATH

Ardmulchan Herd
P. Smyth, Ardmulchan, Navan.
046 902 1435

Church Hill Herd
B. & R. Clarke, Carnaross, Kells.
046 924 5256 Mob. 087 238 6339

Portanob Herd
Jack Canty, Moyrath, Kildalkey,
046 943 5147 Mob. 086 831 2817 

Curraghliffe Herd
John A. Hayes, Tankardstown, Ratoath. 
01 825 6230 Mob. 087 289 6149

Rathregan Herd
V. Ledwith, Rathregan, Dunboyne.
Tel. 01 825 9270 / 086 255 6618 

Ballaghboy Herd
Robert Clarke, Fordstown, Navan.
046 943 4120

Fairyhouse Herd
George Stanley,
Porterstown Lane, Ratoath.
Tel. 01 825 6330 / 086 256 5577

Ballyboe Herd
Anne Murphy, 26 Bridge View,
Kilmessan, Navan.
Tel. 086 382 5225 / 046 902 5737

Baytown Herd
Tom Barry, Baytown Park, Dunboyne.
Tel. 086 856 0978

Burrawaddy Herd
Percy & Marian Jordan, Burrawaddy
Lane, Proudstown, Tara.
Tel. 087 950 6148.

Dunlever Herd
Michael Bird, Dunlever House, Trim,
Co. Meath. Tel. 086 996 5239

CO. OFFALY

Ballyaville Herd
J. & I. Deverell, Ballyaville, Geashill.
057 934 3728 / 087 931 2628 /
087 270 2271

Cill Cormaic Herd
D. Larkin, Kilcormac, Birr.
057 913 5368 Mob. 086 339 7810

Moyclare Herd
MI. Molloy, The Glebe, Belmont.
Tel. 090 645 4640 / 086 816 8924

Boveen Herd
J. O’Connor, Sharavogue, Birr.
Tel. 087 908 7460

Dungar Herd
Lester Roe, Parkview, Ballybrit, Roscrea 
087 411 8242

CO. LOUTH

Knockmountagh Herd
Eamon McKiernan, Monasterboice, 
Drogheda. 041 982 6362 / 087 221 7201

CO. WESTMEATH

Clonleam Herd
W. Branagan, Clonlearn, Delvin.
087 233 8053

Gageboro Herd
L. Holloway & N. Daly,
Horseleap, Moate.
057 933 5987 / 087 969 4605

Glenree Herd
L. & F. Glennon, Glenree, Dysart, 
Mullingar. 044 922 6121 / 087 612 2141

Grianan & Caulry Herd
T. & A. Fitzgerald, Mount Temple, Moate. 
Tel. 086 609 8051

Kilgolagh Herd
Hugh Lynch, Kilgolagh, Finea, Mullingar. 
043 668 1210 Mob. 087 958 2773

Carrick Herd
Philip Lynch, Carrick Finea, Mullingar.
043 668 1218 / 087 958 2773

Castledaly Herd
Michael Farrell, Kilcleagh, Castledaly.
Tel. 090 643 0376 Mob. 087 318 9793 

Cave Hill Herd
Pauric Farrell, Aughavoneen, Fardrum, 
Athlone. Tel. 087 293 9133

Mount Williams Herd
Mr Aidan Farrell, Williamstown, Moate, 
Co Westmeath. Tel. 086 313 1812 

Newland Herd
Hugh P Murray, Main Street, Kilbeggan, 
Co. Westmeath. 085 789 6199

Boyanna Herd
Mary & John Farrell, Killogeenaghan 
Moate Co Westmeath. Tel. 087 223 2880

North Leinster Branch
Chairperson: John Canty - 086 831 2817
Secretary: Robert Jones - 086 353 0140



South Leinster Branch News

South Leinster AGM & Field evening July 
2021
The South Leinster Hereford branch held a very 
successful AGM back in July which was hosted 
by Glenn & Lola Jacob of Dunsinane Herefords, 
Wexford. The evening consisted of a tour of the 
Dunsinane Hereford herd followed by a branch 
AGM at which Mr. Tennyson Egar was guest 
speaker and shared an update about Irish 
Hereford Prime. 

The evening was very enjoyable all round as 
breeders once again were able to meet with each 
other and catch up in the summer sunshine.

Many thanks to Glenn & Lola for their hospitality 
& also to Tennyson for joining the meeting. The 
best of luck to both the incoming South Leinster 
Chairman; Glenn Jacob & the Secretary; Hazel 
Thompson of Ballyraggan Herefords, Carlow.
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Spring Calf Sales Reports 2021
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Strong demand for Hereford cross calves
There was great demand for Hereford cross bull 
and heifer calves through the entire Spring 
calving season of 2021 - beginning in January 
and running right through to and into the month 
of May. Price highs of up to €440 were recorded 
in marts across the country.

According to Tommy Moyles, in the Irish Farmers 
Journal the ‘January calf sales kicked off the year 
with a bang as the move to online marts shook 
up the trade and added to the surge in prices 
compared to the same period in 2020’, with the 
top price recorded in Bandon that week for 
Hereford bull calves being €405. 

Speaking to the Irish Farmers Journal during 
early February 2021 - Tom McCarthy (former 
manager at Cork marts) commented that 
‘farmers really maximised their calf value by 
selling at between three and six weeks of age, 
the purchasers showed to have confidence in 
this type of animal’, which was reflected in the 
top price recorded for Hereford bull calves of 
€430 during the second sale in Bandon in 
February.

The average price nationwide recorded in the 
week of the 19th of February 2021 was €292 for 
Hereford cross bull calves and €242 for Hereford 
cross heifer calves, with some younger calves 
lowering this average figure slightly.

During early March, Tom McCarthy commented 
to the Irish Farmers Journal that ‘Hereford calves 
were dear that day than they had been all Spring 
with one month old bull calves making 
€300/head and older calves making a bit more.’ 

Prices as high as €455 were reported in 
Carnaross mart during the first week of May 
2021 for the strong Hereford bull calf. The 
average top price for Hereford bull calves 
reported across the Spring was €370 and the 
average top price paid for Hereford cross heifers 
was an impressive €360. These high prices 
would be usual for January and the earlier part of 
the year but to see them remain constant 
throughout the Spring and into early Summer is a 
very positive sign for the breed. 

Sustainability
Hereford’s have proven to be the sustainable 
choice for calf-to-beef systems given that they 
mature at a younger age, produce positive 
carcase weights and also carry the whiteface 
advantage - giving purchasers that added 
confidence that they know what they are buying. 
Herefords are ideal for a low input - early finishing 
system that allows for;

• animals to be slaughtered at a younger age - 
which is being seen to be increasingly 
important in reducing carbon emissions from 
Agriculture into the future

• an economically positive model for farmers that 
makes financial sense in a time when input 
costs are continuously rising.
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Herefords fit the
Calf-to-beef system
Hereford Crosses Will Make A Very Profitable 
Calf-To-Beef Contribution
There was good news again for Herefords on the 
Dairy Calf-to-beef system last year with research 
released from Teagasc.

The Teagasc Green Acres factsheet, published 
early last year, confirms that Hereford cross 
animals can play an important role in driving both 
cash flow and profitability within any calf-to-beef 
system. Hereford and Aberdeen Angus-bred 
animals represent 35% of all the calves born to 
dairy dams in Ireland.

Significantly, heifers can be finished at between 
19 months and 21 months with steers brought 
through for slaughter at either 21 months or 23 
months-of-age. All these timeframes confirm the 
opportunity to maximise grazed grass intakes 
with early spring-born calves. Avoiding the need 
for a second winter feeding period within any 
calf-to-beef system helps reduce costs while, at 
the same time, maximising the margin that can 
be generated from early maturing cattle.

Heifers
Where the management of Hereford crossbred 
heifer calves is concerned, finishing off grass at 
19 months to 21 months in October/November 
of the second grazing season is the target to 
meet. Achieving this target will require a lifetime 
daily gain of 0.8kg. Overall concentrate usage will 
average 450kg per animal. Grazed grass, silage 
and concentrates will account for 73%, 9% and 
18% respectively of the animals’ overall diet. 
Yearling heifers should be turned out in spring, 
achieving a minimum of 200kg over a 220-day 
grazing season.

Steers
Approximately 250,000 Hereford male calves 
come on to the market annually. Research 
conducted in Johnstown Castle has shown that 
steers finished off grass are more profitable than 
their shed-finished counterparts. February-born 
male calves are best suited to a 21-month 
production period. A lifetime daily gain of 0.8kg is 
required to ensure that the calves are finished off 
grass. Steers are stored during the first winter on 
grass and silage ad-lib. This can be 
supplemented with 1.5-2.0kg of concentrate 

daily, depending on silage quality. Grazed grass, 
silage and concentrates account for 63%, 19% 
and 18% respectively of the animals’ overall diet. 
Where 23-month steer beef is concerned, 
animals will be finished indoors during the period 
December through to February. Carcase weights 
in the region of 300kg should be targeted with an 
O+3= classification. Again, a lifetime daily gain of 
0.8kg will be required. Grazed grass, silage and 
concentrates will account for: 52%; 26%; and 
22% respectively of the animals’ overall diet.

***Full Credit for this article is given to Michael 
Geary, Agriland.ie, published on 24th 
December at 6:00am.
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THRIVE research results

Herefords top the THRIVE research with 97% 
of Hereford heifers finished off grass before 
the second Winter!
Herefords once again have proven they are the 
sustainable and natural choice when it comes to 
finishing cattle off grass and eliminating extra 
costs incurred over the second Winter period - 
as revealed in the Irish Farmers Journal released 
their annual THRIVE demo farm research results 
last week.

Background
The Irish Farmers Journal THRIVE - Dairy Calf to 
beef Programme aims to demonstrate best 
practice for producing dairy calf to beef calves 
through the use of higher genetic merit AI sired 
beef calves along with focusing on a high level of 
efficiency in on farm nutrition and animal health.

The demonstration farm is located in Cashel, Co. 
Tipperary,  with 140 calves reared each year and 
being brought to slaughter between the ages of 
18 to 21 months. The target for heifers is to 
slaughter at 275kg and at 19 months of age and 
the target for bullocks is to slaughter at 300kgs, 
at 19 months of ages also. The core aim on the 
farm is to slaughter as many of the 140 cattle as 
possible at the end of the second summer 
grazing period to avoid extra winter feeding 
costs.

There are four breeds in the trial; Hereford, 
Angus, Limousin & Belgian Blue. All cattle are 
sired by high beef value dairy beef index bulls 
and sourced from known herds in order to 
determine the genetic potential of these cattle 
when reared at a high level of efficiency.

2021 Results:
This year, 97% of Hereford Heifers were 
slaughtered off grass which is above the 
number of other breeds of heifers on the farm but 
also up on last year when 80% of Hereford 
heifers were slaughtered off grass.

62% of Hereford Bullocks were slaughtered off 
grass ahead of the second Winter also this year 
where the similar figure of 64% of Hereford 
bullocks finished off grass last year but also again 
more than any other breed on the farm.

With a similar result last year - it is more obvious 
than ever that Herefords are ideal for the low 
input - early finishing calf-to-beef system that 
allows for animals to be slaughtered at a younger 
age, which is sustainable for the environment and 
will be very important in reducing carbon 
emissions from Agriculture in the future - 
especially if the average age of prime animals is 
to be reduced nationally from 27 to 24 months 
by 2030. This system is also economically 
positive for farmers and makes financial sense in 
a time when input costs are continuously rising.

The THRIVE demo farm have found that to 
ensure this type of farming system works for 
farmers there are three key points to focus on; 
buy calves of known genetics, buy early Spring 
born calves and focus on grass management on 
the farm.

The proof is in the pudding that Herefords are the 
sustainable choice and make economic sense in 
terms of eliminating extra costs endured over a 
second Winter housing period in a calf-to-beef 
system!

***All findings in this report are copied form the 
Irish Farmers Journal Newspaper, Article on 
page 44, dated 27th November 2021***
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Agriland - market demand
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Market demand for 
younger Irish beef cattle in 
future

Article by Breifne O’Brien
July 16, 2021 1:50 pm

Looking to future markets for Irish cattle, carbon 
footprint will become a major focus in the sale of 
beef to key markets globally.

Speaking at a recent Teagasc farm walk in 
Camolin, Co. Wexford, Denis Brennan from 
Slaney Foods outlined that the current demand is 
for younger cattle and said “any new market 
Ireland gets currently, is for stock under 30 
months”.

He explained that while other countries can 
produce beef cheaper than Ireland, “we will have 
to go to another level and show consumers what 
we are going to do for the environment”.

“We need to outshine our competitors in the 
global beef market and we will have to go onto 
another level and look into antibiotic usage and 
anthelmintic usage; every year it’s moving closer 
to that.”

Commenting on what customers of Irish beef are 
beginning to enquire about, Brennan noted: 
“High-end customers are looking into 
greenhouse gases (GHG) currently.”

He noted that as time goes on, these 
requirements trickle down to all customers like 
the Quality Assurance (QA) scheme, which is 
almost “an expectation” now.

“Killing cattle younger is the quickest way to 
reduce industry GHGs. The longer the animal is 
on the farm, the more GHGs are emitted.”

He outlined that any breed can be finished at a 
young age as long as it hasn’t incurred a long 
store period in its life and said: “How we manage 
each breed has a big impact on its finishing age.”

Current cattle demand
Commenting on the current demand for beef, 
Brennan noted: “Prices are good and are going 
to remain good through summer and into 
autumn.

“The demand is there and supplies are good but 
not extravagant.”

He noted that weekly kills of over 30,000 “would 
not indicate a shortage” of cattle.

“We have enough to meet demand but demand 
is very good at the minute. It’s more demand is 
good, than cattle are scarce.”

Brennan outlined that this is good news for 
farmers because it means when supply 
increases, demand should swallow up any 
increase in supply.

“I would not see 2021 being - at any stage - a 
bad price within reason,” Brennan affirmed.

Commenting on bull beef in 2021, Brennan 
noted: “When the beef market is good, the bull 
market is good but when the thing goes wrong, 
bulls are the first to go wrong.”

Snags to trade
However, the Slaney Foods procurement officer 
outlined that in October, to sell beef into the UK, 
health certs will have to be completed for all beef 
leaving Ireland going to the UK.

“That’s bureaucracy and it slows down transport 
but, because of Brexit, it has to come in.”
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Continuing, he explained: “In the future, we will 
have to look away from UK as a customer as 
they begin to agree trade deals with other 
countries.”

However, on a positive note, Brennan said 
demand is good in the UK and Europe and 
remarked: “There’s no market performing poorly 
at the moment.”

What’s driving demand?
Commenting on factors that are driving current 
demand for beef, Brennan noted the outbreak of 
African Swine Fever (ASF) in the Chinese pig 
population as a main factor.

He explained that China is a “huge” consumer of 
food and noted an anecdotal story: “If every 
person in China ate a double cheese burger a 
day there would be no beef or cheese in the 
world.

“That’s the consumption power they have. 1.4 
billion people who see a western diet as an 
affluent diet.”

He explained that China is buying up beef and 
lamb off the world market in an effort to fill the 
protein void the country is facing, as the Chinese 
pig population “has fallen off a cliff”.
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ICBF & ICBF Tully Beef Centre – Current 
research & results

WHPR
ICBF run the WHPR programme (Whole Herd 
Performance Recording) which has currently 
been revamped. The new WHPR will focus on 
weighing only animals aged 0-150 days of age 
and weighing and scoring animals aged 151-365 
days of age. The weighing can be carried out at 
the same time as the BEEP inspections which 
will eliminate the €45 call out charge payable to 
ICBF. The cost thereafter is €5 per animal 
weighed and just one annual visit is required. This 
revamped version of the WHPR is more attractive 
to breeders in that it has been made more 
accessible and can be completed as part of a 
BEEP visit also.

Gene Ireland
The next programme is Gene Ireland. There has 
been a six-fold increase in the number of bulls 
tested per year over seven years. The more bulls 
that are tested the better and more accurate the 
data will be. Since 2015, the Dairy Beef Index 
has increased from a value of €23 to a value of 
€45 which is very positive.

The advantage of the Hereford 
here is that the Hereford already 
has the market share and the 
distinctive white face is a huge 
marketing benefit. 
The two newest Hereford additions to Dovea AI; 
Skehanore Fruitful and Corslismore Cormac 076 
will also be participating in the Gene Ireland Dairy 
Programme.

Meat Eating Quality Evaluations
Meat eating quality is also major research under 
going in Tully over five years in partnership with 
Teagasc. The trial involves assessing 5500 
animals for tenderness, flavour & juiciness by a 
trained tasting panel. From the research carried 
out - ICBF can now determine that Tenderness 
has the highest heritability meaning that genetics 
can directly affect the tenderness of beef. The 
good news for Herefords is that the research 
carried out to date has shown that Herefords 

have ranked at the top of the table across all 
breeds for tenderness with a result of 85% 
satisfactory as well as ranking very high for both 
flavour and juiciness.

Methane Research
ICBF also measure how much methane cattle 
emit while housed indoors as part of the ‘Rumen 
Predict’ Programme. The research is carried out 
using the GreenFeed Systems installed in the 
cattle shed. Each animal is fitted with an RFID ear 
tag which allows the GreenFeed to identify 
animals individually. As the animal approaches 
the GreenFeed, a small amount of feed is 
dropped to both attract and keep the animal 
positioned at the machine. Feed is dropped 
every 30 seconds over a 3-minute period with 
animal access to the machine evenly spread over 
the day. While the animal is feeding, the 
GreenFeed estimates methane emissions by 
extracting the air surrounding the animal’s head 
and filtering it by a sensor which determines the 
amount of methane the animal emits in between 
feeding. As traits, both feed efficiency and 
methane production are related and it has been 
shown that cattle which are more feed efficient 
emit less methane which is positive for both the 
farmer and the environment.

Tissue Tags
ICBF are currently running a trial to test out tissue 
genomic tags. Currently, there are 500 BDGP 
affiliated farmers participating in the trial and will 
begin use of the tissue tags this Spring 2022. 
The trial involves tissue tagging every calf born 
on the farm and submitting the tissue for 
genomic testing to ICBF. For many farmers, this 
is the ideal solution to genomic testing as it is 
incorporating two jobs in one and removes the 
need to send away hair samples at a later stage. 

There will be another intake of farmers into the 
trial in Autumn 2022 and anyone who is 
interested in taking part should register their 
interest with ICBF directly.
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The Virtues of Truly Pasture-
Fed Livestock
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By Clive Bright

Shortly after converting to organic production in 
2013, I decided that my relatively low-input 
farming model would need to step up a notch if I 
was going to survive in this farming game.

We ran a Limousine stock bull who bred 
excellent calves from our shorthorn cows - they 
were hardy and “easy fleshing” up until 16 
months, after which they became “rangey” - long 
in the body and tall. They were ideal “feeding 
animals” and were sold as such. I wanted to start 
finishing animals myself, but with the cost of 
organic meal and the genetics I had, it didn’t 
make sense. So the first step was to explore 
traditional breeds, after which I decided to 
purchase a Hereford bull. My goal was to 
produce finished beef from a 100% grass-fed 
diet and cut the cost of meal finishing entirely. 
With the herd’s genetics heading in the right 
direction, I started mob grazing so that the 
livestock had pasture of sufficient quality to fatten 
on. I put fencing and water infrastructure in place 
to allow for simple, but flexible, herd moves so 
that the animals could be rotated and have 
access to fresh grass daily.

My initial goal was to reduce costs, but now I 
was producing a premium product - organically 
certified and 100% grass-fed. It felt like selling my 
animals into the broader market was not the right 
direction, so I began to explore the idea of direct-
selling. Working with a local, small family run 
abattoir, G Burns Meats in Sligo; I started my 
business - Rare Ruminare. I now have two jobs, 
one is to produce the best quality product and 
the second is marketing and selling that product.

One of the challenges of promoting grass-fed 
beef is that the language used to market all Irish 
beef is virtually the same. 100% Grass-fed beef, 
lamb and indeed dairy is a distinction that to 
date, has been overlooked by the food and 
farming industry in Ireland, preferring instead to 
trade under the perception of being grass-fed or 
mostly grass-fed.

The virtues of 100% grass-fed are many and 
heavily backed by research.

In 2018, Teagasc published the results of an 
extensive study on grass-fed beef. They carried 
out nutrient profiles of meat from groups of 
animals fed 100% pasture, partially grain-fed, 
grain-fed with straw and linseed based grain-fed. 
The results supported previous work done in the 
US (1990) and the UK (2009).

For mineral concentrations of Na, Mg, P, K, Ca, 
Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn & Se, the 100% grass-fed 
trumped all other groups. Vitamin E was also 
higher.

In correlation with other studies, Teagasc found 
that grass-fed was lower in saturated fats and 3 
½ times higher in Omega 3 and slightly lower 
Omega 6, creating a healthier balanced ratio 
between the two fatty acids. Long-chain Omega 
3 (DHA), a vital fatty acid, plays a crucial role in 
brain function and development and has been 
shown to protect against heart disease. The 
body cannot make Omega 3, so it has to derive it 
from food, but there are very few foods that 
contain it. Oily fish and grass-fed meat and eggs 
from pastured poultry are the primary sources.

Another of critical fatty acids is Conjugated 
Linoleic Acid (CLA),which is considerably higher 
(300% - 500%) in pasture-fed animals. CLA has 
been observed in studies as being a component 
in fighting cancer cells. It has been shown to 
have an effect on reducing body fat in humans 
and has been strongly linked to lowering the risk 
of various diseases including type 2 diabetes and 
heart disease in people who consume large 
amounts of CLA in their diets.

In the Teagasc study, the grass-fed animals’ diet 
(both grazed grass and preserved) was from a 
high-input monoculture of perennial ryegrass. 
The researchers acknowledged that the potential 
for further improvement in nutrient profiles 
through sward diversity warranted more study.

When grain is introduced at the last stages of 
finishing animals, the positive effects of their 
lifetime on grass is diminished. With 90 days of 
concentrate inclusion in the diet, all the benefits 
of the earlier grass-fed diet are lost.
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Teagasc concluded, there was an accumulative 
improvement in the nutrient profile of the grass-
fed beef and that grass-fed beef can 
undoubtedly be regarded as a component of a 
healthy diet.

In Ireland, the term ‘Grass-fed’ has no legal 
protection and is used by the meat and dairy 
industry to describe animals who may have had 
access to grazing during their lifetime. These 
animals could also be fed a percentage of grain, 
concentrated feeds and food manufacture by-
products.

To address this marketing confusion, and to help 
protect and support farmers who wish to sell 
their meat and milk as 100% grass-fed, the 
Organic Trust has partnered up with the Pasture 
for Life Association (PFLA) in the UK.

The Pasture for Life Association was founded in 
2011; they are an independent body who certify 
and inspect operators who wish to market their 
goods with the PFLA mark. PFLA accreditation 
ensures customers that animals have not been 
fed anything that does not come from pasture. 
They are also advocates for naturally diverse 
pastures with herbal complexity that provide 
mineral variety for the animal’s diet. The 
Association is keen to encourage more farmers 
to kick the habit of fattening their animals on 
grain. While cereal diets may quicken the process 
of finishing livestock, it does so at an economic 
and environmental cost, while producing a less 
healthy product.

As my business grows, beyond the scale that I 
can know all my customers, I need to be able to 
instil trust in my product without speaking to the 
customer. The term ‘Organic’ has legal protection 
and is a recognised and trusted symbol, but 
informed shoppers are becoming more sceptical 
of grass-fed claims. The PFLA mark will 
differentiate my products in a swamp of 
marketing jargon, as being the real deal.

Despite market demand, the level of artisan food 
production in Ireland is low. For example, less 
than 2% of the land in Ireland is farmed 
organically. For this reason, it is perhaps unlikely 
that PFLA products will end up on the 
supermarket shelves anytime soon. But because 
the market is undoubtedly there for healthy 
nutrient-dense produce, there are opportunities 
for smaller producers to sell direct and perhaps 
even to form co-ops as they grow. It is in these 
scenarios that PFLA will have the most value. 
Smaller businesses do not have huge budgets 
for marketing, so trusted accreditations like 
organic and PFLA help consumers identify meat 
and dairy produced in a way that is good for the 
soil, the environment, the animals and human 
health.
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Irish Hereford Breed 
Improvement Scheme
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The IHBS ran a promotion of the Breed Improvement Scheme AI straws for the past Winter whereby all 
straws were offered at €25 each or a bundle of 100 straws were sold for €200. This offer was well 
received among breeders which led to a sharp increase in the purchasing of straws. The society are 
looking forward to seeing the progeny from these sires hitting the ground later on with the hope of some 
of the future champions being bred.

Kaludah Jolly L267 - DOB: 13/03/2015
AI Code: HE4650

Kaludah Jolly L267

Kaludah Powerhouse L478 - DOB: 26/06/2015
AI Code: HE4658

Kaludah Powerhouse L478

Karoonda Sampson - DOB: 19/03/2015
AI Code: HE4654

Karoonda Sampson

Battalion Frontier M015

Battalion Frontier M015 - DOB: 03/04/2016
AI Code: HE4648

Battalion Undertaker M023 ET

Battalion Undertaker M023 ET - DOB: 25/09/2016
AI Code: HE5019

Mawarra Mustang 

Mawarra Mustang (Polled) - DOB: 24/05/2013
AI Code: HE4508
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Pute Nascar N13 - DOB: 22/08/2017
AI CODE: HE5806

Pute Nascar N13 

Progeny
The Progeny of these bulls have been hitting the 
ground and coming into their own in the past few 
years and there has been some significant 
successes for many of the Breed Improvement 
Scheme sired cattle throughout the last year in 
particular - building on previous successes.

Smithston Darby sired the Junior Hereford Male 
Champion 2021 which was crowned during the 
National Hereford Show in September. Newland 
Denzel, bred by Hugh P. Murray of Newland 
Herefords topped the Junior Championship on 
the day before being crowned Reserve 
Champion at the Premier Autumn Hereford Sale 
in Tullamore in October where he went on to sell 
for a fantastic €4000. 

Junior Male Hereford Champion 2021 - 
Newland Denzel

Pute Nascar N13 also sired a great winner of 
2021. Keenagh Rio, bred by Edwin & Robert 
Jones, Longford, was crowned; National 
Hereford Calf Show Male Champion 2021. This 
Four Star Replacement bull is easy calving & is 
sired by one of our very own breed improvement 
scheme bulls; Pute Nascar N13!

Keenagh Rio as a calf

National Hereford Calf Champion 2021 - Keenagh Rio

See below a snapshot of just some of the 
progeny from the above sires that was born last 
year.

Kaludah Powerhouse heifer

Battalion Undertaker bull calf
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Karoonda Sampson heifer

Kaludah Jolly heifer

Pute Nascar bull calf 

Pute Nascar bull calf at three months old

Pute Nascar heifer on 
the left & Battalion 
Undertaker heifer on 
the right

Pute Nascar bull calf 
born at 286 days

Battalion Frontier bull calf

There are several other top-quality bloodlines to choose from through the Breed Improvement Scheme 
and these are all available to order from the IHBS office via Dovea Genetics. Check out irishhereford.com 
to download the full Breed Improvement Scheme Brochure and the semen order form or contact the 
Society office for a hard copy.

Information event
Next Gen Herefords are organising online seminars for all breeders to learn about the Breed Improvement 
sires and the progeny they are producing - from breeders who already have progeny on the ground. 
Breeders will be discussing the type of cows they’re breeding from, gestation, easy calving, the type of 
calves being produced along with showcasing photos and videos of the calves. All breeders are welcome 
to attend & a text message will be sent to the membership with details of when the event is taking place 
& how to join.
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Hereford Photo & Calendar 
Competition 2021
Irish Hereford Breed Society and Irish Hereford 
Prime once again organised the 2021 Hereford 
Photo and Calendar Competition. There were 
seven categories to enter this year with each 
category being well supported.

Competition Categories;

• Show time - Pedigree Hereford animals 
standing for a photo as if at a show - all cows, 
heifers, bulls, calves accepted.

• Cheeky Chappies - Pedigree or Crossbred 
Hereford Calves - must be under 6 months of 
age.

• Here come the girls - Pedigree Hereford 
Cows or heifers - with or without calves and 
with or without a bull.

• The Boss - Hereford Stock bull on his own or 
with a herd of Dairy or Suckler cows/calves.

• The HEX Factor - Hereford cross heifers or 
steers in their natural environment.

• Prime Beef - Best photo of cooked or fresh 
Hereford beef suitable for any occasion.

• Why Hereford? - A video of you and/or your 
family talking about/promoting all things Hereford 

After receiving a great number of entries; 
independent judges shortlisted the photos which 
were then out forward for a public vote in the 
IHBS Facebook page!

The standard of entries submitted was extremely 
high and it was very difficult for the judges to 
shortlist the photos.

The public were not shy about casting their vote 
with over 1931 votes cast across just one of the 
categories, 5062 votes cast altogether and over 
153,000 views reached on Facebook overall. The 
winners of each of the 6 categories of the 2021 
Hereford Photo & Calendar Competition are 
shown below.

Prizes
The winner of each category was awarded a 
voucher to the value of €200 of their choice from: 

• SuperValu voucher or 

• Farm Wardrobe voucher or

• Jeff Harvey Photography voucher worth €300 -
A one to one mentoring session on 
photography and using your camera from Jeff 
Harvey, along with a family /couple /children's 
portrait captured by Jeff on the day at your 
house or on the farm. 

• The overall winner was awarded a cash prize of 
€500
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Overall Winner & Category 
3: Here come the girls
‘Pecking Order’ entered by 
Tamara Kenny
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Category 1 - Show Time:
‘ShowTime’ - Martha Mohan
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Category 2 - Cheeky 
Chappies:
‘New kids on the block’
- Karina McLoughlin

Category 4 - The Boss:
‘Gurteragh maximus’
- Hannah Murphy
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Category 5 - The HEX 
Factor:
‘Breakfast time’
- Robert Hill
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Category 7: Video: Why 
choose Hereford? 
- Michael Barrett

Category 6 - Prime Beef:
‘All things Hereford’
- Theola Heatrick
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Calendar
All shortlisted entries that were presented for the public vote have now been compiled into a beautiful 
Hereford calendar which is currently on sale in aid of the Hooves4Hospice charity who are raising much 
needed funds to build a palliative care hospice in the midlands.  The calendars are available to purchase 
from irishherefordprime.com.

Congratulations to all the shortlisted finalists & the winners & many thanks & appreciations are extended 
to all who entered the competition.

Gallery of the shortlisted entries
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The HEX Factor - Mammy’s Boy - Edward Dudley, Tipperary

Here come the girls - Can I please go in the front - 
just this time? - Paddy and Jack Lynch, Clare

Cheeky Chappies - Baby Love -
Kathleen O’Reilly, Cavan 

Here come the girls - Act natural ladies - Francis Coughlan, Roscommon
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Here come the girls - Herefords - Myles Tynan, Longford 

Show time - Show heifer - Robert McNevin, Galway 

Cheeky Chappies - Clover obsessed -
Fionnuala Godwin, Co. Kildare 

Show time - Picture Perfect - Edward Dudley, Tipperary  

The HEX Factor - A bugs view - Aoibhín McCarthy, Cork

The HEX Factor - Breakfast time - Robert Hill, Monaghan

The Boss - Mr Ever Ready 24/7 - Edward Dudley, Tipperary
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The HEX Factor - Herefords Grazing Multi-Species 
Sward - Fionnuala Godwin, Kildare

Cheeky Chappies - Brother from an udder mother - Edison Murray, Mayo

The Boss - Hesnotataurus - Kerri Flynn, Monaghan

Cheeky Chappies - Champion Milk! - Kerri Flynn, Monaghan

Cheeky Chappies - Charlie’s cheeky chappies - 
Padraic Mc Kenna, Monaghan 

The Boss - Hereford Bull - Yvonne Roycroft, Cork 
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The HEX Factor - Can we just graze please? - Fionnuala Godwin, Kildare

Prime Beef - Hot Herefords - John Crowe, KildareHere come the girls - Moo-dy girls - Joseph Lawrence, Wicklow

Prime Beef - Hereford strip-loin steaks. Hand selected and supplied by 
H.Murray & Son Family Butchers Kilbeggan - Shane King, Westmeath 

Show time - Lisgoagh Penny's time to shine - Padraic Mc Kenna, Monaghan

Here come the girls - Frosty - Paddy and Jack Lynch, Clare The Boss - Make sure you get my good side - Sinead Conry, Roscommon

Here come the girls - The Master and his Followers -
Cornelius McCarthy, Cork
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In Other News

International Women’s day!
International Women’s day was 8th March 2021!

We caught up with young female farmer & 
Hereford breeder of Tory Hill Herefords; Hannah 
Quinn-Mulligan who works on her family farm 
with her grandmother; Catherine.

Hannah had a striking & special message to all 
the farming women out there - whether you are 
the named farmer or the hands behind the 
scenes! As Hannah pointed out - that time last 
year there were only 12% of farmers were 
women with farms in their own names when in 
reality, most farms around the country couldn’t 
run without a woman doing some sort of farm 
related job. Hannah’s wish for International 
Women’s Day 2021 was to see that figure of 
12% increased by this year to see more women 
farming their own farms in their own names. As 
the saying goes “behind every great man is a 
great woman”!

According to Minister McConalogue, that figure is 
currently at 15% & set to rise again this year with 
over 70,000 women on farms milking cows, 
lambing ewes or taking care of the paperwork!

Kilsunny Rambo Exported To 
Northern Ireland
The Kilsunny Herd of Trevor Dudley & Family, 
Dovea, Thurles, Co. Tipperary is pleased to have 
been able to privately export 12 month old, 
yearling bull, Kilsunny Rambo to Ballycrune 
Herefords, Northern Ireland last February.

Kilsunny Rambo had just reached his first 
birthday at the end of January and is a son of the 
Dudley’s well-known show cow, Kilsunny Lass 
Lily who has won three consecutive 1st prizes at 
the National Hereford Show, Tullamore from 2017 
- 2019 inclusive, just missing out on a chance to 
make it 4 wins in a row after last year’s show was 
cancelled due to Covid-19. Rambo’s grand-dam, 
Kilsunny Lass Gem also won three consecutive 
1st prizes at Tullamore (2010-2012) with his great 
grand-dam, Kilsunny Lass Scarlet also taking a 
coveted red ribbon at Tullamore in 2000, making 
him a potential 4th generation national title holder 
himself.

In addition to his stellar pedigree, Rambo also 
carries a 5 star terminal index from ICBF with a 
carcass weight figure of +11.5kg, which is nearly 
three times the official breed average. His 
aforementioned dam also boasts a calving 
interval of 358 days between her last two 
calvings (and a 335 day calving interval for the 
two calvings before that) with the national 
average recorded by ICBF for calving interval in 
suckler cows standing at 395 days for 2020. 
Lass Lily has also proven herself to be a prolific 
brood cow with her first son, Kilsunny Ozzy 
selling to Springvilla Herefords at the 2018 IHBS 
Autumn Premier in Tullamore and her first 
daughter, Kilsunny Lass Porscha selling privately 
at just 9 months to Toberleigh Herefords in the 
winter of 2019.

It was this balance between proven show ring 
performance and superior genetic potential on 
the back of his outstanding breeding figures that 
made the 12 month old Rambo an attractive 
proposition for buyer, Colin McCord who 
snapped him up to stand as junior herd sire for 
his pedigree Hereford herd in Co. Down. The sale 
was initiated over social media - with the 
Dudley’s now selling about 50% of their pedigree 
bulls online, with a following of over 80,000 on 
Instagram alone.
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Weddings!

Robert Jones of 
Keenagh 
Herefords, 
Longford, tied the 
knot with Sinead 
Mulcahy last 
Summer 2021. 
We wish the 
couple a future 
filled with good 
health and 
happiness 
together. Shane O’Driscoll and Lisa McCarthy were 

wedded in December 2021. Shane is the owner 
of Butlerstown Pedigree Herefords - Shane is a 
regular at the summer shows and a regular prize 
winner. We wish the couple a lifetime of good 
health & happiness.

Trillick
It’s not been a typical bull selling year for JJ 
Farrell of Trillick Herefords, Longford. Though 
selling Hereford bulls is a big part of business at 
Trillick Herefords - this year brought a twist to the 
business. 

There was great success in April when 
Ballymartle 1 Jubilee, then 20-month-old polled 
bull, sold to a French herd. Jean-François 
Protheau, from Mercurey in France, purchased 
this promising young bull. Jubilee is bred by a 
Ballymartle Dam which the Farrell’s purchased 
two years ago at the Ballymarle dispersal sale in 
Cork. We look forward to seeing his progress 
and development in the coming months. 

There was further international success in August 
when Trillick Junior sold to Italy. Junior will be run 
with a large suckler herd on the Alps. Junior is 
sired by Freetown Nevada and bred by a 
Freetown Hotspur Dam. A lot of the Trillick heifers 
that were sold in the Elite Genetics Production 
sale in September are bred by the same sire. We 

wish Gaia the very best of luck with her new sire 
and we look forward to seeing progeny in Italy. 

The international success didn’t stop there when 
there was a record set by Trillick Herefords. 
Trillick Ranger 2 was purchased by a farmer in 
Bulgaria - the first Irish Pedigree Hereford to be 
exported to Bulgaria. Ranger has always been a 
stand out calf since he was born. He is the first 
son of Pulham Ranger to be sold from the farm. 
His Dam is a Steil Gerard daughter going back to 
Trillick Best. He is pictured here weighing 900kgs 
the day he left at 19 months. He has now arrived 
safely and getting used to his new surroundings. 
We wish his owners all the best with him and we 
look forward to seeing his progress in the years 
to come. 

The Farrell family have exported Trillick Hotspur 
straws to Australia in the last few years where his 
progeny has been hitting the ground recently in 
the herd of Kirraweena Glenholme Hereford Stud.

Ballymartle 1 Jubilee Trillick Junior Trillick Ranger 2 Trillick Hotspur female in 
Australia
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Keenagh move across the water
There was great export success also during 2021 
for another Longford herd; Keenagh Herefords, 
belonging to Edwin & Robert Jones. Back in 
June, The Jones were delighted to announce 
that Keenagh Percival had made it safely across 
to Norfolk and at that stage was settling in nicely. 
Percival joined the herds of Hickling Herefords & 
Pulham Herefords. Percival is a full brother to 
Keenagh Bruno, who had a successful show 
career & we look forward to seeing Keenagh 
Percival’s progeny in the show ring in the future. 

The herd had further sales during the year with 
2021 being topped off with the sale of Keenagh 
Mr. Right in December. Keenagh Mr. Right 
changed his post code by joining the Nancy 
Herefords Herd of Glenn Morton in Northern 
Ireland. Keenagh Mr. Right was purchased into 
Armagh herd of Nancy Herefords as their Junior 
Herd sire, fresh off the back of his first prize win 
at the National Show. Here is Mr. Right 
photographed at 9 months of age. We look 
forward to seeing Mr. Right’s calves on the 
ground and see him live up to the name!

Knockmountagh Chief retains 
title of Best Stock Bull 2021 in 
Scotland
Knockmountagh Chief has done it again! The 
2013 Tullamore Show National Hereford Bull Calf 
Champion, has retained his title of Best Stock 
Bull 2021 after winning the accolade last year in 
2020 in the Scottish Hereford Breeders’ 
Association’s herd competition.

Bred by Eamon & John 
McKiernan of 
Knockmountagh & 
Knockmanta Herefords, 
Louth; Mr. Bill Andrew of 
Arranview Herefords 
purchased Chief in 2013 
after taking a shine to 

him at the National Hereford Show in Tullamore. 
Following the success of the 2013 Champion; 
Knockmanta 1 Handsome was purchased last 
year to join Chief at the Arranview Herd as Junior 
Stock Bull.

It is very exciting to see Irish bloodlines achieving 
top prizes in the UK and it is exceptional for such 
a senior bull to be awarded this title and even 
more so two years in a row.

We wish the McKiernans & Arranview continued 
success with their Louth bred bulls.

Doonbeg cow among the oldest 
in Ireland!
Herefords are well known for longevity, milk and 
fertility! Meet Molly - 24 year old Hereford Cross 
cow who has had 17 calves in her lifetime - living 
proof of all of the above!

A 24 year old Doonbeg cow is believed to be 
among the oldest in Ireland.

Farmer Tony Henchy 
told The Clare Echo that 
his black white head 
named Molly is one of 
the oldest cows in 
Ireland according to 
registrations.

Milked by hand for domestic use in her earlier 
years, Molly has had seventeen calves, both her 
daughter and grand-daughter live on Henchy’s 
farm in Derrycarne in Doonbeg.

“She is right up there with the oldest or so they 
are telling me at the registration, she was my 
Dad’s initially, he passed away and I decided to 
hold onto her so she could end her days here 
with me,” Tony explained.

He has particular fondness for Molly as she 
serves as a link to the time of his parents, Martin 
and Josephine.

Molly was in fact born on the Henchy farm, her 
mother hailed from the Killimer area so her 
longevity is credited with being from West Clare 
stock.

Her health today is “reasonable enough” Tony 
said. “She has a couple of setbacks alright but 
overall it is not too bad, at this stage you just 
wouldn’t know, the appetite isn’t great with her”. 
Vets in the county have remarked at their 
astonishment with Molly’s age.

Clare Echo - Paraic McMahon - June 11th 2021

Keenagh Mr. Right Keenagh Percival
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Hereford make the ideal cross as 
testified by Michael Fitzpatrick

Blast from the past with a Dunrobin 
Superstar bull calf born last year on the farm 
of William & Daniel O'Sullivan, Co. Kerry. This 
could be the first calf born in 20 years by 
Dunrobin Superstar, with only remaining 
straws left. We look forward to seeing this 
calf and others by the sire on the O’Sullivan 
farm progress.

Micheal Martin TD tweeted back in May that 
he “Met a few friends while out for a lovely 
walk yesterday”

Photo credit to IFJ, dated Saturday 29th May 2021
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Breeders’ Pics

Hereford calf sired by FH 
William & bred from a Trillick 
Hotspur cow on the farm of 
Marjorie Flynn, Co. Kerry.

Whiteheads at the fair day in Clonbur

Miss Sophie was a busy bee 
this year getting bulls washed 
& ready for sales while 
keeping check on Hereford 
Heifers for Grandad Coote 
while he recoverd from his hip 
operation. Sophie likes the 
Herefords because they have 
a good quiet temperament 
and are easy to manage!

Can you guess what this is?

Photo credit to IFJ dated 17th July 2021

As printed in the Beef Herdplus 
Journal 2013 & 2014

Flying the Hereford flag!
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Bord Bia News

Statistics taken directly from the Bord Bia Farmer Newsletter - Winter 2021 edition.
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Poem

Our land has never looked so good
on this mid winter’s day
The sun is shining brightly
As it did last first of May

What’s wrong with global warming
I’d really like to know
It suits old Ireland better
Than the cold north winds and snow

Right now the plains of Royal Meath
Are looking very good
Yet if I let my cattle out
We’d have a sea of mud

Yes, my cattle are not grazing
On this heavy land of Meath
They’re housed on slats with rubber mats
Great silage for their feed

With snow white face and blood red coat
They stand out in any crowd
Our docile herd of Hereford’s
Of which we’re very proud

And when the spring is over
I’ll open out their gates
Where they’ll race to greener pastures
And put on loads of weight

And should you want a lovely bull
Just give old Val a call
And you’ll have a chance to buy one
At your leisure, big or small

By V. Ledwith
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Reflection
‘From then to now’
By Pat McCarthy

In 2001, the foot & mouth disease caused a 
crisis in Agriculture. In England, there were 2000 
cases on farms and over six million animals were 
slaughtered.

In the Republic of Ireland, there was one case in 
a flock of sheep on the Cooley mountains which 
left 50,000 animals from the area were 
slaughtered in a precautionary move. They were 
not infected but they were inside the exclusion 
zone. St. Patrick’s Day parades, the Cheltenham 
festival, six nations rugby and many other events 
were cancelled or deferred to a later date. Coillte 
suspended first walks and people were stopped 
travelling from the UK into Ireland. All livestock 
marts were also closed and the movement of 
animals was totally suspended. In mid-April, 
farmers were allowed to buy stock bulls by 
request of a special permit from the DAFM.

As manager of Bandon mart at that particular 
time, Sean O’Sullivan - chief executive of Cork 
marts, tasked me to conduct a video auction of 
breeding bulls - I believe the first in Ireland. At 
that time, it was the animals that were not 
allowed to move but the people could - the 
complete opposite to the covid-19 pandemic 
restrictions. There were 35 Pedigree registered 
dairy & beef bulls videoed on their home farms 
and all were then catalogued for sale. The 
auction took place at Bandon mart. John Ryan 
was the auctioneer and John Murphy carried out 
the commentary on each Pedigree bull. As the 
sale started - the sales ring was full of people, 
however, customers were very cautious as there 
was very little bidding and only a small 
percentage of bulls were sold. It seemed the 
video auctions were not very popular but it was 
well worth a try given that ‘normal’ sales & farm 
visits were off the cards.

Farm to farm movements started again shortly 
after that and the marts opened on 18th June 
which left everyone relieved that animals could 
once again move freely and farmers could 
resume to buying and selling stock in the mart 
again. The late Joe Walsh, TD, was Minister for 
Agriculture at the time and he was praised by all 
for his handling of the outbreak of Foot & Mouth 
in this country during 2001.

I spoke recently to John Murphy, Livestock 
auctioneer with Cork marts, about the online 
system that is now in place and working 
alongside ringside buyers in all marts nationwide. 
John commented that in 2001 we were aware 
that at some stage online auctions were going to 
be the future but it would probably be slow to 
take off. Little did we know the use & value video 
auctions would be in 2020 and 2021 when 
Covid-19 hit us. Marts were totally closed from 
the end of March until June 2020 and when they 
reopened at that stage it was online selling only 
or nothing. It shows how the advancement in 
technology has moved on in high-definition 
picture and perfect sound and animals can be 
bid on over the internet from a laptop, tablet and 
even the mobile phone. This is a huge step 
forward for marts and their buyers and sellers to 
trust the system. Overnight - online auctions 
became a necessity for all and now all marts are 
at the finger tips of every single farmer and will be 
going forward.

Farmers are a resilient breed and have proven 
time and time again that they can and will adapt 
to new surroundings to progress.
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Stand out sires of our time:
Standard Lad 93J / Bishophill General

There have been several great Hereford sires 
down through the ages. However, some would 
say that there was one stand out sire so far - 
some may even call him ‘the daddy of them all’ - 
Standard Lad 93J.

Imported from 
Canada, 
Standard Lad 
93J was a world-
renowned sire 
who was the 
high selling bull 
at Calgary for 
$65,000. “93J” 

has brought profound improvement to cattle on 
several continents where scores of breeders 
acknowledge him as the best sire they have ever 
used. His offspring reflect his extra scale and 
thickness to a remarkable degree. 93J or SAD, 
as was his AI code, bred some of the finest show 
and breeding Herefords in Ireland during the 
1980’s and 1990’s. Several top champions were 
produced from Standard Lad 93J including the 
most renowned of all; Bishophill General. 

Bishophill General was bred by Peter Lawlor, 
Ballymore Eustace, Co. Kildare.  Bishophill 
General or BHG, as was his AI code, was 
performance tested at Tully in 1984, where he 
outperformed all his peers including the 
continental breeds. He weighed 656kgs at 410 
days and had a daily liveweight gain of 1.6kgs. 
His final weight on test was 21% above breed 
average. 

Bishophill General was later purchased by the 
Dublin District Milk Board (now Progressive 
Genetics) and went onto become the most 
popular Hereford sire in Ireland. In the Pedigree 
context he sired numerous Supreme Champions 
at shows and sales all around Ireland and to this 
day is regarded as one of the greatest ever 
Hereford AI bulls and was deemed the most 
influential Hereford herd sire in 2019

Here we take a look at some of the top winners 
and top sale animals bred from both SAD, BHG 
and some of the more recent successes bred by 
Rathcor Ranger (RRA), son of BHG.

1986 = The show success for Standard Lad 93J 
really took off in 1986 when during Limerick 
Show there were several wins by 93J progeny - 
including; Keeper hill Nugget 2nd owned by 
Owen O’Neill, Limerick who won the cow class.  
Lisnalurg Bea 3rd, won the yearling heifer class 
for Peter Casey, Sligo. 

During the Hereford sale in Waterford in 1986 - 
the highest price achieved at the sale was 
1900gns, paid by Peter Roche for Treetop 
Bouncer, a son of 93J, bred by J Kingston, Cork. 
A society member commented that “Bouncer, an 
October 1984 calf, had a hip measurement of 52 
& ½ ins weighed 1500lbs and had an average 
daily gain of 3lb.
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1987 = At the RDS Spring Show of 1987, half of 
the prize winners were sired by Standard Lad 
93J - including the Supreme Hereford Champion 
& the Female Hereford Champion: Keeperhill 
Nugget 2nd & the Reserve Champion: Drisheen 
Honest Moss 2.

1988 = One very successful herd following the 
use of 93J was the Clone herd belonging to John 
Healy, Kilkenny. Clone Velvet 43rd was breed 
champion & unbeaten during the show season of 
1988 after starting as first prize winner at 
Limerick Show where she also won the two-year-
old heifer competition which carried a £300 first 
prize. Clone Velvet 43rd was Reserve Champion 
in Enniscorthy, Champion in Kilkenny - overtaking 
the Male Champion on the day and first prize 
winner in Nenagh & Tullow also.

The Champion of the Roscommon sale in 1988 
was Mr. J. O’Donnell’s Marlhill Lad, also by SAD, 
who sold for 2300gns to Mr Sean Burns, 
Monaghan. One young calf to do exceptionally 
well in this sale also was Mr. P. O’Reilly’s Rathcor 
Ranger, sired by Bishophill General, who sold to 
Stephen Kenny for 1800gns.

During the Moate 1988 sale - the Champion was 
sold for the top price; Boyanna Lory, purchased 
by Dublin District Milk Board for 2700gns. Sired 
by Bishophill General, he was bred by Mr. T. 
Farrell.

There was further success for Bishophill General 
progeny during 1988 when the female champion 
at the Granard May sale was awarded to the 
McCabe sisters’; Beaghmore Cynthia who sold 
for 1400gns to Mr. Noel O’Neill, Westmeath. 
Bishophill General’s son Meiltron General was 
also crowned Reserve male champion in 
Strokestown show in 1988. Meiltron General 
went onto secure the top price of 4400gns, in 

the Roscommon February sale the following year, 
for Mr. P. Kilkenny from Carrick on Shannon. 
General was purchased by dairy farmers, Keating 
brothers from Clare, who ran him with their 60-
cow herd.

1989 = Also, during that sale - Knockmountagh 
Major, by Eamon McKiernan, was crowned male 
champion. This March 1988 calf by BHG sold for 
2200gns to T. Keegan to run with 70 suckler 
heifers. Dovea AI station also purchased Mr. J. 
O’Donnell’s Marlhill General by SAD for 2000gns. 
The five top priced bulls were all by Canadian 
sires or sons of Canadian sires and had frame 
scores in excess of 5.8 which gave them an 
average hip height of 51” at 12 months.

The following sale in 1989 in Roscommon in April 
saw Drumberegh Jude, 93J son, being crowned 
champion before being sold for 2300gns. The 
3rd highest price of the day was paid for 
Killogenehan Sal by Bishophill General at 
1650gns. Hugh Lynch also sold on the day and 
received 1600gns for his May 1988 calf Kilgolagh 
Captain by BHG also.

The Premier Autumn sale in 1989 held in 
Roscommon saw a BHG son achieve the sale 
champion and the top price; Pat Glynn’s bull sold 
at 2300gns. George Kell’s reserve male 
champion was sold at 1750gns while the reserve 
female champion; Galloway Rose 2nd, also sired 
by BHG, bred by M.CV. McKiernan, Carrigallen 
went to Kilkenny breeder Tom Brennan for 
1350gns. A daughter of 93J was awarded the 
female championship; Esker Riada Confusion by 
James Moran.

During the society sale in Granard in 1989 - 
judge John Sheehy chose Ballyshannon Eric, son 
of SAD, as champion who later sold to dairy 
farmer in Meath. BHG heifer; Tavis Fanny bred by 
T. Cassidy was reserve Champion on the same 
day and sold to E. Curtis of Wexford for 820gns.
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1990 = The IHBS Chair in 1991, John Holloway, 
commented that; progeny of some of the recent 
sire imports from Canada looked promising and 
proof was surely in the pudding after the 
excellent show & sale season of 1990;

Top price was 3000gns for 1st prize winner 
during the Premier Spring sale in Roscommon in 
1990; Meiltron Judo - 10 ½ month old son of 
BHG bred by P. Kilkenny. Champion of the sale 
was another Bishophill General son; Lisnalurg 
Fireman, bred by Peter Casey. Another BHG son, 
Kilgolagh Hopeful was adjudged reserve 
Champion and sold for 2000gns, bred by Hugh 
Lynch.

There was great tragedy on the morning of the 
Moate sale 1990 when Kildare breeder of 
Bishophill General, Peter Lawlor, passed on. 

The Virginia show 1990 championship went to 
Sam Heatrick’s, Gallaway General - a 1987 son 
of BHG.

1991 = Reserve Championship in Carrick-on-
Shannon 1991 was awarded to former council 
rep for the Ulster counties, Mr. Pat Brady’s 
January 1990 BHG son, Feughmaxwell Gem. 
Selling for 1150gns, just 10gns less than the 
reserve champion was another BHG son and first 

prize winner Cormeen Bruce from the herd of Mr. 
Greg McGovern of Ballyconnell.

There were waves being made in the 
Roscommon sale when Mr. P. Kilkenny earned 
the top price for the third year in a row, with 12-
month-old Meiltron Pyor by BHG for 3000 gns. 
Pyor was a full brother to Meiltron Judo, sold in 
February 1990 for 3000gns and half-brother to 
Meiltron General, sold in February 1989 for 
4400gns.

Local dairyman, Mr. Paddy Rowan, went to the 
Kilkenny sale in 1991 to buy a continental bull 
and took home the champion Hereford, Mr. 
Stephen Kenny’s Drumakeenan Bison, by his 
stock bull Rathcor Ranger, son of BHG - “A well 
grown bull with no faults hidden under his coat of 
hair”. At fifteen months old Bison was probably 
too young for local trade and sold for 1600gns.

Roscommon sale in 1991 saw the start of a very 
successful show career for 11-month-old, frame 
7 ½ bull - Knockmountagh Rocky by BHG, 1.55 
KG daily weight gain was sold to John Neenan 
for 1700gns. Mr. J. Neilan was awarded reserve 
champion on the day for Dunferne Handsome by 
SAD who later sold for 1600gns. Bishophill 
General also sired the male champion in Granard; 
Kilgolagh Flax. During the later Roscommon sale; 
Eamon McKiernan’s success rose once again 
when 15-month-old Knockmountagh Trojan by 
SAD, was crowned Champion before being sold 
at 2000gns. 

Show champion at Strokestown was 
Knockmountagh Caesar by BHG - exhibited by 
Sean McKiernan. This was just the beginning of a 
long and successful show career for this BHG 
son who was also champion of Strokestown 
show during 1990 for Eamon McKiernan who 
won the next class with the 93J bred 
Knockmountagh Trojan, another successful bull 
on the show circuit. Lughboy Victoria by 93J 
repeated last year’s success in the cow class for 
Mr. Michael Campbell ahead of John Rowleys 
Boeshill Beauty. Lisnalurg Honey bea, sired by 
BHG & out of Mr. Casey’s great show cow, 
Lisnalurg Bea 3rd, won the heifer class & the 
National heifer calf champion. IHBS & O’Farrelly 
memorial and perpetual challenge cups at 
Virginia show were awarded to Champion; 
Knockmountagh Trojan, who also won the 
Championship at the Dundalk show.

Knockduff Giant by 93J won the Senior bull class 
and was crowned breed champion at the 
Kilkenny show.
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Limerick show brought further success to the 
Clone herd of John Healy. The waterpark cup 
and the overall championship was awarded to 
Clone Pride - bred from Clone Velvet 27th by 93J 
the winner of several championships. The reserve 
overall female at the Cork show was also 
awarded to Clone Pride by John Healy - a 
consistent winner since she first appeared on the 
show circuit.

Champion of Cork show was the three-year-old 
cow Drisheen Millie Mul by SAD - she won the 
overall at the RDS in 1989 as a yearling heifer 
and indeed won several other championships in 
between.

During the Moate show of 1991 there were four 
prize winners sired by Bishophill General; 
Champion & bull calf winner; John & Lisa 
Holloway’s Gageboro Horatio - who later went 
onto stand in AI. 

Champion & yearling bull class winner at the 
Mullingar show was BHG 1990 born son; Oxhill 
Marksman, by Mr. Pat Glynn, who proved to be a 
well-balanced bull. 

The winner at Rathdowney show for the 
September heifer class went to Clashagad Hilda 
by BHG, exhibited by the Sheedy brothers.

The success of Gageboro Horatio was seen 
again at the Tullamore show in 1991 when he 
won the bull born after 1st September class 
before being crowned the overall reserve 
champion. Oxhill Marksman was also tapped out 
when he placed second in the same class. 

Clone Pride was once again in the winner’s 
enclosure for Mr. Healy when she won the 
cow/heifer class before winning out the 
championship. 

1992 = The RDS Spring show of 1992 saw a 
shift in places for some repeat winners. 
Knockmountagh Caesar placed second in the 
senior bull class - but this was not to become the 
trend. Another BHG son bred by Eamon 
McKiernan; Knockmountagh Rocky placed third 
in the same class - a name that would also 
become familiar to show stalwarts. Drisheen Sue 
Ellen by 93J from the herd of long time RDS 
exhibitors J&B Sheehy, won the cow class ahead 
of John Healy’s Clone Pride - both very good 
cows who often share the 1st & 2nd placings at 
summer shows. Peter Casey’s Lisnalurg Honey 
Bea was awarded first place in the yearling heifer 
class along with overall reserve champion.

Carrick-on-Shannon sale saw the top price being 
paid of 1740gns by Mr. P.J. Brady for the BHG 
sired Dunfore Harry bred by Micheal Devins. The 
Hereford breed society Ballintubber cup was 
awarded to Roardstwon surprise during the 
Tipperary sale of 1992 - an April bull by BHG and 
exhibited by Peadar Kennedy who went on to sell 
for 1900gns.

The show season of 1992 seen some smashing 
show results again. Clone Pride was out on top 
again in Tullamore when she won the Female 
championship and the overall championship - 
described as a very good cow in any company. 
Two-year-old heifer - 93J sired, Boyanna Orla, 
from Tom Farrell was also on the prize list and 
described as - a very good & well-proportioned 
heifer with dark colour.

Strokestown show of 1992 brought about some 
animals back to the winner’s enclosure. 
Knockmountagh Caesar went on to win the 
Championship for the second year in a row, 
exhibited by Sean McKiernan. There was further 
show success for Caesar when he went onto to 
win the champion of Virginia show for the second 
year in a row also and the champion of Mohill 
show making that win the 5th supreme 
championship of all the breeds won that whole 
season by Knockmountagh Caesar. Another 
BHG son also won bull calf class in Strokestown; 
Corglass Jackey. Lisnalurg Honey Bea placed 1st 
in the heifer class born before 1st Sept 1991.

R&J Deverell’s, nine-month-old, Ballyaville 
Francis by BHG, winning the bull calf class and 
the overall reserve champion at Mullingar show.
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1993 = The Roscommon sale of 1993 brought 
great success for one breeder in Particular. 
Stephen Kenny scooped 7500gns for 2 bulls 
when he sold champion Drumakeenan Do-a-lot 
for 4500gns, one of the best Hereford bulls to 
come on the market for some time, to the 
Deverell family. This was the top price seen at 
sales for many years. Mr. Kenny also sold 
another bull for 3000gns, Drumakeenan Dick, 
bought by George Williams, not as tall as the 
champion but a bull with good conformation and 
excellent hind quarters & was worthy of 1st prize 
at the RDS Spring show. Both Drumakeenan 
bulls were sired by Rathcor Ranger. On receiving 
the Major Purdon Memorial trophy, Stephen said 
both bulls were directly descended from a cow 
he had purchased several years ago from Major 
Purdon.

The female champion on the same day was 
Ballinscraw Gem by BHG, who sold for 1050gns.

Limerick sale’s reserve champion was given to; 
Cornaher Jewel by BHG, bred by Mr. S. 
Geoghegan. This was one of the better bulls 
produced during that year and was later sold to a 
Teagasc advisor for 3000gns

The 1993 show circuit was another great year of 
success for Knockmountagh Caesar who was 
crowned champion in Mohill and Virginia - 
described by Mr. Tom Fitzgerald, Mohill Judge, 
as a top-class bull with excellent quality with 
great bone and size.

Knockmountagh Rocky by BHG once again 
came to the fore when he was exhibited by John 
Neenan at the RDS. This was a tall long bull of 
excellent conformation & scaled 2250kgs at the 
time. 

Clone Pride for Mr. Healy once again shone when 
she was crowned Champion in Kilkenny and later 
in the year Champion at Rathdowney show. 
Reserve champion of Kilkenny was awarded to; 
Balleen Kieran by Bishophill General who also 
won the young bull class in Tullamore later in 
1993.

Of all the prize winners at Tullamore show in 
1993 - over one quarter of them were sired by 
either Standard Lad 93J, Bishophill General or 
Rathcor Ranger. 

1994 = A Bishophill General son topped the 
Limerick sale of 1994 when Drumeeny Kermit 
sold for 2300gns from Norman Richardson to 
T.L. Leahy.

The RDS Spring show that same year saw 
Knockmountagh Rocky continue his reign of 
show success for John Neenan when he won the 
Championship. Knockmountagh Caesar also 
came up trumps again when he won the title of 
reserve champion.

Peter Casey had further success with Lisnalurg 
Honey Bea when she won the championship at 
Strokestown show later that year.  

Knockmountagh Caesar & his bloodlines brought 
further success to exhibitor Sean McKiernan 
when his two-year-old granddaughter; 
Corlismore Anita was tapped forward as 
Champion of Virginia show in 1994 by judge, 
Frank Appelbe. This was her sixth first prize and 
second championship of the season. Second 
prize in the class was Corlismore Dot and winner 
of the old bull class was Knockmountagh 
Caesar - this year’s RDS Reserve champion 
and winner of over 20 championships and 10 
inter breed championships during his show 
career. 
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Standard Lad 93J also bred the Champion of 
Kilkenny show that year; Drisheen Sue Ellen, 
exhibited by Tom Brennan.

The success of Clone Pride by 93J wasn’t over 
quite yet when she won the cow class in both 
Enniscorthy (and Rathdowney), closely followed 
by Dunsinane Gertrude by BHG.

Bishophill General also bred another top son; 
Rathcor Leo (RTE), who stood in Dovea AI 
Centre in the 1990’s aswell as Rathcor Ranger. 
There are still Rathcor Ranger straws available 
today through the IHBS Breed Improvement 
Scheme - RRA was known to be one of the most 
consistent sons of Bishophill General.

They are just some of the prize winners and 
topped priced bulls produced from these two 
smashing sires but there were many more add to 
the list of successes. To conclude - it’s fair to say 
that both Standard Lad 93J and Bishophill 
General produced equally many of the great 
winners and bread winners of Hereford cattle 
scene over the past 40 years. But just who will 
be the next great sire?
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Country Reports

Report from Australia

By Lisa Sharp, Chief Executive Officer 
Herefords Australia

2021 has been extraordinary for the Australian 
beef cattle industry. Key price cattle indicators, 
like the EYCI (Eastern Young Cattle Indicator) 
broke through the 1000c/kg territory in July and 
stayed around there (or further north of this) for 
the balance of 2021. Clearance rates have been 
exceptionally strong as have prices, with 
Herefords one of several breeds breaking long 
held bull price records this year and setting new 
benchmarks for averages achieved at on-
property and multi-vendor sales alike.

The strong prices reflect the double effect of 
national herd-rebuilding efforts and favourable 
seasonal conditions across key production areas. 
In Australia, Herefords have long been 
recognized for performance on grass and with 
grass plentiful we saw much interest in breed. 
The suitability of Herefords for grain fed 
production systems and the global market 
options this presents also supported demand. In 
the of north Australia, there was a swing back to 
cross breeding with producers from large Santa 
Gertrudis, Droughtmaster and Brahman 
operations securing Hereford bulls in autumn and 
spring sales. 

In addition to supporting sales, 2021 saw 
Herefords Australia focus its efforts on the 
development of Herefords Australia 5-year 
Strategic Plan. Amongst a range of activities, we 
critically assessed the strengths of the breed. A 
key strength is that all the major profit drivers in 
commercial beef businesses can be addressed 
by Hereford cattle including fertility, low cost of 
production, eating quality, yield, livestock 
longevity and market option diversity.  

Marketing activity that promotes the strength of 
the breed against those key profitability and 
productivity drivers has been a focus this year 
and is a key feature of our strategy moving 
forward. Such activity needs to be supported by 
solid data, evidence, and case studies and these 
too will be prioritized for investment as part of the 
Plan. 

On the R&D 
front, 2021 
saw the 
completion of 
the Hereford 
Beef 
Information 
Nucleus (BIN) 

project. The BIN project has operated over 
multiple phases and a ten-year time span and 
has made a significant contribution to the 
Hereford reference population.

A range of traits from birth through to slaughter 
were recorded. The key focus traits of the BIN 
project were abattoir carcase and chiller, meat 
quality, feed efficiency and structural soundness 
traits. For these traits, the BIN animals represent 
the largest proportion of Hereford data available. 

COVID-19 and related restrictions continued to 
present challenges for members and staff for 
much of the second half of the year, including the 
cancellation of the National Youth Expo, several 
Royal Shows and other face to face workshops. 
Some activities were held online, including the 
Empowering Future Breed Leaders seminar 
series. Targeting youth who have an interest in 
the beef cattle industry but are unsure about 
education, training, and career opportunities, the 
4-part series attracted many viewers, generated 
positive media coverage and membership 
inquiries. 

Herefords Australia also coordinated advocacy 
activities, securing critical exemptions from the 
government, and allowing the continuation of on-
farm property sales at the height of the COVID-
19 restrictions. 

Closing out the year, the ANZ (one of Australia’s 
largest banks’) Commodity Report highlighted 
that price rises for beef went up more than any 
other food category in Australia in 2021. 
Consumption also rose. After several tough 
seasons - drought, flood, anti-red meat activism - 
it has been great to not only see livestock 
producers being rewarded for their efforts but 
also to witness consumer appreciation and 
willingness to pay more for the high-quality beef 
produced.  
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Canada Report

It is bold and it is fresh, and it is a message that 
resonates within the Canadian cattle industry. 
“Better Your Beef” the new Canadian Hereford 
brand was officially launched at the 2021 
Canadian Western Agribition to a national and 
international audience. 

“At its core the campaign proudly recognizes the 
Hereford as a maternal, efficient, safe and 
profitable powerhouse,” says CHA Executive 
Director, Stephen Scott. This message will be the 
cornerstone of Canadian Hereford promotion 
across Canada for the foreseeable future. 

The new brand identity was launched 
simultaneously 
across a multitude 
of platforms during 
Agribition week. It 
included a new 
print advertising 
campaign, the 
unveiling of a new 
website, social 
media campaign 
and tradeshow 
booth. The 
response has been 
overwhelmingly 
positive.

The rebrand is the 
culmination of a 
two-year process 
at the CHA board 
level to formulate a 
strategic plan that 
will reinvigorate the 
Hereford breed in 
the Canadian 
livestock industry and lead to increased demand 
for Hereford and Hereford influenced genetics.

The Breed Strategy is a new long-term plan, 
complete with breed improvement goals for the 
whole breed to accelerate improvement on 
specific traits while maintaining the things 
Hereford is recognized for in the industry. Further 
the new Breed Strategy will encourage breeders 
to capture more data, especially carcass and 
residual feed intake data. 

Canadian Hereford Association President Nels 
Nixdorff believes the new strategy will empower 
breeders by encouraging them to select sires to 
improve their programs and that this in turn will 
open even more economic opportunities for the 

entire breed. “The rebrand has a direct link to the 
commercial cattle industry and we need to 
expand our market in the commercial industry,” 
says Nixdorff.

Young breeders will be another focus within this 
plan and Bonanza, the national junior show will 
continue to be the premier Hereford event for the 
Canadian Junior Hereford Association. Provincial 
restrictions surrounding Covid-19 forced a 
relocation of Bonanza in 2021 and the show was 
subsequently hosted in Alberta with onsite 
participation from 5 provinces and an online 
component that enabled youth across Canada to 
participate.

Agricultural events in Canada are slowly returning 
and although there 
were regional 
exceptions many 
livestock shows, 
and sales resumed 
normal activity as 
the year 
progressed. On 
the positive side, 
the Alberta 
Hereford 
Association 
launched a new 
two-day Hereford 
event in Red Deer 
and the National 
Hereford Show in 
Regina at 
Agribition was well 
attended. Many 
provincial field 
days were also 
held over the 
summer months.

Sales have remained strong across the country 
and Canadian breeders have been very 
resourceful pivoting to online sales and adapting 
to local health restrictions as they forged ahead 
marketing their programs.  
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Danish Hereford Society 
International Report 2021

By Anders Mortensen, 
Woodland Hereford

2021 was a calm year for the 
Danish Hereford Breeders and for 
the Danish Hereford Society.

Covid-19 restrictions kept Denmark from 
gathering larger groups of people – the outcome 
was that all cattle shows were cancelled until 
September 2021.

General Assembly
The board of directors was reduced from 7 
persons to 5 persons, and Stig Hornshoej 
became new member. Hereford Youth was 
offered a seat in the new board, and Josephine 
Mortensen was appointed to take this position. 
Knud Erichsen continued as chairman for the 
board, and Heine Slyk Soe became new head for 
the breeding committee.

The Danish Hereford breeders still faces 
challenges with the sales of beef. Despite a lot of 
efforts, no agreement has been settled – no sales 
channel in place to increase revenue for quality 
beef. It is not an easy task, but we need to 
ensure proper pricing of our work with Hereford.

On the other hand, we have seen a significant 
raise in the non-branded beef price – an approx. 
50% increase in price from March to October 
2021.

Pig pricing has experienced the complete 
opposite – the lowest price in many years – life 
like a roller coaster.

Politics
A significant agreement on green transformation 
of the Danish agriculture was settled October 
2021. Danish agriculture must reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 55-65 % until 
2030. The agreement stipulates that nitrogen 
emissions will be reduced significantly. there is 
also agreement on massive investments in green 
technologies, which will contribute to the green 
transformation of agriculture.

The cattle industry – both beef and dairy – faces 
challenges in the future Denmark. We need to 
improve our communication and communication 
skills to the politicians and consumers to keep 
our “license to Produce”. 

One of the requirements is the increased focus 
on ESG - Environmental, Social, and 
Governance. We need to provide proper ESG 
reporting on all aspects of our business, this ESG 
reporting will also be part of the future loan 
evaluation from Danish mortgage companies.

Livestock Shows
Only two livestock shows were possible in 2021.

The Kimbrer Show (Nothern part of Jytland)

12 entrees, 3 new breeders.

Best Female: Rosenkaer Plum 481P, exhibit by 
Rosenkaer Hereford

Best Bull: Bakkegård Noam 234, exhibit by 
Bakkegaard Hereford

Best Pair: Nordbaek Duchess 548 S232 and 
Nordbaek Gold Spice S229, exhibit by Nordbaek 
Hereford

Export
3 bulls were bought by Russian breeders.
The three bulls were Rosenkaer Rock Forever, 
Aaland 1 Romarie 312 and B.I Rolex. The buyers 
were very satisfied with the purchase and 
claimed to return in the future to buy more 
Hereford cattle from Danish breeders.

Rosenkaer Plum 481P, exhibit by Rosenkaer Hereford, Best 
Female - Kimbrer Show 2021

Bakkegaard Noam 234, exhibit by Bakkegaard Hereford, Best 
Bull Kimbrer Show 2021
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France

Full details of the European Hereford 
Conference 2022 can be found online at 
www.herefordconference2022.com or 
contact the IHBS Office.
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Germany Report 2021

After the year 2020 and his Covid-restrictions, in 
which every single show or auction has been 
canceled, the German Hereford-breeders were 
looking forward to 2021 and hoping that things 
turn to a little bit normal. But due to further 
Covid-restrictions it was not possible to get back 
to normal. So it was important to find new ways 
buyers for the cattle. The year started with the 
bull-sales in the various areas of Germany. The 
auction was carried out as a so-called hybrid 
auction. This means that some of the buyers 
would be on site in the hall, but 
at the same time they also could 
participate online.

The offered Hereford-Bulls 
averaged at these sales €4.200, 
--. A highlight was the sale of 
the bull Samori (son to the bull 
Samson II; breeder: Agrar 
GmbH Biesen), which was sold 
for €9,500, the absolute top 
price that has been paid for a 
Hereford bull in Germany so far.

At the National beef cattle sale 
for Heifers, 4 Hereford-Heifers 
attend and averaged €2.375, --. 
The top-seller was 2019 born 
heifer Belladonna, a daughter of 
the bull Samson II, breeder: 
Agrar GmbH Biesen. She was 
sold for the price of €2.900, --.

This year the German-Hereford-Association 
celebrated their 30th-anniversary, on the 
weekend 14th/15th of August 2021. As part of 
this anniversary the German Hereford Association 
celebrated this with a National young livestock 
show on the farm of the Ebenbeck-Family in 
Bavaria. The day started with boat trip on the 
river Donau to the monastery Weltenburg, were 
we stopped for Lunch. After returning to the 
farm, we look on the Hereford-herd of the 
Ebenbeck-family. In the afternoon the judging 
started. In this competition Hereford-cattle with 
the maximum-age of 24 month could attend. In 
the event we had in total 20 cattle from around 
Germany. They were judged by Konrad Wagner 
(Bavarian Beef cattle association) and Walter 
Fässler (Swiss Hereford).

The winner of the female-class was the 2020 
born daughter of the Canadian-bull Cider, 
breeder Martin Rösch.

The win in the bull-class went to the bull Tyler a 

son of the bull Tuesday, Breeder 
Rinderzuchtbetrieb Elbaue Wiegand/Schubart.

In the evening was the price-giving ceremony 
and our chairman Monika Spechtmeyer honored 
members for longstanding membership.

The weekend closed with our AGM on Sunday.

The German Hereford-Breeder are looking 
forward to next year and hoping that we can go 
back to some more normal.
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Dutch Hereford Country 
Report

Due to the ongoing pandemic & government 
lockdowns there was very little physical activities 
for the Dutch Hereford Society in 2021 as many 
of the planned activites were cancelled for the 
second year in a row. Unfortunately, the only 
opportunity for breeders to meet was during the 
members meeting - one day before a new 
lockdown for group meetings.
 
However, the positive news despite the 
pandemic is that the Dutch membership remains 
strong with 134 members. This is a good thing 
because due to legislation keeping cows for 
business or fun is hard in the Netherlands.

The current Society board exist of 6 persons:

Henk Kuipers  - Chairman

Sven Harmsen - Secretary

Henk Hegeman - Board member

Fons Kruders - Treasurer

Niek Hogeboom - Board member

Henri Kolkman - Board member
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New Zealand

NZ Herefords Beat Angus at their own game

With few things to sing about having had another 
disruptive year thanks to the global pandemic 
(yes NZ was disrupted but undoubtedly at a 
lesser extent than the majority of the world) we 
were thrilled with the latest Beef + Lamb 
Genetics Progeny test results. 

The BLG beef progeny tests have been running 
since 2014 and are designed to compare bulls 
under NZ commercial farming conditions. A 
panel selects the best bulls from those 
nominated for each breed - a mix of both 
internationally-sourced and NZ semen is used. 

Steers and cull heifers are assessed on their 
carcase traits while replacement heifers are 
tracked for their maternal characteristics. So for a 
Hereford bull (Limehills Streaker 150368) to be 
ranked 1st for rump fat and 1st for IMF and 
another Orari Gorge Patton 150051 ranked 1st 
for Eye Muscle Area, 3rd for rib fat and 2nd for 
IMF with Ardo Ajax ranking 2nd for Eye muscle 
area; highlights how well NZ breeders are 
selecting for carcase traits. The genetic trend 
(below) confirms that NZ Herefords’ overall trend 
is a gradual increase in IMF, with a greater 
increase in Eye Muscle area.  

Breed Adoption of SNP Genotype Testing
Despite a slower SNP DNA service due to the 
covid disrupting mail services, NZ Hereford 
breeders are embracing technology with more 
studs genotyping either their whole herds or 
selecting a year born group. As the graph (below) 
depicts, NZ Hereford breeders have transitioned 
from microsatellite DNA testing in 2019, to SNP 
DNA testing in 2021, with the majority requesting 
the NZ Hereford bundle which includes 100K 
SNP DNA panel, horn poll and genetic conditions 
testing along with parent verification.

Live Exports to China
Exporting livestock contributes to New Zealand’s 
economy and is valued by our trading partners, 
however this year the NZ government declared 
they will stop Live Exports in April 2023. Whilst 
NZ Herefords are only one link in the chain, we 
know the heifers are managed under the Codes 
of Welfare published by the New Zealand 
National Animal Welfare Advisory Committee 
(NAWAC) and played our part in the process this 
year by inspecting and providing certificates for 
nearly 8000, category 2, Hereford heifers, which 
were exported to China.  

Whilst NZ Herefords does not take a particular 
view point on Live Exports, we do see it as being 
an additional market, for our members. 

National Seed Stock Sale
2021 National Hereford Seedstock Sale ran 
under a new format, selling bulls by a Helmsman 
auction, located at Orlando Country, (a lovely 
venue on the outskirts of Palmerston North) had 
vendors swinging at golf balls prior to the sale as 
opposed to previous years, when they were 
walking amongst the bulls. 
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The opportunity to view the bulls during the lead 
up to the sale, was either on line, or visually at 
the vendors’ studs. Prior to the sale Marc 
Greening, Principal of Injemira Beef Genetics 
from Southern NSW, Australia, judged the bulls 
remotely using the videos, photos and data for 
each entry. He gave an extremely detailed 
announcement of his results in a video shown to 
everyone in attendance at Orlando which was 
also live streamed. He explained that he selected 
bulls on phenotype and then looked at the data 
to see if there were any outliers which may skew 
his decision. He felt all bulls for sale were very 
‘industry focused bulls’ to meet the grass-fed 
market with ‘plenty of shape, carcase and yield 
with structural soundness and good overall 
appeal’ with strong data.

He announced the Grand Champion to be Lot 4, 
Ardo Fargo 9008 owned by Morrison Farming, 
awarded for his “standout for shape, carcase and 
style complete with the data package.” Marc 
then announced the Reserve Champion - Lot 7 
Matariki Mandela, owned by Matariki Hereford 
stud and winner of Class 1 commenting on his 
real ‘structural soundness with smooth front 
end’. Both bulls were sold later in the sale 
however it was Limehills Stardom 190168 
topping the sale at $25,000 NZD. 

Autumn private bull sales averaged up to 
$10,000 whilst Spring yearling bull sale’s highest 
average was $3,800 (NZD).

NZ Herefords Youth 
NZ Herefords Youth were fortunate to be able to 
hold a Development Forum in the South Island 
which included a tour of Xcell breeding services, 
where many of the youth members watched their 
first extraction of semen. Farm tours, a structural 
assessment module and an opportunity to listen 
and quiz a careers panel who were all 
themselves under 30, but had experienced 
different roadmaps in their agricultural careers, 
filled the remainder of the weekend. As a result of 
the World Hereford Conference, NZ Herefords 
Youth is experiencing its highest level of interest 
for the past years, and hopes to run another 
development weekend this coming year along 
with a leadership and personal development 
module. 

Posy Moody, NZH GM

Top priced bull at National Seedstock sale: Limehills Stardom 
168 

National Seedstock Sale Prize Giving Left to Right - Jack 
Murray receiving  Reserve Champion for Matariki Mandela, 
William Morrison receiving Supreme Champion for Ardo 
Fargo 9008 presented by David Dodge (NZ National 
Livestock manager of Boehringer Ingelheim)

(NZH GM back row left) Becs Paterson - Youth Co-ordinator 
(back row left near flag) and Eileen McWilliam (NZ Hereford 
youth councillor far right) - plus NZ Hereford youth helpers 
Mark Murphy & Lisa Bonenkamp (Left front row) and Sam 
Tipping (Right front row) 

NZ Hereford Youth taken at Development Forum
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Northern Ireland

Reflecting on a successful year for Herefords in 
Northern Ireland, local Hereford Association 
secretary, Mark Moore reported that while COVID 
restrictions had impacted on the show season 
the Association had enjoyed an eventful year with 
some notable highlights for the breed. 

The year kicked off in spectacular fashion in 
February with the premier sale setting a new 
record average of £3477 returned for 9 bulls with 
a 100% clearance rate and a new individual 
record price of 5500gns for Graceland 1 Silas 
from Robin Irvine from Whitecross. Other high 
sellers included Brookfield 1 Teddy from Roy & 
Pat McClenaghan making 4,300 guineas.

The April sale produced another 100% clearance 
for the bulls on offer with an average sale price of 
£2853. Leading the trade was Thornbank 1 
Romeo from Hunter Stewart, Co Tyrone he was 
sired by the homebred Thornbank 1 Mighty Man 
and out of a homebred Solpoll 1 Dynamite dam 
he sold for 3100gns.

Following closely behind at 3000gns was the 
youngest bull in the sale from John & William 

McMordie Co Down, the 15 month old Solpoll 1 
Telstar, again having a Solpoll 1 Dynamite sired 
dam with the sire being Moeskaer Mentos
 
The Hereford Herds competition in August was 
well supported with twenty-three herds coming  
under the astute eye of Gary McKiernan of 
Corlismore Herefords in Cavan. Winner of the 
large herds section and overall winner was John 
& William McMordie’s Solpoll herd - taking three 
of the four calf awards. John Conlon’s Drumatee 
Herd at Markethill was runner up as Large and 
Overall best herd. John & Karen Taggart of 
Carneyhill Herefords took best medium herd 
while the Kinnego herd of Ciaran & Peter Kerr 
topped the small herd section. This was followed 
by the annual BBQ and results evening hosted 
by Association president James Graham and 
Family of Richmount Poll Herefords. This was a 
very successful event with a terrific turn out of 
breeders and friends. Gary McKiernan 
announced the winners and commented on the 
high said quality of the herds inspected - he had 
seen some great animals and thanked the 
committee for the opportunity to judge the 
competition. WD Meats kindly provided steaks 
for the BBQ. The chosen charity - Air Ambulance 
received over £3000 raised on the night 

Graceland I Teresa from Robin Irvine topped the trade at the 
December Native breeds sale selling for 5,200 guineas.

Male Champion from December Solpoll 1 Trademark from 
John and William McMordie Ballygowan.

Graceland 1 Silas set a new record at the February sale 
selling to AI Services at 5,500 guineas.

Male champion at the United Feeds calf show was won by 
David Wilson with Lisrace Lone Ranger
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September brought a welcome return to the 
show ring with the rescheduled Balmoral Show. 
Weather was favourable, and it was great to see 
exhibitors and their stock back in the show ring 
after such a long time. The NIHBA are grateful for 
all its members who took the time and made an 
effort to be part of the show. Judge for the event 
was Judge was Geoff Thomas Cornwall. The 
Solpoll herd dominated the event taking the top 
four titles and congratulations go John and 
William McMordie of the Solpoll Herd on their 
unprecedented achievement. They were also 
successful in the interbreed competitions taking 
Native & Reserve overall interbreed beef 
performance champion at the event.

Finally, to round of a good week for the Hereford 
breed on the last day a group of breeders pulled 
together a strong team to win the native breed 
group of five ahead of a strong field.
 
November brought the return of United Feeds 
Calf Show in Dungannon Farmers Market, run for 
the first time in conjunction with the shorthorn 
club. The Herefords were judged by Catherine 
Smyth, Ardmulcan Herefords, Co Meath who 
said it was such a pleasure to be asked to judge 
and congratulated the exhibitors for bringing out 
such a great display of cattle. Top honours on the 
day went to David Wilsons Lisrace Lone Ranger - 

taking Junior & Male champion while the Junior & 
Female champion went to Robin Irvine’s 
Graceland 1 Verity. Jonny Mitchell took the senior 
and overall Young Handler

Decembers Native Breeds Sale in Dungannon 
brought 2021 to an emphatic conclusion for local 
Hereford breeders with a new record price of 
5,200 guineas paid for the Female Champion. 
Graceland 1 Teresa was one of a strong draft of 
quality heifers from the Graceland Herd which 
attracted interest from new and established 
breeders, selling to an average of over 3,000 
guineas. A small entry of bulls sold to a top price 
of 3,000 guineas for the Champion, Solpoll 1 
Trademark from John and William McMordie from 
Ballygowan. 

The RUAS Winter Fair in December gave 
breeders the opportunity to promote the benefits 
of the Hereford as the natural cross for milk 
producers seeking to breed beef from their dairy 
herds. While visitors to the breed stand were 
upbeat about improved milk prices increasing 
input costs were a major concern. The breed 
display highlighted the efficiency and 
sustainability of the Hereford with its easy fleshing 
and early maturity offering a low cost, 
environmentally friendly solution for beef 
producers. 

Gary McKiernan presents 
the award for overall winner 
of the Herds Competition to 
William McMordie (right) with 
the reserve award going to 
John Conlon (left)

April sale champion and top 
seller was Thornbank 1 
Romeo from Hunter Stewart

John and William McMordie secured the top 
awards at this years rescheduled Balmoral 
Show - Supreme Champion Solpoll 1 Starlet 
M19 is Pictured with Lucy Rodgers

Robin Irvine’s Graceland I Verity took the 
Female Championship at the calf show

The NIHBA president James Graham’s chosen 
Charity was air ambulance for 2021 James 
pictured right with Liz McCarragher of Air 
Ambulance NI Mark Moore NIHBA Secretary 
and John McMordie of Solpoll Herefords

NIHBA President James  Graham, Alan Shaw 
of WD meats, sponsor and Mark Moore, 
secretary of NIHBA  enjoying the field night and 
barbecue which raised £3,000 for the Air 
Ambulance
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UK Hereford Cattle Society

From the director of operations

As I am sitting writing this article, we are now 
facing a further new mutation of the Covid virus: 
Omicron. Hopefully with the UK’s vaccination 
programme as it is, and the new measures the 
government are implementing around booster 
jabs, it can be ‘managed’ without too much 
further heart ache and disruption to all of our 
lives! 

I joined the society back in February 2021 as the 
new Director of Operations. It is both a privilege 
and an honour to work with such a prestigious 
breed society. Like with many things in life, there 
are always challenges with any organisation, but I 
am definitely a “glass half full” person and know 
the breed and society have a great future. I 
believe we are also well placed to manage and 
successfully capitalise on the new environmental 
challenges that are coming our way. My 
background is in farming but for the last 10 years 
I have been involved in the global soft fruit 
industry and had the benefit of experiencing a 
range of farming practices across the world.

The Society has continued through these recent 
difficult ‘Covid’ times and like many, has tried to 
maintain our ‘business as usual’ ethos. However, 
the main things we have all missed are the 
number of shows, events and opportunities to 
get together as normal. Some shows did get 
going in the summer, which was just fantastic, as 
well, we held our annual dinner in October. 

I’m pleased to report that our membership 
continues to grow despite this lack of shows and 
events in 2021, especially as our summer shows 
are an important and integral part of the society 
enabling promotion of the breed and pedigree 
herds.

Nevertheless, as the year progressed and 
movement became a little easier I was able to 
start and meet some of the industry leaders and 
more importantly our partners to move forward in 
forging relationships and in particular looking at 
how we can improve our beef sales.

It was a real delight to see the spring and autumn 
parade and sales happen with 2022 seeing the 
return of the shows - hopefully! The spring trade 
was particularly robust with a strong average sale 
price for both the heifers and the bulls.

Despite everything, The National herd 
competition did take place in 2021. For this, I 
must thank Pat Stanley for undertaking the 
judging along with all the travelling that is 
involved. Pat commented on the standard of the 
herds and said it was an extremely difficult 
decision but in the end chose the Studdolph 
Herd - Thorne Family, to be the winners. 

This year, with the reduced number of shows and 
subsequently less expenditure, Council signed off 
a sustainability and carbon audit project to be 
undertaken by Dr Liz Genever. In the UK, like 
most other countries, there is a massive focus 
from government on climate change mitigation 
and this will affect all our lives and particularly 
those of us involved in agriculture. This project 
will enable The Society to better understand and 
know what areas we need to work on - to ensure 
our breed’s sustainability, and how we can 
reduce any negative impact on the environment. 
This will ensure we future proof ourselves for the 
next decade and beyond.

Breed promotion is paramount and we continue 
to work hard in this area ensuring that we are 
focussed at all levels: with our farmers; in our 
marketing; and at processer, retailer and 
consumer level.

I would like to wish you all a successful 2022, 
and things are not as disrupted as in 2021!

The overall and reserve champion at the Christmas calf show. 
L-R: Jim Barber (judge), Will Allman of Belmont Vets 
(sponsor), Simon Hartwright, Spartan 1 Polly T122, Luke 
Murphy, Normanton 1 Fistulina 34th, Isla Soutter, Finlay 
Soutter and Will Livesey

Moralee 1 Rebel Kicks KS R12 from T and D Harrison had a 
successful show season, as pictured standing reserve 
interbreed champion at the Great Yorkshire Show
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South African Report For 
Irish Hereford Breed 
Journal 2021

Greetings go out to our colleagues in the Ireland.

South African livestock farming has received a 
considerable boost from our economy over the 
past year. Beef prices have risen steadily with all 
classes of livestock benefitting. The main 
benefactors are the sellers of weaned calves that 
have shown excellent results from Autumn to late 
Spring. The calves have mainly been taken up by 
the feedlot industry.

The stud breeders have had a quiet time with the 
constraints of Covid-19 which has shut down all 
show activities. Bull and cow sales, however, 
continued and held under strict Covid-19 
regulations. Twelve Hereford stud sales were held 
in all, and all-time high average prices and % 
animals sold of total that were offered for both 
male and female animals were attained. The 
following are the top prices (January 2022 - £:R 
= 0,045) for bulls for the year 2021:-

- Kevlynn Herefords = R115 000

- KRM Herefords = R125 000

- Locheim Herefords = R260 000

Average bull prices of total that were sold = R53 
451

% Bulls sold of total that were offered = 98%

The demand for Hereford breeding stock has 
increased over the past few years, resulting in a 
positive outlook for the breed in South Africa. 
Thanks to the purity of the breed and due to its 
genetic distance from popular female lines such 
as Zebu type breeds and breeds indigenous to 

Africa, the Hereford breed remains in high 
demand in cross breeding programs.

South African Herefords are also making good 
progress with their Genomic Program despite the 
current population size of the breed within the 
country. After good initial progress the past three 
years in the establishment of reference 
populations for the SA Hereford breed, the 
significant amount of additional hair samples that 
have been received the past year will allow the 
genetic experts of SA Stud Book to continue with 
their work to build a set of GEBV’s for the South 
African Hereford population. 

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, our Annual General 
Meeting and Council meetings have taken place 
virtually which is a new innovation for our Society 
and has been well received by all. We have held 
photo competitions regularly and good 
participation with excellent pictures being 
received from both stud and commercial 
breeders.

Our Society is planning a judging/selector’s 
course in February 2022 and our National 
Championships which should have taken place 
last year will be held in May 2022 together with 
an Interbreed Elite Beef Bull Growth test class.

Wishing all fellow Irish breeders a joyful and 
prosperous 2022. 
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USA Country Report

Hereford Influence Grows in U.S.

“As commercial cattle producers look to add 
more crossbreeding to increase fertility, longevity 
and disposition in their herds - all strengths of 
Hereford cattle - our members are seeing 
increased bull demand,” says Jack Ward, AHA 
executive vice president.

Through the end of May, the average price of 
registered Hereford bulls, reported to AHA, were 
19% higher year over year with 5% more bulls 
sold. 

These bulls are the product of new and 
enhanced genetic selection tools, driven by 
AHA’s Whole Herd Total Performance Records 
(Whole Herd TPR™).

For instance, AHA incorporated genomic 
information into its suite of maternal traits. 
Female genotypes accounted for almost 60% of 
the 25,000 genotypes submitted to the 
organization during the fiscal year.

“That speaks to our breeders’ commitment to 
really get the most out of the females they’re 
keeping,” says Shane Bedwell, AHA chief 
operating officer and director of breed 
improvement. “The performance trend for breed 
maternal traits increased 20-25% over the last 
three years and up to 30%.”

AHA members also continue leading the breed to 
significant strides in other economically relevant 
traits, including carcass. 

“We’ve made incredible improvements in post-
weaning growth and end product merit,” Bedwell 
says. “That’s evident in the number of cattle in 
the Hereford breed achieving USDA Choice 
Quality Grade and higher.”

Hereford superiority in feed conversion and cost 
of gain are driving more commercial producers to 
utilize AHA programs - like Hereford Advantage - 
to add value to Hereford and Hereford-influenced 
calves.

More breeders are utilizing Hereford, too

At the same time, U.S. breeder interest in 
Hereford is on the rise. AHA memberships and 
cattle registrations continue to increase during 
the organization’s current fiscal year.

“The real excitement within our breed and within 
our membership is in its growth,” Ward says. 
“That growth is a byproduct of breeder 
commitment to genetic improvement and to 
embrace the necessary tools to build ever more 
predictable genetics that serve their customer’s 
production, performance and end product 
needs. That includes meeting consumer needs. 
It’s all encompassing.”
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With consumers in mind, Certified Hereford Beef 
®(CHB ) celebrated its 25th anniversary. It is the 

only Hereford beef brand in the industry owned 
by the alliance of local Hereford farmers and 
ranchers that comprise the AHA. The brand 
continues to grow as it delivers on its promise of 
delivering a consistently reliable and flavorful beef 
eating experience. 

In a blind taste test, conducted as part of a 2019 
Kansas State University study, CHB Premium 
(upper two-thirds of USDA Choice Quality grade) 
rated higher than USDA Prime Quality Grade 
beef from non-breed specific programs. 

“Those results are a testament to the high 
standards and uncompromising genetic integrity 

®of CHB ,” Ward says. “Hereford breeders and 
commercial users of Hereford genetics are 
providing consumers with the highest quality 
product possible. Because of these efforts, 
consumers can be confident they are getting the 
best quality beef for their dollars while supporting 
their local Hereford breeders and commercial 
cattle producers.” 

Learning commercial value early
The National Junior Hereford Association (NHJA) 
continues working to help its members gain 
broad-based knowledge and experience in and 
outside of the breed.

As an example, this year, 41 NJHA members 
from 15 states fed steers at HRC Feed Yards of 
Scott City, Kan., as part of the fifth annual Fed 
Steer Shootout (FSS). Participants enter 
individual steers or pens of three. They monitor 
the progress of their steers via monthly 
performance updates from the feedlot.
Ultimately, the champion cattle are the most 
profitable ones.

Participants follow industry best practices for 
herd health, weaning protocols and Beef Quality 

Assurance (BQA). They have the opportunity to 
receive BQA certification.

“One of the great things about the Shootout is 
the amount of information NJHA members 
receive,” says Trey Befort, AHA director of 
commercial programs. “For instance, the feeding 
and carcass data they receive can help them 
make genetic improvement decisions at home, 
ultimately making a better product for the 
industry.”

“It is important to have events like this so young 
leaders like myself get hands-on experience at 
feedlots, and to share this knowledge with our 
peers at school and ultimately promote 
agriculture’s mission, which is to feed the world 
in a healthy, safe, wholesome way,” says Haley 
Mouser of Bemidji, Minn., an NJHA member.

Hereford partnerships grow
The Shootout also serves as example of how 
industry partners are helping AHA and NJHA 
expand member opportunities. The following are 
two such examples.

Last year, Merck Animal Health (MAH, known as 
MSD Animal Health outside the United States 
and Canada) announced a five-year partnership 
with AHA to provide education about the 
importance of animal health programs in 
maximizing cattle genetic potential. Through the 
partnership, MAH leads educational sessions at 
the AHA’s Annual Membership Meeting and 
Conference, as well as at the association’s in-
person and online educational opportunities.

Another example is the partnership between 
Neogen Genomics (NG) and AHA, which gives 
AHA members expanded access to NG 
genomics expertise at in-person AHA-sanctioned 
conferences and other meetings, as well as via 
on-line events and resources.
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Expanded educational opportunities are another 
way AHA is helping members continuously 
improve Hereford genetics for breeders and for 
commercial users.

“No matter where you drive in the U.S., you find 
Hereford cattle. They’re adaptable, they work 
hard. They’re efficient,” Bedwell says. 

“Our beef cattle industry needs efficient cattle to 
maintain and improve sustainability, including 
producer profit potential. Hereford genetics thrive 
in these areas.” Ward says. “Producers want it 
all. They can use today’s Hereford genetics and 
take advantage of those opportunities.”

The American Hereford Association (AHA) is 
looking forward to hosting the World Hereford 
Conference in October 2025. It will be in Kansas 
City, Missouri, held in conjunction with the annual 
American Royal Livestock Show - one of the 
largest and most notable in the nation. Working 
dates for the conference are Oct. 21-26, but 
AHA will refine the schedule as it finalizes plans, 
including pre-conference and post-conference 
tours.
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Irish Hereford Prime

Farmer of the Year 2021

Communion money calves 
prove to be wise investment 
for Offaly farmer

Herefords were a matter of divine intervention for 
Offaly farmer Clement King. The recently 
crowned Irish Hereford Prime Farmer of the Year 
2021 explains that his son purchased the first 
Hereford cross calves on the farm with his Holy 
Communion money and Clement quickly saw 
they were making as much money as the 
Charolais suckler calves he had at the time.

“I was sizing up my son’s calves and realised 
they were doing just as good if not better than 
mine,” Clement laughs. 

Farming with his wife Deidre and two sons Peter 
and Eoin, who are now in their teens, Clement 
has gradually pulled back from sucklers and 
gone full calf-to-beef.

Finished animals are sent to ABP Nenagh and 
Clement feels that the relationship he’s 
established with Michael Cleary, Procurement 
Officer with Hereford Prime and the team there 
has been invaluable. He credits the support and 
advice of Irish Hereford Prime with helping him to 
change system and keep his farm economically 
sustainable. 

“Michael calls out to me here on the farm and 
liaises with me and you get great feedback,” 
Clement says. He believes the support and 
network it creates helps his farm business to 
thrive and he feels that it has been key to his 
success. 

Clement was chosen as our Irish Hereford 
Prime’s Farmer of the Year because of his 
excellent management of both his farm and his 
livestock. 

“Keeping a close eye on cattle in the finishing 
period allows farmers like Clement, to maximize 
the number of cattle that will qualify for bonus, 
this helps our producer group to supply a very 
consistent product to the end customer,” Michael 
explained.

“Clement is achieving an 
impressive weight for age with his 
cattle and showcases best 
practice methods in bringing 
Herefords from farm to fork 
through excellent use of his 
grassland and on-farm 
management.”
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Why Hereford?
Hailing from a dairy farm originally, Clement 
struck out on his own over 30 years ago and 
bred Charolais suckler cattle. 

However, the temperament and management of 
Herefords, as well as their easy finishing ability 
meant he made the switch to Hereford. 

“Their temperament is good and so were their 
kill-outs, I was able to get weight up on them,” 
Clement says. 

He keeps the bulk of the cattle housed for one 
winter on slats with a lie back area, ensuring they 
get a good quality silage and ration. Once they’re 
turned out to grass, he looks to sell some surplus 
stock. 

Currently, he finishes 20 heifers a year and a 
handful of steers but is hoping to increase this 
number as he has fully exited the suckler side of 
farming to focus on calf to beef. 

“I’m finishing the heifers at 18 months, they’re 
killing out at roughly 280kg and usually grading 
O= or O+, which qualifies them for the Irish 
Hereford Prime bonus” he says. 

Clement also weighs animals regularly 
throughout the summer and the winter months 
and keeps track of their average daily gain (ADG). 
He finds this an important tool for monitoring the 
progress of animals. 

“The finishing cattle only came in off grass in 
October and I have them on a high-quality maize 
mix. I weighed them there at the weekend and 
I’m very happy with how they’re doing. There are 
animals there that are making 1.7kg to 2kg 
ADG,” Clement says. 

Grassland management
Clement’s farm is made up of both owned and 
rented ground, with an emphasis on good 
grassland management. 

“Over the last few years, I’ve reseeded the whole 
farm and a high level of clover has gone into the 
farm,” Clement says. 

“I grass measure and I believe it’s key in terms of 
good management but I do find that the new 
grasses really work well for me also.”

Clement buys 75 Hereford cross calves, both 
bulls and heifers, every year, as well as keeping 
steers and heifers for both sale and finishing and 
says with the numbers he has that reseeding has 

been vital but advises farmers that establishing 
clover can be tricky without good management. 

He buys calves once a year in spring and 
sources them from three dairy farmers. He says a 
good relationship with the farmer you buy calves 
from is vital and once calves arrive on his farm, 
they are all vaccinated. He finds that the 
vaccination program that covers areas such as 
pneumonia in calves is key to knocking any 
future health problems on the head and thinks all 
farmers should consider the advantages of rolling 
one out on their own farms. 

This ensures that high calf health and welfare are 
maintained and that animals get as few knock 
backs as possible from disease or other issues. 
Clement also likes the fact that he can see that 
calves come from what he calls “good British 
Friesian” type cows, which he believes gives a 
better Hereford cross animal. 

He attaches a huge importance to early calf 
management which he feels is vital to ensuring 
the quality of a finished animal. 

“I’m a firm believer that at the young calf stage 
they need to be on a high (25%) protein milk 
powder. I use Elvor milk powder and I also give 
them an 18% ration. It means they’d be about 
110kg or above when they’re going out to grass 
and being weaned. I find that’s a very important 
stage of the calf’s life,” Clement explains. 

Family plays an important role on the farm and 
even though both of Clement’s sons are involved 
in Offaly GAA, they still find the time to help out 
which is something he appreciates. 

“I have an off-farm job with Liffey 
Mills and I’d come home in the 
evening and the lads would have 
the calves fed before heading off to 
hurling training. It’s great to see the 
interest that they have,” 

Clement says, while adding that the GAA is part 
of the lifeblood of the family and something they 
all love to be part of in their spare time. 
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IHP Board visit UCD Lyons 
Farm
The board members of Irish Hereford Prime 
visited UCD Lyons farm in late November 2021 
to view the traditional dairy calf to beef integrated 
research study that was established in 2019. This 
study is part of the SMARTSWARD project, 
which is a multidisciplinary transnational research 
project funded by the Department of Agriculture 
Food and the Marine and commercial industry.

It was explained to the group on their visit that all 
grassland swards have the potential to sequester 
carbon from the atmosphere through storage in 
below ground biomass. Multi-species grassland 
swards as opposed to perennial ryegrass-based 
swards represent a possible opportunity to 
enhance the sustainability of beef production 
through improved more consistent pasture 
production, increased utilization, increased 
nutritive value and ultimately better animal 
performance.

Three different sward types were visible on the 
day. (i) a perennial ryegrass sward, (ii) a perennial 
ryegrass and white clover sward and (iii) a 
multispecies sward (two grasses (perennial 
ryegrass and timothy), two legumes (white and 
red clover and two herbs (ribwort plantain and 
chicory). These different sward types are being 
investigated as part of a fully integrated 23-
month-old Hereford steer based production 
system on the farm. 

Th Irish Hereford Prime board were delighted to 
see and hear the reasons why Hereford dairy 
cross steers were the animals of choice for this 
project. These Hereford cross steers were 
sourced from high health status dairy farms 
participating in Gene Ireland Dairy Beef program. 
It was explained that “when calves arrive, they 
are randomly assigned to one of three farmlets of 
8 Hectares with 20 Hereford cross steers per 
farmlet giving a stocking rate of 2.5 LU/ha”. A 
leader follower system is in place on the farm 
with the reared calves grazing ahead of the (1-2) 
year old steers. It was noted that all the 
conserved forage is fed to the animals from their 
corresponding farmlet. The group witnessed the 
cattle being finished indoors on the day and were 
informed that the cattle were being 
supplemented with 5kg of a natively produced 
finishing ration. 

The most interesting point to take from the visit 
was that, with two years of slaughtering Hereford 
steers now complete, it would appear to be very 
favourable in terms of the animal performance for 
both the multi species sward and the perennial 
ryegrass and white clover sward types. The 
Hereford steers from these two farmlets are 
reaching finish 30 to 40 days ahead of those 
from the perennial ryegrass only sward farmlet. 
Huge significance can also be placed on the fact 
that these two sward types required 50 % less 
nitrogen fertiliser compared to the perennial 
ryegrass only sward. 

The first group of Hereford steers that were fit 
were sent for slaughter shortly after the visit by 
the Irish Hereford Prime group and it was clear 
for all to see that the weight for age and the 
levels of flesh visible on these Hereford steers 
was very impressive. It was both an interesting 
and informative experience for the board 
members, but the highlight for all was the quality 
of the Hereford cross steers on the farm and the 
fact that they are achieving consistently good 
performance on multi species swards.
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Hereford Beef Genetics 
Sustainability Program
The Irish Hereford Prime beef producer group 
have made a substantial investment in a new 
beef genetics sustainability program. The first 
steps on the road to an enhanced sustainability 
policy for the Irish Hereford Prime beef brand has 
seen the group partner with Dovea Genetics and 
the Irish Hereford Breed Society, to identify and 
promote bulls capable of further improving the 
quality and substantiality credentials of its 
premium beef brand. The initiative in the first year 
sees the roll out of three new Hereford AI sires 
suitable for Irish dairy and suckler farmers this 
Spring. The AI Straws from these three new bulls 
are being put through their paces on the ICBF 
Gene Ireland Dairy Beef Programme in 2022 and 
are also currently available through Dovea 
Genetics.

The breeding policy of the program makes easy 
calving, short gestation Hereford bulls available to 
meet the huge demand at farm level, while also 
ensuring high terminal carcass performance to 
deliver a Hereford beef animal that continues to 
achieve targeted improvements. The producer 
group recognises that an increase in the rate of 
genetic gain is linked to profitability, sustainability 
and climate efficiency. A reduction in the age at 
slaughter while maintaining animal daily 
liveweight gain will ensure lower overall methane 
emissions per kilogram of beef produced, 
thereby strengthening the sustainability pillar that 
the Irish Hereford Prime brand is built upon. 

A number of young bulls of potential interest to 
the program were shortlisted using ICBF Eurostar 
data. The final decision on a bull's suitability for 
this programme was made following visual 
inspection and updated breeding values 
incorporating genomics. The three bulls selected 
are now being made available to farmers this 
Spring to use on their herds to produce the next 
generation of Hereford cross cattle suitable for 
the premium markets supplied by Irish Hereford 
Prime.

Each of the new bulls pack an impressive set of 
credentials. Timolinpoll 1 Hercules (HE7374) bred 
by Susan Lawlor, Co. Kildare has a dairy beef 
index of €78 which is in the top 1% of the breed, 
a terminal index of €75 which is in the top 5% of 
the breed and a replacement index of €134 

which is also in the top 5% of the breed. 
Hercules is in the top 1% for dairy cow calving 
ease at 2.5% and also rated in the top 5% for 
beef cow calving ease at 1.3%. He is 5 stars 
across breeds for gestation length and this 
combined with a 5 star +9.6kg carcass weight 
value means that this bull has it all in terms of 
genomic breeding values.

The next bull to mention is Skehanore Fruitful 
(HE7545), who was bred by Tom & Paddy Hickey 
from Co. Cork and is sired by the 2021 National 
Hereford Champion Freetown Peerless. He has a 
5 star terminal value of €83 and a 5 star dairy 
beef value of €81. Fruitful is the 2nd bull in the 
program to be in the top 5% of the breed for 
terminal value and the top 1% for DBI. He has a 
5 star +12.5kg carcass weight value and is in the 
top 5% of the breed for dairy cow calving ease. 
This bull seems to tick all the boxes for both the 
dairy farmer and the beef producer.

The most recent bull available in this first phase 
of the beef genetics sustainability program is 
Corlismore Cormac (HE7548) and he is bred by 
Sean and Gary McKiernan from Co. Cavan. 
Cormac is sired by the 2018 National Hereford 
Champion Shiloh Farm Dynamite and has a 4 
star terminal value of €55 and a 5 star DBI of 
€58. It is also important to highlight that he is in 
the top 5% for dairy cow calving ease.
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Irish Hereford Prime is acutely aware of the 
changes to national policy through Ag Climatise, 
the Dept of Agricultures roadmap to carbon 
neutrality. The requirements of today’s consumer 
means that the beef producer group must 
continue to produce a quality beef product in an 
environmentally friendly way. A targeted 
approach on genetic gain along with the use of 
up-to-date technologies will lead to an 
improvement in on farm animal performance, 
which in turn will contribute to a reduction in 
overall emissions. 

As the largest Hereford producer group in 
Europe, Irish Hereford Prime aims to position 
itself to better supply exactly what the market 
needs. The consumer now demands more 
sustainable environmentally friendly beef, which 
ultimately drives what the Irish beef producer 
supplies at farm level. The group are looking 
forward to seeing the rewards from their long-
term investment in identifying suitable Hereford 
genetics being seen by the consumer right the 
way back to their farmer members who produce 
their beef. 
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Hereford Bull Sales
in Autumn
Irish Hereford Prime were delighted to see the 
high quality of the bulls presented for sale at the 
Autumn 2021 premier sale in Tullamore. A very 
successful Autumn sale for Hereford exhibitors 
which was reflected by a very good average sale 
price being achieved. The promotion on the day 
saw 11 bulls sell for €3,000 or more. Irish 
Hereford Prime would like to wish the successful 
bidders the best of luck with their new Hereford 
bulls. 

Irish Hereford Prime were delighted to see the high quality of the bulls presented for sale at the Autumn 
2021 premier sale in Tullamore. A very successful Autumn sale for Hereford exhibitors which was reflected 
by a very good average sale price being achieved. The promotion on the day saw 11 bulls sell for €3,000 
or more. Irish Hereford Prime would like to wish the successful bidders the best of luck with their new 
Hereford bulls. 
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Farmer profile

Robbie Ennis

Robbie Ennis farms in partnership with his father 
Paul in Guidenstown, near The Curragh, Co. 
Kildare, just 3 miles from Kildare town and 
explored the use of Hereford sires. Robbie is the 
fifth generation to farm in Guidenstown and runs 
a winter milk herd. During the quota era, the farm 
was milking 140 cows and a portion of the land 
was in tillage.

In more recent years, 300 cows are being calved 
down, with 70% spring-calving and the 
remainder calving in the autumn.

Historically, Robbie and Paul reared all their 
calves to beef but since milk quotas were 
removed, they are finishing less beef animals and 
2021 will see all calves being sold off-farm with 
the exception of their replacement dairy heifers.

Hereford sires at Guidenstown farm
The farm consists of 152ha - some of which is 
for growing maize silage for the cows. Some beet 
is also bought in from a local supplier for feeding 
on-farm.

Plans to increase the cow herd started some 
time before quotas were removed when the 
Ennis family carried out work on the farm 
including building more slurry storage in 2008.

In the past, the Ennis family used continental sire 
breeds on the farm but with gestation length 
proving to be more important in an expanded 
herd size, a swing to Hereford sires was 
explored. With increased dairy cow numbers 
brought more focus on calving and calf 
saleability.
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Robbie sat his Leaving Certificate 

in Cistercian College Roscrea in 

2008 and then went on to 

Agricultural College in Kildalton. 

Following a work placement in 

New Zealand, Robbie worked on 

various dairy farms in Ireland 

before returning to the home 

farm and taking on full-time 

farming in 2012.

Choosing a bull and calf health
Robbie has a set strategy when it comes to 
choosing a bull. Stars and figures are not central 
to any decision he makes. He says that the dairy 
beef index (DBI) is not really a influencer for him, 
however he does place an emphasis on carcass 
figures and feels it is important to examine the

carcass weight and conformation indexes.
Robbie mainly looks at the bull physically with the 
primary focus being that of bull conformation and 
length. Robbie likes ‘the bull that stands out’.

Robbie and Paul Ennis still place a huge focus on 
the calf and its health. Good calf quality that 
doesn’t compromise cow health and gestation 
length is key to their herd.

Importance is placed on calf vigour with the 
Hereford suited, as whitehead calves are 
“vigorous at birth and with no compromise on 
calf quality” as well as being “an easy sell”. 
Calving ease is important but they are happy with 
a dairy cow calving difficulty figure from 4-5%.

Robbie also feels that the Herefords are “easier 
handled and just more docile” adding that “even 
some other bucket-reared breeds can be a bit 
flighty”.

Calf housing
There is ample calf housing available on the farm 
and Robbie believes that this is important with 
weather issues occurring when calves are due to 
be sold or if herd movement restrictions were 
imposed.

He believes “it is also important not to have too 
many batches of calves being put through the 
same pens to reduce health problems with 
calves”.

To ensure each calf gets the proper start in life, 
they make significant efforts to guarantee that 
every calf gets enough colostrum at birth, with 
most being bottle fed a sufficient volume.

The Ennis family are the perfect example of the 
larger dairy farmer that places an economic value 
on all calves born on their farm and understands 
the message of sustainability needed for their 
dairy enterprise.

All calves are currently sold at between 18 and 
24 days, “once they are strong enough for sale”.
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Challenges and successes
There are several challenges facing Irish farmer’s 
everyday, but Robbie feels the biggest threats are 
environmental challenges for the dairy industry as 
a whole, in terms of needing to have and 
maintaining a green image.

Consumer information or misinformation is a big 
problem also; Robbie thinks more resources and 
money need to be used to educate the general 
public about food origins and practices that 
farmers carry out, to ensure the health and 
quality of their product is paramount.

Success to Robbie Ennis means being better in 
any or every area of the farm than the previous 
year and continuously making improvements to 
the whole farm and farm system.

Increasing production is a major motivator for the 
father and son duo. Though downtime is scarce 
on the farm, taking some time off, where 
possible, is also important for all involved. It is 
vital to rest where possible. Robbie likes to watch 
the horse racing and with the Curragh 
racecourse only three miles away - it’s no 
wonder. For the days spent closer to home, 
“watching a good rugby game is as good a break 
as any.”

For more information about Herefords
and upcoming bull sales, visit 
www.irishhereford.com, 
www.irishherefordprime.com
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